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USE OF THESIS

The Use of Thesis statement is not included in this version of the thesis.

Abstract:
The major contribution of the thesis Is to highlight the Importance of
philosophical awareness In progressing research. It argues against the use of

a pr/oritheory In research and proposes that an understanding of the
philosophical underpinnings of particular research approaches can provide the
opportunity to be ones own guide and to work out critically one's own

conception of the world. It suggests that the adoption of critical realism as
the underlying philosophical base can support research In a useful and
practical manner. The thesis introduces the philosophy of critical reallsm and
uses Its underlabouring role to provide new lnsights Into the Information
systems arena in general and the case example In particular. The thesis
specl!ically concentrates on a comparison between interpretlvism and critical
realism, highlighting the differing approaches both have to research.

The thesis provides an Illustrative case example examining the
development of an organisation's first Information Business Plan and the
subsequent outsourcing of the IS Department. The study was originally
targeted at describing the Implementation of the organisation's first
Information business plan but this changed as the information business plan
Implementation was overtaken by events. It is argued that political directives
from above were the major reason behind the organizational move to
outsource all non-core activities, Including IS. The thesis documents a
dissatisfaction with the ortglnallnterpretivtst approach on which the case
Investigation was based and uses the case example to highlight the thesis
arguments.

Critical reallsm provldt:!s a promising analytical and explanatory
framework for examining the Interplay between structure and agency within
organizations. It Involves both Interpretive and explanatory understanding
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unified tn "the analysis of structural relations, and the ways In which these
affect, and are affected by, the subjective meanings of human beings" (Keat
and Urry, 1982, p. 174). This thesis wtll reflect these understandings and
emphases.
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Introduction
This section alms to Introduce the thesis and explain the reasoning
behind the adoption of critical realism as an underlying philosophy. It then
provides a roadmap for the thesis development
The Writing Stvle

One foundatlonal argument within this thesis Is that realist enquiry can
learn from post-modernism and Its associated techniques. Kllduff and Mehra
(1997) argue that there are two styles of postmodernism: the sceptical and
the affirmative.

~From

the sceptical perspective all Interpretations of

phenomer<a are equally valid, and the world is so complicated that concepts
such as prediction and causality are irrelevant. Everything is related to
everything else so the search for causes or origins must be discontinued." (p.
455)

In contrast, the affirmative postmodernist "retains the possibility of
making dlscrlminatlons among competing interpretations." The affirmative
postmodernlst "would underscore novelty and reflexivity as it looks at the
richness of difference and concentrates on the unusual, the singular and the
original" (Rosenau 1992, p. 169). Pluralist approaches can be seen

to be In

line with the ''post-modern condition", which is described by Jackson (1991)
as thriving on "Instability, disruption, disorder, contingency, paradox, and
Indeterminacy", and requiring recognition of multiple interpretations of the
world. The neglect of philosophy as such can be seen to be a particular
feature of the post-modernist approach:
... postmodern practitioners, In pursuit of revolutionary
challenges to conventional wisdom, can mix and match various
perspectives or research styles for aesthetic effect or In order to
contrast with tradition. This freedom to combine styles of
discourse follows from the belief that no method grants
privileged access to truth and that all research approaches are

17

embodied In cultural practice that postmodernlsts seek to make
explicit. The mixing and matching of diverse styles helps surface
the cultural practices within which each style Is embedded.
{Kitduff and Mehra 1997 p. 456)

Stones {1996}, from a contemporary realist (or sometimes called
neoreallst) perspective, argues against the defeatism of the sceptical postmodernist. He celebrates the post-modernist emphasis on plurality and
diversity and, like the post-modernist, recognizes the enormous difficulty In
providing accurate accounts of the social worlcl. However, In his descr~tlon of
~past-modern

realism" he disagrees strongly with the sceptical post-modernist

In that he suggi'!sts that "yes, the world Is that complex; yes, it Is often very
hard to get at; yes, sociologists and other social scientists often claim an
authority they have no right to; and, no, the defeatist postmodernlsts are not
right to Imply that the only alternative to a complete and total knowledge of a
very complex world Is a retreat into fiction" (Stones, 1995, p, 38).

In line with post-modernist argument Stones {1996) suggests that
contemporary realist examination requires precision and contextuallzed detail.
This contextuallzatlon Is a necessary consequence of an underlying
ontologlcally bold phltosophy (Outhwalte 1987, p. 34). As detailed below,
critical realism Is onto\ogically bold In the sense that it not only encompasses
an external realtsm In Its distinction between the world and our experience of
it but it also suggests a stratified ontology and a so-called depth realism In
defining the objects that make up such a world. This concept suggests that
reality Is made up of three ontologlcally distinct realms- first, the empirical,
that Is experience; second, the actual, that is events (I.e. the actual objects of
experience); and third, the transcendental, non-actual or deep, that Is
structures, mechanisms and associated powers.
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The deep structures and mechanisms that make up the world are thus
the primary focus of such an ontological rea\lsm, events as such not being the
primary focus. An Important element wlthln critical realism Is that these deep
structures and mechanisms may, In fact, be only observable through their
effects and thus a causal criterion for existence Is accepted:
Observability may make us more confident about what we think
exists, but existence itself Is not dependent on lt. In virtue of
this, then, rather than rely purely upon a criterion of
observability for making claims about what exists, realists accept
a causal criterion too {Collier, 1994). According to this a
plausible case for the existence of unobservable entitles can be
made by reference to observable effects which can only be
explained as the products of such entitles .... A crucial Implication
of this ontology Is the recognition of the possibility that powers
may exist unexercised, and hence ... the nature of the real
objects present at a given time constrains and enables what can
happen but does not pre-determine what will happen. (Sayer
2000, p. 12)

The ontological complexity assumed by critical realism Is, however,
matched by a conservative epistemology that leans heavily on scientific
argument and development. Stones (1996) suggests that If contemporary
realist research Is to address post-modern criticism it needs to be more
aggressive In Its methodological approach. Realist methodologies need to be
able to account for the underlying ontological richness they implicitly assume
and also need to reflect the belief that any knowledge gains are typically
provls!ona~

fall\bist. Incomplete and extendable. Realist methodologies and

writings, thus, must reflect a continual commitment to caution, scepticism and
reflexivity.

One proposal of this thesis Is that realist writings can follow the
example provided by post-modernist textual representations In the way that
they reflect skepticlsm and reflexivity. The post-modernist argues for ~the
creation of new texts that break boundaries; that move from the centre to the
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margins to comment upon and decentre the centre; that forgo closed,
bounded worlds for those more open-ended and less conveniently
encompassed; that transgress the boundaries of conventbna! soda\ science;
and that seek to create a social science about human life rather than

on

subjects" {Guba and Unco!n, 2000, p. 184). Post-modernist representations
can help avoid two Inherent dangers seen In the textual representations of
the scientific method:
• They may lead us to believe that the world Is rather
simpler than lt Is
• Ti"ey may relnscrlbe enduring forms of historical
oppression {Guba and Lincoln 2000, p. 184)
Guba and Lincoln suggest that a crisis of representation exists whereby the
subjects of social science are silenced In textual representation thus perhaps
fostering the re-creation of existing dangerous Illusions and associated
undert)'lng Ideologies. Thus, the requirement to reflectively present this
assumed ontological complexity and knowledge fallibility has prompted the
Inclusion of a "handwritten" reflective element In the thesis. Such handwritten
text boxes are Intended to allow a place for reflection on the progress of the
research and my own role within that process.

Thts self.-efl.ect:i.lte,;,... i.< ""-F""-'c~ted ~ wU,~ a.. 1-.Mol·wr"itf:e,o. fo>tt
•,9k (c<lilut JP ttMol). I<le~ these J..o..\olwoit:ti'.fl b:J<h •lw11ld be rWeol ill
Vo.Y\DUS

F'"Ltlo~• th.-o11~lwu.tt:he F"!Jc U, a..f...e"--\1>~ """11\"-"• lu>wcVeV',I ftt-L

these b:J<tboJ<c< <11'"- a..•"-'l•ihk ""'Yr'l>"'lsc to <!>lC<lll.-~c ='"""~ab~.

As defined by Guba and Lincoln {2000, p. 183) reflexivity Is "the
process of reflecting critically on the self as researcher" and thus the textboxes wlll provide a means to reflect on my own role In the research process.
The text boxes will also be used to highlight alternative viewpoints and to
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provide further background to claims made thus helping to avoid Guba and
Lincoln's criticisms that scientific writing can oversimplify. This target supports
Rlchardson (2000) who sees writing as a form of enquiry:
I consider writing as a method of Inquiry, a way of finding about
yourself and your topic. Although we usually think about writing
as a mode of "telling" about the social world, writing Is not just
a mopping-up activity at the end of a research project. Writing
Is also a way of knowing - a method of discovery and analysis.
By writing In different ways, we discover new aspects of our
topic and our relationship to it (p, g23)

The text boxes also, perhaps, soften the dryness of traditional scientific
argument and support the view that research writing should be seen as a
dynamic, creative process:
I was taught ... not to write until I knew what I wanted to say,
untll my points were organised and outlined. No surprise, this
static writing model coheres with mechanistic sclentism and
quantitative research ... This model has serious problems: It
Ignores the rote of wrltlng as a dynamic, creative process; it
undermines the confidence of beginning qualitative researchers
because their experience of research is Inconsistent with the
writing model; and lt contributes to the flotilla of qualitative
writing that Is simply not Interesting to read because adherence
to the model requires writers to silence their own voices and to
view themselves as contaminants. (Richardson, 2000, p. 924)

The Inclusion of these separate text boxes makes use of the word
processing ability to add sections after ~final" drafting without reformattlng
and without upsetting the flow of argument. They thus encourage critique
and reflection and can be used to represent the emergent nature of the
research process. They have proven to be a powerful tool.
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The intended audience

The Intended audience for a thesis largely defines the writing style and
depth of coverage. Erickson (1986. p. 153) \\sts four fundamental audiences researchers, po\lcymakers, practitioners and local community. This thesis
largely addresses the first of these In that lt emphasizes the Importance of
philosophical reflection wlthln IS research. As such I spend a deal of time
discussing my own research positlon and the reasons for my Increasing
commitment to critical realism. The flrst part of the thesis details my Initial
struggle and ultimate rejection of lnterpretlvtsm as an underlying philosophical
approach. This journey occurred over several years and the accumulated
insights gained are represented as an ongoing story within the thesis.
Certainly I have a much better understanding of interpretlvism and critical
realism now than I had at the commencement of this journey and 1 therefore
would write a much shorter Introductory section if I wrote the thesis now.
However, such compact writing would not, In my view, adequately reflect the
Initial struggles I had with understanding the basic philosophical issues. The
thesis represents a journey and as such Is perhaps verbose In sections, but
ultimately 1 am targeting a particular audience- those philosophically Inclined
researchers within the IS field who see Information systems as social systems
and consequently struggle themselves with extending philosophies from the
social sciences arena to the applied area of IS.

The later chapters are more closely targeted towards the IS
practitioner, but primarily these chapters are designed to support earlier
chaptErs In that they emphasize the practical benefit and value of
philosophical reflection, The primary audience for this thesis is a
philosophically Inclined IS research community rather than the "practitioner"
that Erickson suggests as an alternative audience. Such a focus clearly has
affected the tone, writing style and depth of coverage.
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Whv critical rea!jsm?

This thesis suggests that critical realism can provide a useful
foundation for IS research and proposes Sflme of the practical implications of
such a foundation. Critical, or transcendental, realism as envisaged by
Bhaskar (1978, 1979, 1986) argues that there exists a reallty totally
lndependfmt of our representations of it; the reality and the "representation
of reality" operating In different domains, roughly a transitive epistemological
dimension and an intransitive ontological dimension. Such a proposal is
common to many reallst approaches and Is referred to by Searle (1995) as
external reallsm.

Critical reallsm does not, however, rest solely on this presumption. As
Lawson (1997) argues transcendental (or critical) reallsm as originally
proposed by Bhaskar (1978) Is developed around a sclenttflc realist position
which asserts that "the ultimate objects of scientific Investigation exist for the
most part quite Independent of, or at least prior to, their Investigation" (p.
15). This common external realist position Is however extended under critical

reallsm In that it also presents a philosophical argument for the nature,
constitution and structure of the underlying objects of enquiry. such a realism
Is heavily concerned with ontology or metaphysics, that is, the nature of being
and existence. Bhaskar (1978) develops his realist philosophy of science
founded on the question "under what conditions Is science possible?". This
philosophical questioning concludes a, so-called, depth realism that proposes
that "the world Is composed not only of events and our experience or
Impression of them, but also of (Irreducible) structures and mechanisms,
powers and tendencies, etc. that, although not directly observable,
nevert1'1eless underlie actual events that we experience and govern or
produce them" (Lawson, 1997, p. 8),
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Such arguments are extended to the social arena In a similar fashion
through considering the associated question "under what conditions Is social
science posslbler, again the conclusion being that social "sc.ienceu Is only
possible If similarly real (relatively) enduring structures exist within the social
arena. Having concluded the existence of such objects of social enquiry
Bhaskar and others have developed a consistent line of enquiry based around
these presumed underlying social objects. As Lawson (1997) suggests many
of the things that traditionally have been done In the social arena are found
to be Inconsistent with the underlying nature of the social objects proposed
and Into which such enquiry has been made (an example being fundamental
problems with the way that prediction and falsification have been viewed In
the open systems evident within the social arena). Philosophy Is thus heavily
bound Into this model of social enquiry. Critical realism proposes that
philosophy plays an Important and Integral role In research, its continued use
conditional on Its practical success.

The following readings detail some of the reasons for the adoption of
critical reallsm. The argument will be further expanded In later chapters.

'T\,e o.b11V<: J<.scLL<<in~ l.< o..lw.~c <lMrli.ft<:oJ:inO\
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Why bother with philosophy?
Philosophy can be defined as "the critical examination of the grounds
for fundamental beliefs and an analysis of the baste concepts employed In the
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expression of such beliefs" (Encyclopaedia Britannlca, p. 388, Mlcropedla, Vol.
9, 1985).
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As the IS research arena matures lt Is no surprise that a number of IS

researchers have called for a greater philosophical commitment within IS
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research and have targeted a clearer definition of the underlying philosophy
and assumptions Inherent In IS r·esearch (eg Mumford, Hlrschhelm, Fltzgerald,
and WoodHarper (1985); Banville and Landry (1989); Ilvari (1991); Orllkowskl
and Baroudl (1991); Nissen, Klein and Htrschhelm (1991); Hlrschhelm, Kleln
and Lyytlnen (1995); Jivarl and Hlrschhelm (1996); Winder, Probert, and
Beeson (1997); Mlngers and Stowell (1997); Iivarl, Hirschhelm, and Kleln
(1998); Fitzgerald, B. and Howcroft, D. (1998): Wilson (1999)).
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A philosophical commitment can be seen to Involve rational thinking
and logical argument as the Philosophical Society suggests: "every branch orknowledge depends upon rational thinking, but philosophy Is unique In that
the appllcation of reason and logic becomes the very source of knowledge

~

whether employed critically, In the examination of the assumptions underlying
a field of Inquiry or bel!ef system, or constructively in the search for necessary
truths about the nature of reallty Itself'. Tills theoretical focus Is emphasised
throughout the thesis.

The IS field does, however have a heavy practical focus and, as
Orllkowskl and Barley (2001) argue, has much In common with engineering
where the major focus Is on such practical questions as "what works?". Given
this heavy practical focus it Is no surprise that an alternate perspective exists
within the IT arena disparaging this Involvement In philosophy and
phllosophicat argument. Ormerod (1997), for example, dismisses the rote of
philosophy when he discusses organisational Intervention from an operational
research perspective:
Any choice mechanism should, In my view, be rooted In practical
requirements rather than In theoretical considerations with
which very few practitioners could feel at home. In simple terms
the approach (methods and their theo:ies) chosen must support
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a process of intervention (practice) In a particular context to
achieve the desired outcome. (p. 42.1)

This argument Is not uncommon within such a practically focused
arena as the IT field and can be seen to represent a consu!tancyt.jpe
approach to research with practicality dominating the researcher per;pectlve.
Such a perspective sees theory application as directed towards successful
practical Intervention with little time for philosophical justification. From this
perspective the practicalities of the Intervention predominate as Ormerod
(1997) suggests:

~the

choice of methods will depend on the organisational

context, the degree of participation envisaged, the consultant's skill and on
the nature of the outcome required" (p. 415).

Such a vtew, however, neglects the useful role that phllosophy can play
as underlabourertn research and practice- the term underlabouring taken
from Locke (1894, p. 14) as "clearing the ground a little. .. removing some of
the rubbish that lies In the way of knowledge". Critical realism argues that
philosophy can play an Important and useful rote In practical research.

Collier (1994, p. 17) answers the question "why bother with
philosophy?" with the following:
A good part of the answer to the question "why philosophy?" Is
that the alternative to philosophy Is not no philosophy, but bad
philosophy. The "unphllosophical" person has an unconSCious
philosophy, which they apply In their practice - whether of
science or polldcs or da11y life.

Similarly Gramsci (1971, p. 32.3) argues " ...everyone Is a philosopher,
though In his own way and unconsciously, since even In the slightest
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manifestation of any Intellectual activity whatever, in "language" there Is
contained a specific conception of the world" (from Collier 1994, p. 17).

The "bothering" with philosophy can also provide the potential for
emancipation from a domination by a particular social or academic group:
...Is it better to take part In a conception of the world
mechanically imposed by the external environment, I.e., by one
of the many social groups In which everyone Is automatically
Involved from the moment of his entry into the conscious
world ...Or, on the other hand, Is it better to work out
consciously and critically one's own conception of the world and
thus, In connection with the labour's of ones own brain, choose
one's sphere of activity, take an active part In the creat1on of
the history of the world, be one's own guide, refusing ID accept
passively and suplnely from outside the moulding of one's
personality (Gramsci (1971, pp. 323-324) as quoted In Colller
(1994, p. 17)).
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Critical realism as a social phllosophy for IS7
Critical realism seems a sensible philosophy for IS In that lt Is derived
from within the social arena and thus encourages the recognition that
information systems operate within a social environment. As Avgerou (200 1)
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suggests a consideration of the social context of IS research and development
Is vital. This theme has been supported for many years In the IS arena and Is
an ongoing Issue (some of the more Important contributions coming from,
Kllng (1980); Lyytinen and Lehtlnen (1984); King (1987); Land and
Hlrschheim (1983); Zuboff (1988); Orllkowskl (1992); Lyytlnen (1992);
Walsham (1993); Baskervllle, Sm\thson, Ngwenyama and DeGross (1994);
Drllkowskl, Wa\sham, Jones, and DeGross (1996); H\rschhelm, Kleln, and
Lyytlnen (1996); Introna (1997); and Baskervllle, Stage and DeGross (eds)
(2000)).

The Information systems field has historically followed a functionalist
and positivist research approach. In more recent years there has been an
Increasing recognition of the Importance of the subjective social aspects of
Information systems, as well as the objective, measurable technical aspects.
Ivarl, Hlrschhelm and Kletn (1998) describe the two fundamental views of
Information systems as being "technl~l systems with social Implications" or
"social systems, only technically Implemented". They perceive Information
systems from a structuratlonal perspective as a social system which Is "an
embodlement of interpretive schemas, facilities for coordination and
organisational/social norms" (p. 173)
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Critical rea!fsm as a response to the crisis of positivism
Slmllarly the adoption of critical realism responds to a call from within
the IS arena to move away from the traditional positivism that has
predominated in the past. For eliample Drlikowsk.\ and Baroudl (1991) present
interpretivism and critical theory as major responses to the more traditional
positivist approaches. Blaikie (1993) from within t~" social sciences arena
sug':)ests that contemporary responses to a dissatisfaction with positivism
Include:
• Critical Theory
• Realism
• Contemporary Hermeneutics
• Structuratlon Theory
• Feminism.
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Such responses to positivism have been slmlfarly noticed in the IS field
as Jones (2000), for example, points out The author observes that over the
period 1979-1999 57% of papers presented at IFIP WG 8.2 conferences had
references to the four major social theorists Glddens, Habermas, Foucault and
Latour. Glddens' structuration theory Is an example of a contemporary realist
response that has had a significant impact on IS research (see Rose, 2000)
yet critical realism has had virtually no impact. This Is somewhat surprising
given the elements of similarity betv.re€n the two theories, for example their
similarly rich ontological focus and their commitment to a metatheoretlcal
position that recognises the importance of structure and agency (there are
Important differences betv.reen the two theories, however, and these
differences are discussed In Chapter 3). This thesis suggests that lt would be
useful to widen the range of social theorists used In IS to Include that of
Bhaskar and his crltlcal realist approach. Critical realism Is a relatively new
social theory that Is being used In a number of different disciplines to provide
Important new lnslghts. The later chapters In the thesis discuss some of the
new inslghts that can be particularly app!led within the IS arena.
Critical realism as a response to the shortcomings of lnteroretlvlsm
For the case example discussed, however, perhaps the most Important
justification for the adoption of critical rea!lsm Is In reaction to the observed
shortcomings of classlcallnterpret\vlst methods (see Chapter 4). Ortlkowskl
and Baroudl (1991 p. 13) present lnterpretlvism as emphasising the social
nature of reality:
Interpretivlsm asserts that reality, as well as our knowledge
thereof, are social products and hence lne<~pable of being
understood Independent of the social actors (Including the
researchers) that construct and make sense of that reality
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As w\11 be demonstrated later In the thesis, critical realism would

suggest that this argument reflects the so-called eplstemtc fcl!!acy\n that lt
confuses what Bhaskar (1979) calls the transitive knowledge focused
dimension and the Intransitive ontological dimension, According to Bhaskar
the ep\stemic fallacy reflects a confusion between statements about the
nature of being and statements about our knowledge of that being. For the
critical realist, reality can never be a social product as argued by Orllkowskl
and Baroudl since lt pr~·exlsts the transitive, changing social analysts of lt.
Our perceptions of reality change continually but the underlying structures
and mechanisms constituting that reality are ''relatively endurlng".

More particularly, for the case example presented In this thesis, critical
realism provides a better means for explaining the changes that occurred. It
will be argued that much of the decision to outsoorce the IT Department can
be traced to the impact of a wider governmP.ntal "structure" that enforced a
trend towards privatization and associated outsourcing. The presence of such
a structure Is not easily Identified in an lnterpretlvlst framework with Its
emphasis on micro level agency Interpretations. In contrast, the
metatheoretical emphasis on structure and agency within critical realism
allows a more useful means to represent such social structures.
Critical rea!lsm as suppo,rtlng the rational manager
Importantly also, as argued In chapter 8, critical realism can provide an
alternative to social constructlv\st theories that downplay the role of the active
agent. As Cra\b (1992) suggests realism proposes that the agent has an
important role to play In transforming secta! structures:
human action does not create society but either maintains or
changes it In some way - this Is the sense In which the i:'lo'O are
not Independent of each other. Societies do not 'determine'
agents, but they sutvive and change only through acting
Individuals. Bhaskar suggests a 'transformatlve' model of human
actions: soctetles provide the raw materlal, human beings act on
lt, and societies come out the other end. The crucial property of
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human action ... Is that it Is intentional: it alms at achieving
something, (p. 20)

This does not Imply, however, that the consequences of human action are
always as Intended and that agents can only have an active role In society (as
discussed in Chapter 3, In contrast to structuratlon theory, there Is also an
Important role for the non·dolng agent). The Important Issue Is that critical
realism does provide an Important active emancipatory role for the
organizational member. In my view much of social constructlvlst theory
downplays this Important role and does not adequately reflect the decision·
making rationality and emancipatory potential of the agent or mar,ager.

As detailed In Chapter 7, social constructlvist theory as applied to an

Innovative practice such as outsourclng, can emphasise the way that agents
create sometimes distorted perceptions of Innovative practice. This
perspective tends to highlight the "faddish ne>::;;" of managerial decision·
making, largely downplaylng the sensible

rat~nnal

decision making power of

the active agent (for example, Newell, swan a;1d Galllers (2000) and Lacity
and Hlrschheim (1993) adopt social constructlvist argument to present the
Faddishness of the organizational manager). Such a perspective, In my view,
does managers a disservice In that lt leaves them open to criticism for making
decisions In a lemming like fashion with little deep analysis on their part.
Adopting a realist perspective can allow the manager to be seen to operate In
a logical and explainable manner, reacting to understandable external
structures and mechanisms, Social oonstructlvlst explanation does not, In my
view, provide adequate recognition of the complexity underlying
organisational decision-making. To properly understand the pressures under
which the organisational manager operates one needs to have a clear
recognition of the real structures and mechanisms constraining them. Critical
realism can provide this recognition through Its emphasis on the way that
agents Interact with pre-existing structures. It Importantly also gives agents
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an important role In the re-definition of such pre-existing structures, and thus,
as deta!led In chapter 10, provides a basis for recognising their Important
emandpatory potential.
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Critical realism as supporting oluraiJsm
Critical realism has been presented by Mlngers (2001) as a foundation
for pluralist methodology use. This support for pluralism Is largely founded on
Its underlying focus on ontology and Its perception of the major role for
theory to Improve our understanding of a complex separate reality. The
philosophy of critical realism Is compatible with a large number of different
theories, yet, as detailed In later chapters of this thesis, the use of critical
reallsm has Implications with respect to the ongoing development of research
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and as such it ts perhaps less free with respect to the use of multiple theories
and methodologies than Is often implied. The adoption of critical realism as an
underlying philosophical approach has important methodological
consequences that need to be recognised as prominent critical realist Archer
(1995, p.2B) suggests:
Once social analysts have been assured that ontology and
methodology are separate Issues, why should they not conclude
that they can merely select the methodology which
pragmatically seems most useful to them (thus sliding rapidly
Into \nstrumentallsm), because if ontology Is a separate concern,
then it need to be no concern of theirs. Equally, once social
theorists have been persuaded of the separation, what prevents
an exclusive preoccupation with ontological matters,
disregarding their practical utllity and effectively disavowing that
acquiring knowledge about the world does and should affect
conceptions of social reality? This is a recipe for theoretical
sterility. An ontology without a methodology is deaf and dumb;
a methodology without an ontology is blind.

Critical realism argues for an Intimate link between philosophy and
consequent methodological and epistemological development. As Archer
(1995) suggests "the nature of what exists cannot be unrelated to how tt Is
studled ...the social ontology endorsed does play a powerful regulatory rote
vls-a-vts the explanatay methodology for the basic reason that lt
conceptualises social reality in certain terms, thus Identifying what there Is to
be explained and a\so ruling out explanations In terms of entities or properties
which are deemed non-existent'' (p. 16-17). Similarly, Cralb (1992, p.656)
suggests that "our methods of understanding the world and the forms of the
theory we use are based on the nature of the realities we are trying to
understand".

Given this argument, critical reallsm cannot support the Indiscriminate
use of theory since lt strongly argues for an Intimate linkage between all
aspects of the research process. For example critical realism has Important
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things to say about the sort of questions that can be asked and the
conclusions that can be reached. As detailed In Chapter 5 below, it argues
against the predictive use of theory and suggests that retroductive
questioning Is the only supportable questioning that can be allowed In the
open systems evident In social research. Such argument fundamentally affects
the way In which research Is progressed and the on-going role for theory
within that research.

Critical realist argument suggests that philosophy must play an Integral
and ongoing role in alt aspects of the research process and whilst the practical
focus of critical realism encourages a concentration on outcomes the plural\st
use of different methods needs to be consistent. This requirement has
perhaps resulted In a more cautious use of methodology and theory than Is
Ideal from a practitioner perspective and critical realism has been satd to be
"ontologlca\ly bold and eplstemologlcally cautious" (Outhwaite 1987), This
observation also renects the fact that the philosophy provides little practical
advice on methodology use.
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The Research Question jn Crltjcal Realism

Critical realism proposes retroductlve argument where 'a retroductlve
argument moves from a description of some phenomenon to a description of
something which produces it or Is a condition for lt' (Bhaskar 1985, p. 11). As
detailed in Chapter 2 such argument Is fundamental to a critical realist stance.
Retroductlve or abductlve reasoning Is In contrast to deductive and Inductive
reasoning.

Deductive reasoning Is the fundamental reasoning of mathematics
whereby some statement "p" leads to lmpllcations "q"- a movement from the
general to the particular. For example, the genera/claim that "all ravens are
black" moves to the particular Inference that the next one seen will be black.
Induct'1ve reasoning moves from the particular to the general. For example
the patticu/arobservatlon that numerous ravens are black moves tD the

genera/claim that ~all ravens are black". Inductive reasoning Is Important In
the experimental testing of theory !n that "Induction conslru In starting from
a theory, deducing from it predictions of phenomena, and observing those
phenomena In order to see how nearly they agree with the theory (Bialkie
1993, p. 154). Positivist approaches are associated more with these two

processes of reasoning.

For the ravens example, retroductlve or abductlve reasoning follows
from an observation of numerous black ravens to a theory as to a mechanism
to explain why ravens are disposed to be black. As Lawson (1997, p. 24)
suggests it Involves a movement from a surface phenomena to a deeper
causal thing. Critical realism questions the usefulness of decilctlve or
Inductive reasoning In the open systems of the social arena and proposes that
retroductlve l'what lf' type) reasoning \s more appropriate, Such a
perspective Is consistent with a depth realism where explanation Is not about
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prediction but about the steady unearthing of deeper levels of structures and
mechanisms.
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Critical realism assumes that all knowledge (or theory) Is derived from
a social practice that relies on pre-suppositions about the nature of the world.
Bhaskar bases his philosophy of critical realism on such retroductlve
examination In that he questions what pre-conditions are necessary to allow
the possibility of ''science" and social

~sclenceff.

He considers that such

retroductive argument Is a distinctive and Important feature that helped to
define and differentiate critical realism (Norrls 1999).

For the case example critical realism proposes the re-framing of
descrlptive ethnographic-type questioning such as "what Is happening here?"
to a more specific and retroductlve questioning such as "under what
conditions Is it possible that an Internationally bench marked IT D.:partment Is
outsourcedr. 9.Jch focussed questioning concentrates on determining the
nature of concerned structures and associated mechanisms and thus Implicitly
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targets extendabl\lty through Its proposal that such structures are relatively
enduring.
The Aims of the Thesis

The "bothering" with philosophy Is a major concern within this thesis. A
major aim, tl1erefore, will be to present, from within the IS field, some of the
practical outcomes of a philosophical commitment. This philosophical
commitment Is grounded by critical realism. The thesis Introduces the
philosophy of critical realism and uses rts underlabouring role to provide new
lnsights Into the Information systems arena In general. The thesis will
examine some of the practical Implications of using critical realism as an
underlying Philosophy for IS research.
Descriptlon or Explanation?
A secondary focus of the research Is to describe and explain highly
politicised changes that have taken place within the Information Systems
Department of a governmental organisation. The thesis follows the
development of the organization's first Information Business Plan and
describes the subsequent outsourclng of the department's function. As
suggested In subsequent chapters the primary focus Is to provide an
explanation of the happenings at the corporation rather than solely a
description. This aim necessarily elevates the role of phllosophl<.al argument

and rational thought.

The thesis will describe how the research approach came to be based
on critical realism rather than lnterpretivlsm. This concentration on the
research process Is supported by Kleln and Myers (1999), who argue that a
major problem with many interpretive projects Is their failure to clearly define
the emergent nature of research. As they suggest In their Important paper on
principles for good Interpretive practice: "we are (often] given little
understanding of how the researchers' analysis developed over the course of
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the project. As it stands, we are presented with a f1nlshed piece of
Interpretive research with few Indications or Its emergent nature" (p. 84).
Whilst this thesis Is not specifically Interpretive such an Issue Is still valid and
a major aim of the thesis Is to Indicate the emergent nature of the research
process.
The Use of a Single Case Studv

This thesis provides an illustrative case example lnvolvlng the
development of an organisation's first Information Business Plan and the
subsequent outsourclng of the IS Department. The decision to use a case
study Is sometimes argued to imply a commitment to a particular
methodological approach. For example, Yin (1994) argues that the case study
Is a comprehensive research strategy that can be qualitative or quantitative In
focus and need not Include direct, detailed observation as a source of
evidence. He sees the case study as not "especially concerned with time-span
and historical depth, with richness of data, or access to personal meanings,
and shows no Interest in emphasising data in people's own words" and
defines a case study as:
an empirical enquiry that Investigates a contemporary
phenomena within Its real life context especially when the
boundaries between phenomeno11 and context are not clearly
evident (p. 13)
Stake (1994), In contrast, arrues that the decision to complete a case study Is
110t a methodological choice but a choice as to the object to be studied.

Tesch (1990) links the case study with hermeneutics In that case
studies have traditionally involved an element of Interpretation or reflection
on the case under study. Walsham (1993) argues for the Importance of so·
called In-depth case studies. His view of the case study emphasises the need
to understand human nature In context and argues that In-depth case studies
are the only means to study such Issues.
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Knights {1996) points out that exhaustive case accounts can end up
being very posltivlstic In their approach If deriving the truth of a situation Is
used to justify being exhaustive and In-depth. Such claims are posltivlstlc In
their nature as it Implies that the "truth" Is out there and can be found given
suitably detailed anai)tsis:
... if the case study approach Is to avoid sliding back Into
positivist frameworks, it has to assert a role for Itself other than
the pursuit of accurate representations or exhaustive and
comprehensive narratives. For otherwise, \t simply subscribes to
those ontological and epistemological assumptions about a
'fixed' and ' objective' reality waiting to be discovered and
recorded by the researcher that were the impetus for a radical
alternative to positivism In the first place. {p. 234)

Stones (1995} slmllarly argues for rich contextuallzed analysts but, in
adopting a critical realist stance, appreciates the falllblst nature of any
outcomes. He sees three Ideal type contrasts In relation to the type of
knowledge that particular theories contain:
• Single case versus multiple case (generalising)
• Contextua\izing versus abstracted
• Agents conduct analysis versus theorist's pattern analysis
For example, he sees that a project emphasising agents conduct analysis
would "include an Interest in the hermeneutics of how social actors draw
reflexively on their knowledgeability and motivation In choosing how to act",
whereas theorist's pattern analysis defines "a research project that Is not
concerned with lay actors' conduct analysis but, rather, Is Interested tn the
researcher's analysis of social practices, from outside as it were" {Stones
1996, p. 70).
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As detailed above In order to avoid the criticism of the post-modernist

he suggests that contemporary realist researchers should adopt the first of
each binary opposition as the preferred ontological focus in his brand of
contemporary reallsm ("past-modern reallsm"). This so-called "player modei''
of theory construction Is the preferred mode of operation whereby single
contextualized cases are addressed "sometimes, but not always (depending
on the question asked), Including an analysis of the hermeneutlc frames of
meaning of social actors" (p.71). Under the player model studies move
towards generalizations by "being parasitic on ... single, contextualized
cases". This thesis agrees with Walsham (1993) a11d Stones (1996) on the
Importance of the local contextuallzed examination atld follows Stake (1994)
who sees the case study to be a selection of the object to be studied rather
than a statement as to the method

or strategy to be followed,

confidentiality Issues
One of the difficulties for a researcher is that confidelltiality becomes
more difficult In pursuing a single case study since the researching of a single
organization over many years means that the source of the research can
become known to the research community of which they are a part. For the
single case study it also Is no larger possible to hide behind a multiplicity of
ca~e

examples when presenting the thesis and thus it Is particularly necessary

to protect the Identity of the organizational members Interviewed. In order to
meet the anorwmlty conditions under which access was provided the names
and titles of the people Interviewed have been changed and dates and
statistics have been modified. The Interview texts are shortened and have no
dates associated with them so as to avoid possible association with real
events. I feel this anonymity does not detract overly from the thesis as the
thesis primarily uses the case example to Illustrate and support theoretical
arguments. Its primary focus Is to Illustrate a novel application of new theory.
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This argument Is consistent with Stake (1994) who describes two types
of case study- the intrinsic case study and the Instrumental case study. An
Intrinsic case study Is:
.•. not undertaken primarily because the case represents other
cases or because lt Illustrates a particular trait or problem, but
because In all Its particularity and ordinariness, [the] case Itself
is of lnterest...The purpose Is not to come to understand some
abstract concept or generic phenomena ...The researcher
temporarily subordinates other curiosities so that the case may
reveal Its story (p. 237).

In contrast, the Instrumental study attempts to provide Insight Into an
issue or refinement of theory. "The case Is of secondary Interest; lt plays a
supportive role, facilitating our understanding of something else." (Stake
1994, p. 23'1). This thesis uses the case example as an Instrumental study.
This statement of the purpose of the case study Is Important in terms of
judging the research. As detailed In Chapter 4 this thesis suggests that the
object and purpose of the research are important In judging the research
outcomes. Ideally the case study write-up should present a full and rich
description of the case example Including detailed accounts of the
organization and Its members. This cannot be done under the conditions in
which the study was agreed. An outsourclng situation Is highly emotive for
the personnel concerned and comments made about management and
Individual actors are often highly critical. Anonymity must be a necessary
requirement in such situations as Is care In research reporting -the
organisation should not be harmed through its generosity In providing access.
I have been conscious of this necessity throughout the study and have been
careful in my reporting of the case, particularly In not acting In a Judgmental
role and protecting Identities wherever possible.
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Thesis Roadm....AR

The early chapters of the thesis (Chapter 1 to 6) aim to reflect my
growing dlsllluslonment with Interpretive approaches and my acceptance of
critical realism as a valid and useful underlabourer for Investigation and
research In the Information Systems field. The later chapters (Chapter 7 to
11) demonstrate the value of crJtlcal realism In the examination of
contemporary Issues within the management arena and the Information
systems field In particular.

Chapter 1 presents the baste details of the case study example and
argues for the Ineffectiveness of an ethnographic approach In Identifying the
Important structures that heavily Impacted the development of the plan and
subsequent outsourclng within the organization. The case example Is used
throughout the thesis to highlight the value of a critical rea!lst approach.
(Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 In particular use critical realist argument to examine
the outsourcing situation Introduced in the case example).

As a basis for deriving an alternative to Interpretive analysis Chapter 2
introduces the philosophy of critical realism and discusses some of Its
Important assumptions. The Important role that phl!osoptr'{ plays In research
Is highlighted and critical rea!lsm Is presented as a response to the call for a
greater philosophical commitment within the IS arena. The chapter discusses
how the adoption of a critical realist approach affects the conduct of the
research and the underlying research question.

In Chapter 3 the Important meta·theoretical role for structure and
agency within critical reallsm Is highlighted and the Importance of recognizing
both micro (agency) and macro (structure) level factors within a research
situation Is discussed. The chapter discusses four conceptions of structure and
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highlights how such perceptlons can affect the way that a computer system
can be represented. A hypothetical example of an ERP system is used to
highlight the different conceptlons of structure and agency. The Inadequate
representation of technology W\thln critical realism Is discussed and crltlqued.

Following from this basic Introduction to critical realism Chapter 4
discusses in more detail the differences between critical realism and
lnterpretlvlsm. Leaning heavily on Kleln and Myers (1999) paper on principles
for conducting and evaluating InterpretiVe

rese<~rch

the chapter highlights the

different meanings given to lnterpretiVism and discusses Its philosophical
base. As In Kleln and Myers (1999) it Is assumed that \nterpretlvlsm depends
heavily on hermeneutlcs as Its underlying phllosophy and, as such, the
primary focus within the chapter Is philosophical In that it uses the philosophy
of cr\ttal realism as a basis for critiqulng hermeneutlc examination. Myers
(1994) critical hermeneutlc framework, which combines features of critical
theory and hermeneutics, Is presented as an alternative to critical realism.
Flna\ly, In order to highlight the differences between realist and relativist
arguments, the chapter concludes with a discussion of the different criteria
for judging research.

Chapter 5 compares the differing roles for theory within critical realism
and lnterpretlvlsm and presents some of Its acknowledged shortcomln[lS
(based on Orllkowskl and Baroud11991). For the realist the focus Is
ontological and explanation Is the primary tlrget whereas tnterpretlvlsm Is
seen as residing In the transitive perceptual dimension thus emphasising
description and illumination. The chapter dls:usses the methodological
consequences of the underlying ontological richness within critical realism and
relying heavily on Stones (1996) describes how critical realism requires
contextua\lzed single case study as Its primary focus. Critical rea\lsm Is seen
as ontotoglcally bold and ep\stemo\ogtcally cautious (Outhwalte 1987) and as
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such provides little real guidance with regar<l to epistemological development
and methodology. The baste arguments of critical reallsm are used to critique
a commonly used framework for defining IS research approaches (the
framework being that of Galllers, 1991).

Chapter 6 highlights the Important role that metaphor plays In critical
realism and lnterpretivism and uses the case study to emphasise some
practical examples of metaphor use. The chapter also provides some
background to the theoretical basis for adopting an approach such as critical
realism and highlights some of the confusion that ensued over the Initial part
of the study. Chapter 6 Importantly provides a new role for metaphor within
the Information systems field In that it suggests that metaphor must play a
vital role within critical realist examination since such examination often
requires explanation of objects that may well be beyond our experience.
Within this basic underlying stance metaphor can play a useful and Important
role In making the "unfamiliar familiar".

The remainder of the thesis provides practical examples of how a
commitment to philosophical awareness has Important practical
consequences. Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 lean heavily on the case example to
present outsourdng as Innovative practice. It presents a knowledge-focused
perspective based around diffusion theory to examine the outsourclng
decision within the case eY.ample. Reference Is made to Newetl, Swan and
Galllers (2000) who present 11'1 argument based around diffusion theory to
explain the Cldoption and diSS!;:t"1ination of BPR. They see the adoption of BPR
as a consequence of distorted communication. In contrast critical realism
would

~e

the decision to adopt BPR as a consequence of largely external,

social structures Impacting internal agency decision. Such a perspe::.tlve tends
to divert the "blame" for bad decision·making away from concerned managers
In that it argues for a clear recognition of the stresses under which they
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operate. The thesis argues against the Implied gullibility of managers
assumed by such social constructivlst theory and Chapter 7 modifies
Abrahamson's (1991) orlgilal framework to make more explicit the
structure/agency Interactions Implicitly assumed.

Chapter 8 builds on the argument developed in Chapter 7 to present a
critical realist argument to explain the out:sourclng decision detailed within the
case example description In Chapter 1. In so doing it leans heavily on the
discussion within Chapter 5 on the rote of theory In critical realist examination
and addresses the amended research question "what conditions make it
possible for an Internationally bench-marked IT Department to be
outsourced?", Such questioning forms the basis for a critical realist
examination which Is explained by Stones (1996) as, making an Informed
guess as to what Is doing the causing (retroduct!On), giving a clear and
detailed definition of what this causal element Is (real definition) and then
showing clearly that it Is Indeed doing a significant amount Of the causing (p.
37). The chapter demonstrates such an argument by firstly Proposing that

govemmentattmposltlon largely causedthe outsourcing decision and then
describing the underlying mechanism by which such Imposition was carried
out.

Chapter 9 provides another example of the !nsights that realist
examination can provide by examining the development of the Information
Business Plan at the Organization. Again it leans heavily on the theory
discussion In Chapter 5 to ultimately question whether evolutionary models of
IT Planning can be supported by contextualtzed examination of the case

example under review.

Chapter 10 examines the Important emancipatory effect within the
organisation of changing the name of the change process from BPR to
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outsourclng. This name c1'1an3e reflected a recognition by management that
the process was ultimately an <:~utsourclng project and not simply corporate
re-pos!Uoning, real!gnmentor BPR This was Important to the concerned
personnel in that it allowed the Initiation of te(mination servJces and
counselling. The chapter discusses the differing perceptions within critical
systems theory and critical reallsm of such emancipatory practice and
hlghllghts the different ontological focus provided by critical rea\\sm.

Chapter 11 further demonstrates the practlcaltnslghts that critical
realism can provide In its argument for SSM

to provide a clearer recognition of

the reality of social structures. It suggests a new framework for defining soft
systems approaches based around whether the system purpose Is aimed at
transformation or Interaction {see Mathlassen and Nielsen 2000). It argues
that for systems where Interaction Is seen to be the primary metaphor a
technique such as SAST could be incorporated to more clearly define the
Important social structures and stakeholder relationships.

Chapter 12 reviews the study and highlights the major contributions of
the thesis,
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Chapter 1
Introduction to the case example and the rationale
behind the move to critical realism

Introduction
This first chapter Introduces the case example- this case will be used
throughout the thesis to Ulustrate the critical realist argument and to argue
for the validity of critical reallsm as a useful tool for explaining the observed
organizational happenings.

The case example for this thesis lnvolv"es the study of an IT
department In a government organisation undergoing major change In, firstly,
the development and Implementation of the organization's first Information
Business Plan and, secondly, the outsourcing of the IT department. In the
early 1990's the organisation had responsibility for the regulation,
management and control of Its own resources but this structure was changed
dramatically as the orga,r.lzation spilt Into a separate entities In the mid
1990's. This major change In corporate structure was associated with
significant outsourclng of perceived non-core functions, the IS sector being
one of the first and largest sectors to be outsourced.

The study was originally targeted at examining the Implementation of
the organisation's first Information plan but this changed as the Information
business plan implementation was overtaken by events as polltical directives
from above required that the organization move to outsourcing all non core
activities, Including the IS department. The IS Department at the time was a
large IT employer and had a good reputation for efficient operation. Its
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outsourcing was seen by the IS Manager at the time to be a test case for
future governmental IT outsourclng.

This first chapter Introduces the case example at an early stage to
provide an understanding of the practical basis for the study. A deeper
analysis of the case example will be left to later chapters 7, 8, 9 and 10. This
analysis may Involve the repetition of parts of this lnltlailntroductlon. The
main purpose behind this first chapter Is to provide an understanding of the
outsourcing operation and how the case e:.:ample and the research process
Interact.
The case example

The thesis presents a case example lnvolv!ng major organisational
change. The first major episode presented Is seen to be the Introduction of an
organization's first Information Business Plan. For the traditional engineering
focussed organisation on which this example is based, this represented a
major episode In terms of the maturing of the IS function. In the view of the
then IS Manager, it represented a major change In the organisation's
historical view of IS In that it reflected the idea that IS was not purely a
support function but had an hlportant role In Its own right

The second major change episode Is presented as the outsourclng of
the IS function. This reflected a major turnaround In the organisation's view
of IS In that the acceptance of the new Information Business Plan had held
out so much promise to the IS people. The radical and severe change process
led to the outsourclng of all IS functionality excepting that of planning and
control. The change process was completed within a relatively short time
span and caused considerable distress and conflict within the department and
organisation. The thesis investigates the causes behind the radical change In
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the organisation's view of IS and proposes that the change was largely a
result of external pressure from government.

This first chapter provides the background to the case and describes
the Initial focus of the thesis as being to follow through the Implementation of
the organisation's first Information Business Plan. This Initial focus was
dramatically curtailed by the decision to outsource the IS Department In Its
entirety. The thesis moved from an examination of the development and
lmplernentatton of the organisation's first Information business plan

to an

examination of the outsourclng of the IS department.

This huge environmental change within the IS Department and the
organisation also prompted a re-examination of the underlying research
approach of lnterpretlvlsm. It Is argued that the Initial ethnographic approach
and the consequent concentration on the micro level aspects of the situation
resulted In a neglect of the wider structures that eventually had such major
effects on the implementation of the plan. The Initial focus of the thesis was
overtaken by events and led to the questioning of the research strategy
employed. Whllst ethnography as a method allows a good understanding of
the organizational situation, the Interpretive focus at the analysis stage was
unhelpful in recognizing the hlgher·level structures and mechanisms that
ultimately became so Important. As wl\1 be Indicated In following chapters this
Inadequacy led to a re-examination of the underlying tnterpretivlst ph\losophy
and a search for a research approach that would more usefully explain what
happened In the organization.
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Data collection and analysis
The case study Involved a longitudinal study of a large public
organization over a period of five years and coincided with the outsourclng of
the IS division. The ethnographic Involvement In the Initial pre-outsourc!ng
stage allowed a good appreciation of the organization and provided a basis
for continuing contact over the difficult period of outsourclng. Subsequent to
the outsourclng having been completed a number of senior IT staff {Including
the outgoing Managing Director and the new post·outsourclng IS Planning
Manager) were Interviewed Individually on several occasions. The total
number of Interviews over the period totalled some 50·60 interviews. The
interviews with senior staff were semi-structured Interviews based around
pre-set questions whllst the Interviews with junklr staff were less format.
Claims made by Internal staff were corroborated In subsequent Interviews
with consultants who played a large part In the outsourclng process.

The case study draws upon organisational reports and documents In
addition to the Interview transcripts. The organisation made a number of
Internal reports and staff newsletters available to me. These have been used
to corroborate the comments made in Interviews. The Interview transcripts
were analysed using the qualitative tool Atlas for key themes and the quotes
used are representative of these. Any Issues concerning the Interview data
will be raised In this thesis when the Interview Is quoted.
COmparloo lnteroretjve data collection and critical realist data collection
As the above discussion Indicates this study did not originate as

specific critical realist study. This observation prompts the question as to
whether such a study would have been designed differently. It Is my feeling
that the baste approach would be similar to that of an Interpretive account In
that the aim of both would be to understand the research situation. The
difference might be, however, that whilst lnterpretlvlsm encourages a focus
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on understanding from the point of view of the participants/subjects, critical
realism, In Its focus on potential impacting structures, tends to be more
directed away from the participants towards the examination of potential
wider structures. The unearthing and explanation of such structures may well
be beyond the capabillty and understanding of most of the actors Involved
and thus there needs to be an Important additional focus away from the
domain of the indlvldual actors concerned. Flood (1999) addresses this Issue
when he discusses the difficulties In "knowing the unknowable". This
argument Is related to a similar discussion presented In Chapter 6 which
discusses whether interpretive examination can

~et

to the real issues when

the ultimate aim of Interpretive Investigation is the understanding of
participants in their own terms.

In the case example documented, the identification of the Important
governmental external structure would have been difficult If research
Interaction was only at the Junior staff level. It was only In more senior
Interviews that it became clear that the government had such a strong
influence, This was emphasised even more when it became evident that In
order to ultimately Identify the mechanism by which this Influence was
acttoned the Managing Director of that time had to be questioned.

The recently announced annual conference of the International
Association for Critical Realism (IACR) focuses on Realism, research and

practice and clearly demonstrates that there are very few examples or
guidelines for developing critical realist practice. Many of the proposed papers
point out the Imperative need for such clearer guidelines and exemplars.
Given the fact that the use of critical realism Is presented as being conditional
'
on Its successful use, this Issue Is of gre~t Importance If critical realism Is to
become more widely used.
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The thesis example Is primarily used as an lllustrative example (see
Stake (1994) above) to Introduce critical realism and to demonstrate the
logical method of critical realist argument {see Chapter 6 and B). This target
suggests a different emphasis than for what Stake (1994) terms as an
Intrinsic case study. The difficult nature of the organizational situation and the
limited access provided due to the

high~

political nature of the change

process prevented the complete depth of analysis that I desired, but I feel the
case still has Important things to say and Is useful as an Illustrative case. Any
critical realist study must In my view spend a greater degree of time on
philosophising and transcending material observations precisely because the
approach depends very much on such examination. Social structures
generally are observable only through their effects and thus there needs to be
a process of abstraction from the domains of the actual and the empirical
world to the trans-factual mechanisms of the real world. As Wad (2001)
points out this is necessary since often the experienced world of events Is not
explainable In terms of the empirical facts, but only by way of Incorporating
non-experienced mechanisms incorporated In objects whlch may be within or
outside the domain of Investigation.

Initiation of the Stud'(
The Initial thesis proposal was to examine the evolution of the
department's first IS plan. The IS Manager at the time supported my
secondment to the business planning committee w!"o were co-ordinating the
development of the plan. The study therefore started as an ethnographic
study of the development of the organisation's first Information business plan.
Three people- Jlm (the planning manager), Jane (planning assistant) and an
outside consultant were working In this new business planning group. The
planning group was located separately away from the IS department In rather
crowded and cramped offices. This separation was Intentional as the Idea at
the time was to get closer to other departments In the organisation. This
separation from IS was important since, according to the IS Manager, the
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organisation generally had little trust in the IS Department. This lack of trust
was apparently a consequence of a process modelling exercise that was
sponsored by IS and engendered the perception that IS was trying to break
Into other organizational areas.

Jlm proved to be my major contact and was generally co-operative,
although sometimes negative towards my research. He was himself
completing an MBA at UWA. I got the Initial impression that they did not
really know what to do with me as I was given a desk and phone some
distance away from the planning section and left alone to read the various
plans and strategies formulated by the organization. This research experience
Is clearly not unique and Is similarly reflected in a study by Urquhart (1999}
On beginning the study, I was given office space within one of
the smalter units within the branch. I had a desk and a broken
down computer which was to be fixed for me (tv.ro months
later}. I sat at the entrance to the office so everyone who came
In passed me. I was never Introduced to anyone In the office on
my arrival and no one ever introduced themselves to mel I was
Immediately the outsider... ! found lt difficult to deal with the
often ambivalent and sometimes rude behaviour I experienced
towards me. This came In the form of casual comments like: Are
you still here? (p. 197}

Whilst staff were never rude to me they were often offhand- the
experiences documented by Urquhart are very famlllar to me.
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The Information Business Plan

When I joined the planning group they had recently completed their
major task Which was to get together the first draft of the new Information
Business Plan. The Information Business Plan was to be the first such plan for
the organization and it needed to be completed under a very tight schedule.
The plan was largely formulated along the same lines as the other Internal
business plans {respectively covering money, assets and people). The plan
was a part of a detailed planning process that Involved planning across
corporate, business and branch leveL The information business plan was
ultimately directed by the strategic plan which had a 10 year focus. Business
plans were developed for the 9 main business areas {these Included money,
assets, people and Information) and had a planning horizon of 5 years.
Branch planning was also completed based on a 2 year planning horizon.
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Consolidated business planning and consolidated operational planning
ensured the alignment between the varlous plans.
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The first section of the information business plan detailed how
Information services fits within the overall organization and saw their main
focus as information provision to their internal and external customers. The
second section described the purpose of the plan and emphasised strongty
the cross functional role of the plan. The third section described the business
environment and emphasised the turbulent environment within which the
plan operated. Interestingly the plan listed the planned corporatlzation as one
of the uncertainties that might affect Its operation in the near term. The
fourth section described the vision for Information services, defining a vision
statement for each of the major stake holders In the plan. The fifth section
then detailed what needed to be done to operate the Information business
emphasising the existing silo based arrangement under which the
organization operated. The final section of the plan concluding with a set of
initiatives that needed to be addressed In order to meet the vision for
Information services. It is Interesting to examine the state of IT architecture
at the time.
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The IT Architecture
The organisation at the time had a large backlog of applications that
needed to be completed and the functional departments were continually
handling "a great wad Of little requests coming In from all over the place
which we. couldn't satisfy- we weren't fleet of foot enough In systems
development" (IS Manager). The application backkog was largely being
addressed within functional areas by people doing their own coding and
creating their own applications. The IT department saw the organisational IT
system as being largely made up of a number of private Information systems
being Independently run by the respective departments. An Internal document
presents a view of the IT architecture at the time. Up to the mid 1980's the
basic architecture of the authority was as represented in Agure 1.

APPLICATION

APPLICATION
DATA

DATA

Figure 1: The early IT arctitectl.te

The IT branch supported groups of actiVities with each application
holding Its own local data which was Integral to the application and belonged

to the application and to the owner of the groups of actlvltes. The
organizational culture was very much vertically oriented In that the owner of
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the group of activities also owned the application and data. The owners did
not consider it appropriate to share data between applications.

In the mid 1980's the authority decided to migrate all it's applications
to the DB2 relational database. This adoption of DB2 helped to break down
the wall between the various owners of applications but, as detailed In Figure
2, there was still a degree of division between the various branches. The
organisational culture still saw ownership as comprising of groups of activities,
appllcations and data.

APPLICATION

DATA

APPLICATION

DATA

Figure 2: IT architecture early 1990's

The IT department was very proficient at sharing data between
applications and had had a number of successes at getting applications to
communicate with other applications. This data Integration and systems
Integration was expected to continue under the DB2 environment. However
this Increasing systems integration was leading to a number of problems In
the management of application changes. The
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owner of an appllcatlon may

change an aspect of theirappl\cation without reference to the other
applications that call them, thus resulting in potentia\ problems for the calling
application. Change management was becoming an Issue. Another potential
problem was also becoming evident In that Individual business process

ownet:5"were developing their own pc applications to Interface with various
corporate applications.
The IT Vision
The IS Manager at the time was interested In soft systems approaches
to organisational issues and also saw a role for using an object oriented
approach to systems development The Idea behind developing a collection of
organisational process models was to develop an object oriented view of the
organisation:
It was covert- the IT requirement [for process models]; what I
Intended to do was to follow .through [their soft systems
consultant's] methodology, take the documented processes, put
them through some form of object oriented methodology and
turn the handle and at the end, systems would drop out.

The IS Manager recognised that this view was still very much ~pie-In
the-sky" however there were organisations who were doing work In the area
and there was some hope to move In this direction. As the IS Manager
continues:
I took an awful lot of f\ack from my staff, that this would never
happen; they were basically engrained COBOL progrnmmers
who were using the waterfall methodology and this idea of
taking an object oriented approach from a process model was
seen as just crazy, but I had a couple of champions In systems
development. I had the data administrator and a couple of the
seniority planners, they really liked the concept and they were
reading the same sort of literature as I was. They said it's not
going to happen, but [I could see that] If the organisation
continues down this process modelling route there's going to be
such a wealth of Information In those process models that we
can use to develop our systems.
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In fact the IS Manager pre·judged the movement towards
Implementation of a package approach to systems cEvebpment In his
suggestion that:
...some of the vendors then were starting to provide a process
model view of what their package needed ... and we could see
how do we could change our processas to actually just buy this
package, rather than build the package from scratch. So we
weren't looking at this massive R&D episode of bu!ldlng systems
tD specifically meet all the Information requirements of these
processes, it was rather "what's out there?" 'What's the best
match?" That was one thing that we didn't sell too well, that it
wasn't some huge process model and you can't simply turn the
handle In those days to produce the systems. It's rather more of
"this Is the best we've got, buy the package outside, how far
away Is your process, what damage and harm Is it going to do
to you If you change the processes slightly",
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Problems with the Information Business Plan
The Information business plan had to fit Into the same guldel!nes used
for the other business plans which was difficult given Its cross-functional
focus. At the time my Impression of the approach to planning was that it
seemed very mechanical and formal. At the time the plan was being drawn up
organization was very much an engineering organisation and the IS
department was seen as a service function. The IS Planning Manager post
outsourclng describes how the Implementation of the plan was doomed from
the start:
The organization In those days saw IT as a necessary evil.
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They were focused on one of two things, engineering or
financial considerations and IT was something they had to have,
but they didn't really want to spend any money on it and all the
money they had spent, was too mLJch - where was the return on
the Investment - that was the continual question. Therefore the
setting up of a massive information systems plan was probably
at that time simply Impossible,

ThF:: plan basically treated the Information function as a business- the
concept growing out of the model Whereby service departments were to be
treated as cost centres In their own right, thus giving them the ability to
charge other parts of the organisation for services. The new planning
manager after the outsourclng commented on the Idea of treating the
Information business as a business In its own right:
Tied in with the Information Business Plan was one of the least
successful things the organisation tried and that was the
concept of commercial service units, which required the Internal
commerclal\sat\on of a number of units. The IT branch was a
commercial service unit and the thrust of this was that the unit
had to operate as if \t was a commercial entity and had to
attract work from within the organization. This work was paid
for and would In turn pay the salary of the people Involved.
I personally saw this as a very destructive experiment - \t was
artificial and built unnecessary Internal competition, destroying
synerglstlc opportunities. I had a major problem with it.
Because of that experiment it was seen as being very
commercial and business like to treat IT that way, the plan was
very much tied to this concept. It was ultimately seen as being a
nonsense, calling the plan a business plan was tested and was
not accepted In the end- Information Provision was non core.
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The move to outsourcing

Soon after the development of the Information Business Plan the
organisation began to move towards outsourclng non-core operations and the
planning team was directed towards Investigating the feastblltty of
outsourctng non-core processes, Including IT. As wlll be documented In
chapter 7 and 8 below this outsourctng move represented a turnaround for
the IS Department In that they were on a high after having received approval
to

lmplem~nt

the recommendations of the Information business plan.

The outsourclng strategy was based around concentrating on ~those
things we need to do to manage effectively". The organization was moving
towards corporatizatlon which Involved a separation betv-Jeen "managing and
doing". The focus In outsourcing IT was to maintain control of the planning
and management but outsource the actual operation. The scope of the
outsourcing Included the transfer to the outsourclng party of mainframe and
server support, communications, end user support and systems development.
Prior to outsourclng the IS Department supported over 100 applications from
the various functional departments. Its operating budget was over $10m and
maintained 130 staff. The infrastructure Involved around 2000 PC's In 78
locations along with mainframe and database servers. All of this functtonallty
was outsourced.

Information Planning, which Involved corporate Information strategy
formulation and architecture planning, was kept within the new organization
along with special Information projects and information services such as
contract management and library and records management. The period
Immediately prior to outsourc\ng was a difficult time for the organization (see
Chapter 10) but, according to a management analysis, generally, the
outsourclng met with the business case on which it was based and more than
65% of staff chose to transfer to the outsourclng party.
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COnclusions
The Implementation of the Information Business Plan was overtaken by
eve.'lts. As Will be detaile-d In later chapters a high level governmental decision

to outsource non-core activities came to dominate the strategic direction of
the organisation. This reflected a world-wide trend towards smaller
government and outsourclng In general. The Issue from a research-based
perspective was that the higher-level "macro" Issues were not recognised In
my early analysis.

The original research approach adopted was based around
ethnography and interpretlvlsm and as such there was no real basis for the
identification and

recognltl~·,

of macro level influences, yet, as will be detailed

In later chapters, macro level forces can be seen to have fundamentally
affected the plan Implementation. Basically, according to the new planning
manager, the plan was sldellned in the new org~nlzational structure and came
to be considered as a minor and relatively unimportant document, useful
mainly for Its historical value.
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Cha@cter\stics of Ethnogt]phy
Prasad (1997) suggests that ethnography Is not an easy methodology
to practice In that it demands considerable rigour In terms of data collection.
He also suggests that "few pay sufficient attention to the theoretical
orientation tt demands or the complex Issues it raises In the process of writing
and researching". Ethnography has an lnterpretlvist and anthropological
tradition with Its emtc focus on local Interpretations and gra~ping the native
point of view. Ethnographers "try to understand any situation based on the
meanings that it holds for relevant social actors" (Prasad 1997, p. 106).

The original methodology for the thesis example was ethnographic In
focus and as such heavlly dependent on interpretivism. This Interpretive basis
Is recognized In the assumption that ethnography must Incorporate three
Important elements- thick description, a fccus on cultural context, and
Immersion and connection (Prasad 1997). Thick description refers to the need
to represent multiple perspectives on a social situation- reflecting those of
the weak and marglnallsed as well as those of the strong and powerful. The
cultural focus of ethnography re(]ulres an -emphasis on the cultural context
within which the researched sib.lation takes place. Culture Is se-en to shape
the Interpretation that participants give to social situations. Ethnographies aim
to derive these emfcperceptlons and Intentions. Immersion In the social
situation and a close connectivity with the participants are therefore a
necessary part of any ethnographic study.
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Critical realist ethnography and critical ethnography
Prasad (1997) makes the distinction between realist qualitative
fieldwork and Interpretive qualitative fieldwork, ethnography being heavily
linked with the latter. He uses a somewhat old-fashioned (or what
Hammersley (1992) would call naive) version of realism when he suggests
that realist ethnography makes the assumption that prolonged detached
observation will eventually develop an accurate picture of reality. More
contemporary versions of realism recogniz-e the complexity of social reality
and disagree with the phenomenologtcal target for ethnography which Is seen
to

l~·d

tc a £1;1perficiality In research, as critical realist practitioner Porter

(1991)

poln~s

out:

Exclusive concentration on, and uncritical acceptance of,
subjects' own accounts Is the Achilles heel of phenomenologlcal
ethnography. It Is the reductio ad absurdum of the valid
hermeneutical point that the social world cannot be fully
understood without taking account of the interpretations of the
social actors in it. Understanding actors' viewpoints may be a
necessary condition for social knowledge, but it Is not a
suff1dent one. The ontological assumption that Individual
interactions and Interpretations are ultimately all there are,
leads to analytic superficiality.

Porter argues for a greater recognition of the role of social structures
and suggests that the adoption of an ethnography that addresses both micro
and macro level factors. He suggests that this would help to address the
criticism that the ethnographic concentration on the local and sltuatlonal can
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led to a superficiality In analysis. He sees the purpose of ethnographic
Investigation within a critical realist frame as to unearth likely structures and
to examine their Interaction with concerned agents.

Myers (1997b) similarly calls for a critical ethnography that more
clearly acknowledges the role of social strucb.lres. P-8 will be discussed In
Chapter 4 below, In contrast to a critical realist ethnography, Myers bases his
ethnography around critical hermeneutlcs. Whilst both approaches suggest a
greater role for social structures they have differing conceptions of what a

structure In fact means, the critical realist providing a more concrete real
Intransitive component to structures In general. Myers' critical ethnography Is
far closer to interpretlvist ethnography In tl1at lt ~does not stand in opposition

to other forms of ethnographic research. Rather, it Is a type of reflection
about the relationships among knowledge, culture, society and actlon" (Myers
1997b, p. 283}. In line with the pure hermeneutlcs on which it Is based Critical
ethnography attempts to reflect more clearly the researchers soclo·hlstortcal
position.

An ethnography based on critical realism would need to reflect the
underlying social objects envisioned within critical realism as well as the
logical analysis process required of the framework (see Chapter 5). Critical
realism has a commitment to Integrating philosophical issues Into the
research process and thus philosophy must play a greater guiding role In the
analysts process. As Indicated above, there are very few guidelines as yet
concerning critical realist practice. The following chapters will help to address
this Issue by Introducing the phllosophy of critical realism and then presenting
some of the lnslghts that the philosophy can offer.
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Chapter 2

The Philosophy of Critical Reallsm

Kuhn (1970, p. 121) "though the world does not change with a change
ofparadigm, the scientist afterward works In a different world"

Bhaskar (1991, p. 10} "Though the (natural (or object)) world does not
change with the change of paradigm, the scJentJst afterward works In a
different (social (or cognitive)) world"
Introduction

Critical or transcendental reallsm Is a relatively new phllosophlcal
approach which adopts a critical stance towards positivism and hermeneutlcs
and attempts to Integrate strong points from each. As Is Indicated In
Bhaskar's rephrasing of Kuhn's (1970) quote above it argues that there exists
a reallty totally Independent of our representations of it; the reallty and the
"representation of reallty" operating In different domains- roughly a social,
historical and transitive epistemological dimension anu a natural, (relatively)
enduring, Intransitive ontological dimension. Bhaskar sees this as an
Important and Influential aspect of critical realism as he points out In a recent
Interview:
This means that there is no conflict between seeing our
sclenttflc views as being about objectively given real worlds, and
understanding our be\lefs about them as subject to all kinds of
historical and other determinattons. (Norris, 1999}

Kul'rl's quotation is an example of what Bhaskar terms the epistemlc
fallacy. In Bhaskar's view Kuhn's statement Is Incorrect In that lt confuses
statements about two different worlds- an Intransitive world that Is natural
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and (relatively) unchanging and a transitive world that Is social and historical.
once this recognition is made Bhaskar suggests the re-phrasing of Kuhn's
statement In an unremarkable and non-paradoxical manner: "Though the
(natural (or object)) world does not change with the change of paradigm, the
scientist afterward works In a different (social (or cognitive)) world". The
above re-phrasing acknowledges the presence of a deep or real element to
the world along with an empirical, perception based world. In so doing it
avoids the so-called eplstem\c fallacy by recognizing the difference between
statements about the knowledge domain and statements about the
ontological domain. Bhaskar argues that this fallacy is a fundamental error of
much of postmodernist work.
The real. the actual and the empirical

Bhaskar (lg7S, p. 12) proposes the existence of the real, the actual
and the empirical:
... real structures exist Independently of and are oft:en out of
phase with the actual patterns of events. Indeed tt Is only
because of the latter that we need to perform experiments and
only because of the former that we can make sense of our
performances of them. Similarly lt can be shown to be a
condition of the \ntelllglblllty of perception that events occur
Independently of experiences. And experiences are oft:en
(eplstEmlcally speakirg) 'out of phase' with events- e.g. when
they are misldentlfled. It Is partly because of this possibility that
the scientist needs a scientific education or training. Thus I will
argue that what I will call the domains of the real, the actual
and the empirical are distinct.

Reality Is thus made up Of these three ontolog!Cil\ly distinct realms the empirical, that Is experience; the actual, that Is events (I.e. the actual
objects of experience); and the non-actual or deep, that Is structures,
mechanisms and associated powers. It Is argued that the existence of any
(obseiVed) event is defined In terms of the multiple effects which constitute
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it, that Is, In terms of the Internal and external relations which are the
essence of the event:
... according to this account, ...the world Is COf11lOSed not only of
events and our experience or Impression of them, but also of
{Irreducible) structures and mechanisms, powers and
tendencies, etc. that, although not directly observable,
nevertheless underlie actual events that we experience and
govern or produce them {Lawson, 1997, p. B).

Structure can thus be defined as an Internal network Of social relatbns
that provide a capability or ability to facilitate various activities. These powers
that structures possess may or may not be exercised. A mechanism Is
basically a way of acting or working of a structured thing. Thus "structured
things, then, possess causal powers which, when triggered or released, act as
generative mechanisms to determine the actual phenomena of the world"
(Lawson, 1997, p. 21).

Critical theorv. oost-modernism and critical realism
Bhaskar places critical reallsm within contemporary philosophy
alongside post-modernism and critical theory as a particular response to the
crisis of positivism. In a slmllar fashion Oriikowskl and Baroudl {1991) classify
IS research traditions as basically following three major phllosophlcal
approaches- positivist, Interpretive and critical, the Interpretive and the
critical responding to shortcomings In the positivist. In its neglect of
contemporary reallst approaches such a division reflects a commonly held
view equating reallsm with positivism.
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Empirical realism. external rei!lism and critlcal
External realism, or the suggestion

tha~

o-f

~

the world Itself Is Independent

of our knowledge of lt, Is an Important part of critical realism and has
significant ramifications with respect to theory use, Bhaskar (1978) suggests
that critical realism should not be confused with empirical realism which
Identifies the real with the empirical. That Is, it equates the real "wlth what
we can experience, as If the world just happened to correspond to the range
of our senses and to be Identical to what we experience" (Sayer 2000, p. 11).
Bhaskar (1978) argues that for scientific experimentation to make sense In its
attempt at closure, the real objects of science, structures and mechanisms, In
fact must act lndependenttt of the pattern of events that they govern.
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Bunge (1993, p. 229) argues that "Philosophical realism, or
objectlv!sm, Is the view that the external world exists Independently of our
sense and experience, Ideation, and volition, and that lt can be known. The
first conjunct Is an ontological thesis while the second is an epistemological

one. It Is possible to assert the former whlle denying the latter. That Is, one
may hold that material (natural or social) objects exist externally to us but
cannot be known except by their appearances. Or one can hold that the world
is Intelligible because we construct it ourselves, much as we construct myths
and mathematical theories" (as quoted In Weber, 1997, p. 174). This
equating of realism with objectivism Is unfortunate In that there are versions
of reallsm which recognise the subjectivity or social nature of knowledge
acquisition. Such a brand of realism Is that proposed by Bhaskar (1978, p.
25):
[Critical realism] regards the objects cf knowledge as the
structures and mechanisms that generate phenomena; and the
knowledge as produced in the social activity of science. These
objects are neither phenomena (empiricism) nor human
constructs Imposed upon the phenomena (ldea\lsm), but real
structures which endure and operate Independently of our
knowledge, our experience and the conditions which allow us
access to them.

This so-called depth realism Is In contrast to other shallower forms of
realism, such as actuaflsmwh\ch asserts the reality of things and events but
dentes the existence of underlying structures which affect the events- cause
and effect being determined at the level of events: every time A happens, B
happened (Collier, 1994 p. 7). Actualism asserts that we can only know what
we obseNe (this Is termed by Bhaskar as the eplstemlc fallacy). Within this
brand of realism events are the primary object of Investigation rather than the
underlying enduring deep structures and mechanisms proposed within critical
realism.
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The imoortance of philosophical reflectjon In IS research
As detailed In the lntroduct1on above, philosophy can be defined as

"the critical examination of the grounds for fundamental beliefs and an
analysts of the basic concepts employed In the expression of such be\lefs"
(Macropedla Encyclopaedia Brltannlca, 1985). Such a perspective corresponds
well with calls from within the IS arena for a greater philosophical awareness.
For example, Garcla and Quek {1997, p. 444) discuss the Importance of
examining the philosophical underpinnings of research

methods~

they feel

"that the starting point of a researcher's methodological choice within
'··\ Information systems Is not so much a problem of how many methods we
employ or If those are of a quantitative or a quatltative nature, but the ablllty

- to Identify the philosophical and theoretical assumptions which led to the
choice of the appropriate methodology". They propose that the researcher
can only achieve a coherence over the whole research process by Identifying
the underlying philosophical assumptions behind the use of a particular
methodological approach.

Garcla and Quek (1997) call for a greater critical awareness of the
underlying assumptions implied by the use of particular theories In the IS
field. They argue that the relative Immaturity of the Information Systems field
has led to the borrowing of a number of theoretical approaches and methods
from other subject areas, often with Uttle regard for the associated baggage
of underlying assumptions. Information systems {IS) research Is an applied
field In that it Is heavUy o,iented towards the appllcation of Information
systems in business. They suggest that this has tended research In the area
to have a greater concentration on the outcomes and practical or
methodological Issues rather than the ontological and philosophical reasoning
behind a particular research approach.
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Similarly Westrup (1996) argues that the newness of Information
systems as a field has necessitated the borrowing of various theories from
other areas. He suggests however that many applications o~ novel
organisational theories to IS Development have neglected to consider the
assumptions underlying such use:
An orthodoxy In organisational theory does not exist and many
competing forms of theory are to be found that vary from
abstruse formulations deriving In part from philosophical
considerations to more pragmatic varieties of analysis. Anyone
seeking to apply different forms of organisational theory to IS
development faces an Immediate difficulty In determining which
theory to use followed by the still more difficult problem of how
to package that theory In the form of practical technique. (p.
163)

Westrup suggests that this lack of concern for the origins of IS practice
has, In fact, been useful In allowing IS practitioners to concentrate on the
more Important practicalities of systems development.
The death of the obiect In relatjvtst argumeflt
As Sayer (2000), p. 36 suggests "the elimination of the referent- the

death of the object- ls...conslstent with the turn to discourse and away from
the materialism". This neglect of the object can be seen to be a by-product of
approaches that emphasise the social construction of reality

Nissen, K\eln and Hirschhelm {1g91, p. 4) call for a greater recognition
of the research object, rather than research methods or environment and
suggest that the debate regarding research approaches should centre around
two basic Issues:
(I) the nature of what Is Investigated (ontology)
(11) the nature of human knowledge and understanding that can
possibly be acquired through different cypes of research and the
appropriateness of the methods of Investigation (epistemology}

so

Such a division Is usefully presented within critical realism with Its argument
for a transitive epistemological domain and an Intransitive ontological domain.

Developing these arguments Kuuttt (1996) suggests that In a research
situation a fundamental consideration needs to be given to the objectunder
Investigation, rather than the method used to Investigate it. He suggests that
the bllnd acceptance of a particular methodological approach Inevitably ends
up defining the object to be studied. Kuutl (p. 190) argues that this tack of
concentration on the research object resulted In the IS community being outtrumped by the ~BPR" phenomena. He feels that the IS community, at the
time, was attempting to understand the world In terms of "social systems"
and "organisation" and by so doing neglected the spec111city required to
recognise the Importance of a new organisational form called a "business
process". He suggests that If a greater concentration had been given to the

object under investigation rather than the methods used to Investigate it,
this may have been ;.wo!cted.
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The suggestion by Kuuttl to place a greater emphasis on the "object"
can be seen to be a call for more realist approaches. In arguing for a greater
consideration of the object he Is suggesting that the object of the study can
be separated from the approach and view of the researcher, This st.ggestlon
identlfles his ph\losophlcal origins In that such separatlon Is not possible from
within an lnterpretlvist philosophy. Realism places a greater emphasis on
ontological Issues rather than epistemological and would provide the needed
emphasis on the nobject" to be studied.

In a related fashion to Kuutti, Silverman (1998) discusses the tendency
for some qualitative studies to be "fundamentally concerned with the
environment around the phenomenon rdther then the phenomenon itself' (p.
11). An example of a study of new technology Is given:
[In] qualitative studies of people's "subjective" or\entatlons (for
example how people report that they "experience" new
technologies), we may be deflected away from the phenomenon
of how people actually Interact with these new technologies.
Instead we are Inexorably deflected towards what follows and
precedes it (causes and consequences In the "objectivist"
approach) or how people respond to it (the "subjectlvlst"
approach). (p.U)

For Sllverman clearly he Is equating an Interest In causes and
consequences with an "objec'"Jvist" approach. aut what does he mean by
objectivist? As Sayer (2000) suggests there are three Important and
distinctive meanings for objective'.
• [Type 1] Value-neutral
• [Type 2] True (or In critical realist terms practically adequate)
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•

(Type 3] Pertaining to Objects· as distinct from subjects and refers to
the nature of things regardless of what we or others may think about
them
Sllverman Is perhaps referring to all three when he terms an approach

"objectivist", but, as sayer (2000) suggests, statement' ::bout objectivity
need to be carefully made. Objectivity (Type 1] and Objectivity (Type 2] are
often conflated !n that often it is assumed that if we wish to arrive at an
objective [Type 2] statemE'nt about the world then those statements need to
be to be value neutral [Type 1 objectivity]. Yet havln;J strong values about
something need not necessarily distort conclusions If they are properly
allowed for. Similarly as Sayer (2000, p. 60) suggests "to claim that objects
can have qualities which exist Independently of our consciousness of them
[Type 3 Objectivity] Is not to claim privileged access to them (Type 2
Objectivity], in the sense of truth". He suggests that the target for research Is
not the determination of an "objective" truth but the achievement of the best
we can do at the time ie, "practically adequate" explanations. This practical
focus within critical realism sees knowledge as exlst1ng in a "historically
specific, symbolically mediate<! and expressed, practice-dependent form"
(Lawson 1997) that Is potentially transformable as subsequent deeper
knowledge Is gained. "Objectivist" approaches have traditionally been equated
with positivist approaches founded on an ontological realism. The newer
contemporary realist approaches such as critical realism argues against this
and suggests that realism Is not what people think.

In a similar manner to Sllverman's division of subjective and objective
approaches, Montelro and Hanseth {1996) argue that IS research articles
have tended to be less tlian specific regarding the details of the technology
being Investigated. They argue that to advance understanding of the Interplay
between IT and organisational change there Is a need to be as concrete as
possible regarding the detall of which aspects of the technology actually
hinder or enable organisational change. Critical realism can help to address
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this shortcoming In that it encourages a greater concentration on the research
"object".

Garcla and Quek (1997) argue it is Important to address both the
objective and subjective side of an Information system. They point out the
difficulties In defining the actual object of Information systems research -'Is
the object of research In Information systems of a technological or social
nature? Is lt the organization, an Information system or a social system?' (p.
450).

Probert (1997) argues that Information Systems do have objective,
touchable realities and he disputes the 'fadle tendency to treat Information
systems as, by and large, subjective constructs' (p. 4B). He suggests that the
'constant lurching between the (supposed) binary opposites of subjectivism
and objectlvlsm' is not useful. 'Information

system~

are not purely subjective

constructs- they have objective features such as processors, storage media,
etc.' (p. 49).

Bhaskar's critical realist philosophy provides an opportunity to avoid
this all or nothing approach by developing a philosophy grounded on a
recognition of both the subjective and objective domain. As Bhaskar points
out in a recent interview:
This means that there Is no conflict between seeing our
scientific views as being about objectively given real worlds, and
understanding our beliefs about them as subject to all kinds of
historical and other determlnatlons. (Norrls, lg99)
Philosophy as underlabourer

Critical realism also provides a fundamental and Important role for
phltosophy within research. This Is In contrast to Ormerod (1997) who
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dismisses the role of phl~sophy In practical research when he dlscllSses
organisational intervention from an operational research perspective:
Any choice mechanism should, In my view, be rooted In practical
requirements rather than In theoretical considerations with
which very few practitioners could feel at home. In sillple terms
the approach (methods and their theories) chosen must support
a process of Intervention (practice) In a particular context to
achieve the desired outcome. (p. 421)
... If a philosophical justification for action Is needed it can be
found In American pragmatism, Bhaskar's transcendental
realism, Feyerabend's Iconoclastic critique of philosophical
positions or postmodernlsm (p. 421)

This approach Is not an uncommon "consultancy" t/pe approach to
research - practicality dominating the researcher perspective. Theory
application Is directed towards successful practical Intervention, as
demonstrated by Ormerod (1997) who argues for a practical and pluralist
approach: "the choice of methods will depend on the organisational context,
the degree of participation envisaged, the consultant's skill and on the nature
of the outcome

required~ (p.

415).

Ormerod's view of the role of phllosophy neglects the useful role that
philosophy can play as "underiabourer" to research and practice- the term
underlabouring taken from Locke (1894, p. 14) as "clearing the ground a
little••. removing some of the rubbish that lies In the way of knowledge".
Bhaskar's philosophy of critical (or transcendental) realism Is presented as a
useful underlabourer to research and practice. It suggests that philosophy
play an Integral and Important role In research and practice, Its continued role
being contingent on the ultimate success of the resultant research or practice.
An Important qualification Is provided, however, by lawson (1997, p. 60) who
suggests that:
(whilst] critical realism has been shown to carry the potential to
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Intervene, actively and practically, In Ul!.! practices of science, it
cannot do the job of science. If phllosophlr.al analysis ... reveals
the need for scientists to uncover structures that govern
phenomena of Interest, it cannot do that job ol' uncovering. It
can 'underiabour' for science In clearing up Inconsistencies and
confusions, and 1t can act as 'midwife' In helping new sciences
to emerge. But that Is as far as it goes.

Critical realism argues strongly for a recognition of the Intimate
relationship between philosophy and methodology and sees philosophical
issues as operating at the same level as methodological Issues. The continued
success of a philosophy Is considered by Bhaskar (1978) to be dependent on
Its success as "underlabourer and occasional midwife" to the research
process.
Why Bother wlth Phllosop__ma
Bhaskar's critical realism elevates the role of philosophy and suggests

tl1at it must play an Integral role In researr;;h, This Is In contrast to Rorty
(1979) who from a postmodernlst perspective argues for secondary role for
philosophy In providing it an "enlightening" rote, seeing it as useful "to keep
the conversation gotng rather than to find an objective truth". This minor bit
part role for philosophy Is In stark contrast to Bhaskar's view who suggests
that philosophy play an Integral and Important active role In social
Investigation; Its continuing role being contingent on the ultimate success of
the reSultant research or practice. Bhaskar sees philosophy as playing a useful
role as "underlabourer" to research and practice ·the term underlabourlng
taken from Locke (1894, p. 14) as "clearing the ground a llttte... removlng
some of the rubbish that lies in the way of knowledge".

Colller (1994, p. 17) asks the question ~why philosophy" and answers it
thus:
A good part of the answer to the question "why philosophy?" Is
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that the alternative to phllosophy is not no phllosophy, but bad
phl\osophy. The "unphllosophlcal" person has an unconscious
philosophy, which they apply In their practice - whether of
science or politics or daily life.

As Gramscl {1971, p. 323) suggests " ...everyone Is a philosopher,

though In his own \v~·y and unconsciously, since even In the slightest
manifestation of any Intellectual activity whatever, In "language" there Is
contained a specific conception of the world" (from Co\ller 1994, p. 17). The
explicit definition of such conceptions is Important and useful.

The "bothering" with philosophy can also provide the potential for
emancipation from domination by one's social or academic grouping:
...Is it better to take part In a conception of the world
mechanically Imposed by the external environment, I.e., by one
of the many social groups In which everyone Is automatically
Involved from the moment of his entry Into the conscious
world...Or, on the other hand, Is lt better to work out
consciously and critically one's own conception of the world and
thus, In connection with the labour's of ones own brain, choose
one's sphere of activity, take an active part In the creation of
the history of the world, be one's own guide, refusing to accept
passively and supinely from outside the moulding of one's
persona!lty (Gramscl pp. 323-324 as quoted In Collier 1994, p.
17)

The confidence provided by understanding different phllosophlca\
positions provides the researcher and the practitioner with the power to argue
for different research approaches and allows one to confidently choose one's
own "sphere of activity". For the researcher the emancipatory potential of
such knowledge Is a powerful argument for "bothering with philosophy".
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Critical rea!lsm argues for a fundamental role for philosophy In
research - not as a permanent statement of position rut as conditional on the
outcomes and practice of research. Bhaskar's (1978, 1979, 1989) philosophy
of critical realism does not see philosophical issues as operating at a higher
plane than methodological Issues- the continued success of a phllosophy Is
considered by Bhaskar (1978) to be dependent on Its success as an
underlabourer to the research process. Philosophy Is seem to be a social
Institution that has an Important role to play In research, not as a permanent
statement of position, but as conditional and Intimately related to the
outcomes and practice of research. This view of philosophy encourages a
coherency In research In that it sees philosophical suppositions concerning the
nature of the world under study as an Integral and Important part of the
research process.
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Bhaskar's philosophy of transcendental realism was originally proposed
as a p~llosophy of science • he argued that a major function of phltosophy ts
to provide entlghtenment to scientific practice by answering the question
"what must be true In order for [the scientific activity] <11 to be possible?"
(Bhaskar, 1979 p. 7). Bhaskar in his realist theory of science answers the
question by deducing that for scientific experiment to make sense there must
exist real structures that exist and act Independently of the patterns of events
they generate (otherwise why artificially manufacture dosed experiments?).
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Answering questions such as these are examples of retroductlve
argument and form the foundation for Bhaskar's realist philosophy of science.
Retroduction alms to specify the ne<:essary and sufficient causes and
conditions for the phenomenon to come Into existence, to be produced or
reproduced. In particular, Bhaskar (1986 p. 11) describes transcendenf31
argument as a species of retroductive argument, le arguments "from a
description of some phenomena to a description of something which produces
it or Is a condition for it". As Colller (1994, p, 23) argues "A transcendental
argument may account for the possibility of some phenomenon, but there
may be rival transcendental arguments to explain the same thing, just as
there are rival theories at the frontiers of science. One transcendental
argument may explain more than others, and so be the best aval!able
account. But In philosophy, as In science, while there can be justified beliefs
and there can be progress, there can be no final theory, unsusceptlble to
revision and Improvement".

Brown (1999) similarly argues:
Once competing hypotheses of underlying structures have been
made they must be tested empirically. Critical realists take
seriously the high difficulty of experiment In soclal science
relative to natural science, In the absence of experiment
hypotheses are tested, for the most part, by their relative
degrees of explanatory power regarding specific social
phenomena.

fts will be detalled In chapters 7 and 8 below for the case under study

the presence of a social structure reflecting governmental influence Is
proposed as a useful means of explaining the observed events, Once the
structure has been Identified the associated me<:hanlsms are then
demonstrated to provide a useful explanation of the observed happenings.
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Bhaskar's realM approach Is deeply critical of positivism and Its
assumptions, however it does recognise the Importance of a scientific
approach and suggests that the methods and techniques of the natural world
can be extended carefully or critically to the soda! world.

The Investigation Of Social Svstems
Bhaskar (1979) considers the extent that society can be studied In the
same way as nature • le the limits of naturalism. Naturalism can be defined as
the thesis that there "is (or can be) an essential unity of method between the
natural and the social sciences" (Bhaskar, 1991, p. 67) whereas hermeneutlc
argument suggests that the two worlds are so fundamentally different that
extension from one to the other Is not feasible. Hermeneutlc argument
suggests that social objects have no existence apart from the concepts that
agents possess of them and thus cannot be the object of a sctenttnc
approach.

In contrast critical realism argues that there are "lawful and reasonably
stable relationships" to be found amongst social phenomena that can be
Investigated. such investigation may Involve the perception of entitles that
cannot be observed directly but can only be perceived via their effects. As
Lawson (1997, p, 32) argues this Is the basis for scientific experiment and
thus suggests tl1at a scientific approach may be useful in examining such
entitles. Social phenomena, "such as language, decisions, connlcts and
hierarchies, exist objectively In the world and exert strong Influences over
human activities because people construe them In common ways. Things that
are belleved become real and can be Inquired Into." (Miles and Huberman,
1994, p. 4).
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Bhaskar's critical realism argues for critical and careful application of
the methods of the sciences to the study of society. He SE;!es science as an
ongoin\1 developing process of explanation and enlightenment rather than
the derivation (or Popperlan falsification) of Immutable scientific laws.
Scientific and social research Involves the steady unearthing of the
Increasingly deeper structures and mechanisms which make up the objects
under study, Bhaskar's realism (Bhaskar, 1978, 1979, 1986, 1991) considers
social phenomena as having a real objective existence apart from their
Internal subjectlve existence. His philosophy of social science Is develq:~ed
around the transcendental question uwhat properties do soclet1es and people
possess that might make them possible objects of knowledge for us?"
(Bhaskar, 1979, p. 17). In answering this question he proposes the existence
of real structures which both constrain and enable agency action. The reallty
of such structures suggests that the methods of the sciences can be applied

to socta\ s\tuat1ons although In significantly different ways grounded In the
significantly different subject matters.
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An ovDQrtunltv for crjtjcal realist examination- mentorlng?

It Is my view that the role of mentorlng In organisational life has not
been adequately Investigated. My personal experience In organizations has
convinced me of the Importance of understanding the effect of mentoring and
reciprocal relationships on personnel advancement and oganlzatlonal decisionmaking. Often times a seemingly Illogical and unsupportable decision can only
be understood If one can appreciate the effect of the unseen mentor In the
dec\sbn s!b.latlon as the declslon maker wil! often support the hidden mentor
In their decision. I feel that a large part of the

~o!itlcal

process within

organizations Is In trying to determine who Is the associated mentor of a
political opponent- only by so doing can one understand their basic support
structure.

Mentors have been defined as Individuals with advanced experience
and knowledge who are committed to providing upward mobility and support

to their proteges careers (Kram 1985), Mentors are seen to play two major
roles -In career development and psychosocial support. A third function In
acting as role models has also been Investigated (Scandura 1992). Mentors
may be Internal or external to the organisation; Internal mentors perhaps
being In a more effective position to support their associates. Raglns (1997)
argues for the reciprocal nature of mentorln9 relationships In that the
mentorlng relationship has benefits for both parties, Respect on both sides Is
an Important foundation- not necessarily respect for a person's nature or
ethical position but perhaps a respect for their perceived capabilities.
Mentorlng, as I see it, Is founded on a respectful association and mutual
support,
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As Ragins (1997) argues

Mentoring Is Intricately linked to the proteges develnpment of
resources for power within and between organizations. Existing
research Indicates that the presence of a mentor Is associated
with power resources and that proteges report more pos\tlonal
power... receiving more promotions and compensation than
nonproteges. Mentors may help their proteges recognize the
Importance of developing power resources within and between
organizations, and can provide training In political sk\lls and
Influence strategies. (p. 487)

Mentorlng and power relationships play a critical role In severe change
processes as positioning strategies are played out. The organisation becomes
a jungle of opposing factions and subtle relationships. Members who have
their positions threatened will call on old favours and debts In order to protect
their situation.

I feel that without mentor support outside the direct reporting
relationship the executive Is solely dependent on their direct superior's whims.
The presence of this invisible mentor plays a significant role In organisational
life and

ea~

both enhance and moderate Internal power situations. It can

enhance pOlitical action by subordinates If the organisational participants are
aware of the hand of the associated mentor in a particular political issue.

Similarly any political action by superiors may be moderated by
mentoring relationships as the superklr actions need to be so presented that
the subordinate mentors w\11 agree (or at least not totally disagree) with the
action. The superior mentor needs a base of support In order to continue their
role and must therefore be careful not to totally alienate their subordinate
associates. Such a view of organisational life helps to explain the
dissemination of cultural values top-down. The superior mentor Influences the
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action of the subordinate In countless subtle ways. Slmllarly, In a less
significant manner mentoring relationships support a bottom-up vlew of
cultural dissemination- to maintain their base level support superior mentors
must not totally alienate their supporting associates. This view also suggests
that mentorlng relationships can provide a _moderating Influence In power
situations. Examining the mechanisms by which such Influences are lmpcsed
Is, in my view, an Important exercise In understanding how organizations
work.

As Mldgley (1997, p.49) argues 'The powerful need only be careful

about their Image If there Is a higher :::~uthority to wt1om they must defer".
Although Mldgley does not discuss mentoring relationships In his article on
Dealing with Coercion 1t Is Implicit In such statements. Mentors can be seen as

someone whose relationship you politically value- the maintenance of this
relationship Is thus considered important. In my view much of what happens
In power situations Is affected by these hidden Influences.

Such a situation, Is, in my view, a prime candidate for critical realist
examination. Mentering relationships can be viewed as a network of Internal
relations that have powers that may be exercised or not. The fact that they
are not exercised still does not diminish their power In that other personnel
are generally aware of such relationships and will often moderate their
behaviours because of the mentor connection. Mentoring relationships a(e
:·

n1latlvely enduring, even beyond a single organization and are only

I~

·

observable through their effects. It Is my experience that such relationships
can often have important cynergles and emergent properties when two
supportive mentors co-operate. The mechanisms by which their Influence Is
felt Is complex and difficult to determine, but their Importance Is critical. For
example, In the case study the IS Manager reflects the closeness of his
relationship with the Managing Director when he comments:
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He was not overtly an IT supporter, though he knew where I
was coming from and he could see where we were going, he
was a great visionary. In the background he was a terrific
supporter but would never sign the budget pupers for me or
anything like that. Really, but we'd have a wink at each other
occas\ona\iy .... he knew where I was coming from and I knew
where he was coming from.
The new Managing Director was a different situation:
I had one meeting with him In the year, whereas [the old MD]
would wander Into the offfice and ask "How much money do
you want to spend this week?"

The IS Manager left the organization soon after the Managing Director
was replaced.

I feel that perhaps mentoring may be more Important In private
enterprise than public due to the relative security of tenure within public
bodies but overall I feel that their Importance has not been adequately
recognized or Investigated. The Investigation of such a social object as a
mentoring structure obviously has enormous difficulties but I feet that lt Is a
structure that can be Investigated under the banner of critical realism and
would provide useful outcomes.

A transcendental aoproach
Bhaskar proposes that philosophy and philosophising play an Important
role In research. This transcendental method Is necessary In that often the
experienced world (for example, the outsourctng of the IT Department) Is not
explainable in terms of the observed events. We can only explain the
perceived happenings by proposing (le transcending or speculating) non·
experienced and perhaps non-observable mechanisms and structures that
may well be outside the domain of Investigation (such as governmental
Influence). As Wad (2001, p. 2) argues:
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If we take explanation to be the core purpose of science, critical
realism seems to emphasise thinking Instead of experiencing,
and especially the process of abstraction from the domains of
the actual and the empirical world to the transfactual
mechanisms of the real world.

This type of thinking Is called transcendental by Bhaskar In that it gives
an Important role to the crossing of the divide between the empirical and
speculative activities of sclentlfic work. As Wad points out this Is necessary
since often the experier•.:ed world of events Is not explainable In terms of the
empirical facts, but only by way of Incorporating non-experienced
mechanism~ .• ncorporated

In objects which may be within or outside our

domain of Investigation.
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Layder (1993) argues that "a key aspect of the realist project Is a
concern with causality and the Identification of the causal mechanisms In
social phenomena" (p. 16). Yet critical realism as a philosophy supports more
than this In that it also proposes the nature of the objects of Investigation.
Layder (1993) defines realism as centrally comprising an attempt to preserve
a "scientific'' attlttJde towards social analysis whltst at the same time
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recognising the Importance of actors' meanings and In some ways
Incorporating them In the research (p. 16). Miles and Huberman (19g4)
describe their critical realist approach to qualitative analysts as Incorporating
an Interpretive element:
We agree with lnterpretlvlsts who point out that knowledge Is a
social and historical product and tllat ~facts" come to us laden
with theory. We affirm the existence and Importance of tile
subjective, the phenomenological, tile meaning-making at tile
centre of soctallife. our aim Is to register and ~transcend" these
processes by building theories to account for a real world that Is
both bounded and perceptually laden, and to test these theories
In our various disciplines. (p.4)

Cr1tlcal realism necessarily requires an acceptance of the existence of
real structures and mechanisms which researchers progressively uncover

during the social value-laden process of research.
Conclusion

Realism Is generally not what people think it Is. Realism Is often seen
as supporting positivist positions, yet contemporary realist positions directly
address the shortcomings of positivism. From within the IS arena S!lvermann
(1998) and Wilson (19g8) provide just two examples of a dated conception of
realism. Realism Is often equated with objective approaches but it Is rarely
detailed what Is meant by objective. As Sayer (2000) argues, it Is Important
that researchers appreciate these different meanings in their explar~ations:
..value·ladenness may or may not affect the truth status of
propositions, and where it does it may do so for better or for
worse. The fact that knowledge Is subjective In the sense of
being of and for subjects, and situated and embodied, may have
positive, negative or neutral Implications for Its truth status. In
both these cases, it Is advisable to be aware of the speclflc
forms of subjectivity. What k!nd of values, If any, Inform an
analysis or account, and does this cause any problems or
occlusions? What kind of subject position Is evident, and does it
raise any problt!mattc Implications? Reflexivity Is conducive - we
can put it no more strongly • to objectivity In the sense of
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developing true or practically adequate accounts. (p. 61)
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Wllson (1998) comments on the remarkable resilience and
resourcefulness of realist argument In the face of the ~rise Of relativism" and
suggests that it may too soon to say that reallst argument ,,les In ruins" (p.
163). The remaining chapters In this thesis will hopefully support such
argument In that I will argue the benefits of adopting the contemporary "non·
na'ive" realist stance proposed within Bhaskar's critical realist philosophy. A
major component of the critical realist stance Is the need to recognize both
the macro and micro elements of any social situation. This conceptuallzatlon
Is a vital component of the critical realist argument and Is Presented In the
next chapter.
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Chaptor3
Structure and Agency in Critical Realism
The ''problem of strudure and agency" Is now a familiar phrase
used to denote central dilemmas In social theory - especially the
dval claims of voluntadsm versus determinism, subjectivism
versus objectivism and the micro· versus macro-scopic In
sociology. These issues are central for the simple reason that It
is impossible to do sociology at all without dealing with them
and coming to decisions about them.... Imperative as this Is, the
urgency of the "problem of strudure and agency" Is not one
which imposes Itself on academics alone, but on every human
being. For it Is part and parcel of dally experience to feel both
free and enchained, capable of shaping our own future and yet
confronted
by
towering,
seemingly
Impersonal,
constraints. .. Consequently In facing up to the ''problem of
strudure and agency" social theorists are not just addressing
crucial technical problems in the study of society, they are also
confronting the most presstng social problem of the human
condition. (Archer 1995, p. 65}

Introduction
As the above extensive quotation suggests the "problem" of structure
and agency Is an ongoing Issue In sociology and society In general. This
chapter provides a brief Introduction to the meta·theoretical position of critical
real!sm which recognises the importance of structure and agency. It then
provides a discussion of various theoretical positions on strudure and
examines whether such viewpoints can provide useful perspectives within the
IT arena. The chapter uses the hypothetical case of examining an ERP system
to highlight the differences between the different perspectives. This chapter
suggests that In order to examine social situations there needs to be a
recognition of the Importance of structure and agency. Historically research
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approaches have tended to emphasise one or the other (not both). Gtddens'
structuration theory Is a recent attempt to Incorporate both elements within
its remit. This chapter argues for the necessity of Incorporating both elements
within a research approach and presents the different conceptions of both
within critical realism and structuratlon theory. The role of technology within
such models Is also examined.
Ccl!ectivist and Individualist Arauments
A realist belleves In the primacy of ontology. As Archer (1995) argues
"the nature of what exists cannot be unrelated to how it Is studled ...the social
ontology endorsed does play a powerful regulatory role vis-a-vis the
explanatory methodology for the baste reason that lt conceptualises social
reality In certain terms, thus Identifying wl1at there is to be explained and also
ruling out explanations In terms of entitles or properties which are deemed
non-existent" (p, 16·17). Archer (1995) argues that the reality of social
situations can be usefully reflected by consideration of the two fundamental
components of social life- structure and agency. She equates a structural
perspective with a macro or collectivlst perspective and an agency perspective
with a micro or Individualist perspectlve.

There has been an endurlng argument between co!lectivlsts and
individualists concerning the relative Importance of structure and agency In
the social sciences; such argument being largely rejected by postmodemist
theory which suggests that "reality Is In perpetual flux and transformation and
hence unrepresentable through any static conceptual framework or paradigm
of thought'' (Chla 1996, p. 46 as quoted In Reed 1997, p. 24), Such theory
argues against the dualistic thinking Involved In the structurefagency debate.

Reed (1997), from a critical realist perspective, suggests tlmt-rnar;y socalled postrnodem approaches "work with 'flat' or 'horizontal' social ontologles
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In which the processual character of social reality totally occupies the
analytical and explanatory space available" (p. 24). He suggests that postmodernist approaches occupy a shared epistemological niche In which the
study of~the local, the decentred, the marginal and the excluded Is superior

to examining what Is at the centre" {Rosenau 1992, p. 136). In a criticism of
ethnomethodology and actor network theory he argues that:
The ontological status and explanatory power of 'structure' I.e., as a concept referring to relatively enduring Institutionalised
relationships between soc!al positions and practices located at
different levels of analysis that constrain actors' capacities to
'make a difference' - Is completely lost In a myopic analytical
focus on situated social interaction and the local conversational
routines through which it Is reproduced, (Reed 1997, p. 25)

He describes the world of the ethnomethodologlst as consisting
"almost totally of verbs and hardly any nouns" {p.26). Process Is the primary
consideration and stn.cture Is given little explanatory power In this focus on
the local and contingent:
they attach - both In their theoretical protocols and empirical
practice -- overwhelming Importance to the localized
lnteractlonal contexts and discursive, representational and
technical practices through which 'organization' Is instantiated as
a temporary oro~rlng or patteming of the continuous flow of
social life. They fee\ no need to look beyond these micro-level
processes and practices because, as far as their advocates are
concerned, there Is nothing, ontologlcally or analytically, 'there';
flat ontologles and miniaturized local orderings construct a
seductive vision of our social world In which everything and
everybody is constantly In a 'state of becoming' and never In a
'condltk:m of being'. This socio-organlzational world Is
disassembled Into some of Its elemental constituents, but these
are never re-assembled with a view to gaining a broader
understanding of and explanatory purchase on the structural
mechanisms through which they were originally generated and
are subsequently elaborated. (p.29)

•
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The need for an analvtical dualism

In a similar vein Archer (1995) argues that inevitably much of social
theory has come to lean towards consideration of either collectivlst or
Individualist Issues- or equivalently, emphasised structure

or agency, rather

than structure and agency. 5tructuratton theory Is a recent attempt to
address both agency and structure, however, Archer (1995) suggests that
structuratlon theory suffers from a conflat1on of structure and agency, thus
reducing the ability to examine their Interaction over time. In order to be able

to examine the Important Interactions between structure and agency over
time Archer (1g95) proposes an anafytlcat duaflsm. This analytical dua\lsm Is
based on two propositions:
(I) That structure necessarily pre-dates the action(s) leading to
Its reproduction or transformation.

(11) That structural elaboration necessarily post-dates the action
sequences which gave rise to it. (p. 15)

Human agents either reproduce or transform social structures which
are seen to be relatively enduring over tlme. This Incorporation of a
longitudinal temporal aspect to the structure/agency dua\lsm Is an Important
part of Archer's theory- an aspect which she claims is not properly
represented In structurat1on theory.
Morphogenesis and Morohostatls
Archer (1982,1995) bases her social model around Maruyama (1963)

who Introduces the so-called morphogenetic approach. This approach applies
work In general systems theory on positive feedback loops to social theory.
Archer examines society as an open system that can have a feedback
mechanism that either maintains or elaborates social structures. The
"morphogenetic approach" alms to describe the process of social structuring
whereby processes elaborate or change a system emorpho" meaning shape,
"genesis" lmllcatlng generatlon). In contrast a morphostatic approach
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concentrates on those processes which tend to preserve or maintain a given
form, organisation or state.

In classical cybernetics morphostatlc processes emphasise deviation
minimising feedback loops whereby negative feedback nullifies systems
deviation, thus ensuring a system equilibrium. Maruyama (1963) originally
discusses a morphogenetic or structure building process within systems
theory whereby deviations are amplified by a positive feedback process. Such
deviation-amplifying feedback encourages complexity and thus increases the
requirement for organisation. Archer (1982), In a discussing the different
perception of structure In Giddens' Structuratlon Theory, describes
morphogenesis as referring to:
the complex Interchanges that produce change In a system's
given form, structure or state (morphostasls being the reverse),
but is has an end-product, structural elaboration, which Is
quite different from Glddens' social system as merely a 'visible
pattern'. This to him can best be analysed as recurrent social
practices, whereas to genEral systems theorists, the elaborated
structure has properties which cannot be reduced to practices
alone, although these are what generated both it and them. The
emergent properties which characterise socio-cultural systems
imply discontinuity between Initial Interactions and their product,
the complex system (p.61).

The M/M approach argues that human agents either reproduce or
transform social structures. This approach Incorporates a temporal aspect to
the change process In arguing that structures are relatively enduring over
time, their alteration being a function of agency action.

Archer (1995) spends a deal of time discussing how the two historical
approaches to social investigation- upwards connatfon (which treats social
structures as free creations of social agency) and downwards connatfon
(which treats social activity as determined by structural factors) prove
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inadequate in explaining the complexities of social situations. In order to
understand how Individual action Impacts on social situations one must
recognise the need for an analytical dualism, even though In reality such
separation Is not possible I.e. structure and agency are needed In order to
explain. Archer's central argument Is that "structure and agency can only be
linked by examining the Interplay between them over time, and that without
the proper Incorporation of time the problem of structure and agency can
never be satisfattorlly resolved" (p. 65). Archer uses this argument as a major
criticism of Giddens' Structuration Theory which she sugger;ts suffers from
central conflation (the suggestion that structure and agency are Inseparable,
one slnk!nglnto the other).

Cralb (1992) highlights the Importance of the analytical separation of
structure and agency when he presents an example of Archer's argument:
All agents start from a structural position that enables and
constrains the possibilities of action, and their actions can
change that structure, which in turn constrains them. In this
"morphogenetic cycle," different levels emerge: Emergent
properties are relational, arising out of combination (e.g., the
division of labour from which high productivity emerges) where
the latter Is capable of reacting back on the former (e.g.,
producing monotonous work), has Its own causal powers (e.g.,
the differential wealth of nations) which are causally Irreducible
to the powers of Its components. (p. 9)

A recognition of structure and agency and the way that they Interact
over time Is an Important element with critical realist argument.

The Social Context of IT
Information systems operate within a social environment and thus it
can be argued that social theory can play a useful role In researching
lnfmrnation systems. Early examples of IS researchers emphasizing the social
nature of IS Include Kllng {1980), Land and Hlrschhelm (1983), lyyttnen &
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Lehtlnen (1984), King (1987), Zuboff (1988), Orllkowski (1992). More recent
writings have developed on this theme and suggested varying theoretical
foundations for the Inclusion of a social context within IS research. Examples
Include Orllkowskt (1992), Lyytlnen (1992), Walsham (1993), BaskervUie,
Smithson, Ngwenyama and DeGross (1994), Orlikowskl, Walsham, Jones, and
DeGross (1996), Hlrschhelm, Kleln, and Lyytinen (1996), Introna (1997),
Baskervltle, Stage and DeGross (eds) (2000).

Avgerou (2001) argues lt Is Important that IS practitioners consider the
social context In which IS Development takes place and also the broader
organisational processes under whiCh it operates:
Most of the knowledge developed and taught in the IS field
promotes a normative professional practice, based on a limited
perception of context. Broader organizational processes are
usually outside the perceived terms of reference of IS practice.
Further research Is needed to develop appropriate analytical
knowledge to equip professionals with capabilities to pursue

contextuallst analyses.

Avgerou (2001) suggests man·{ authors In the IS arena separate the
technological content from the social context In which the IT change ensues.
This has allowed useful specialized IS knowledge to be developed separately
from the social context but such a separation Is becoming harder to justify
given the Increasingly ubiquitous nature of Information technology. As Probert
(1997) suggests an Information system contains elements of both the social
and the technical with technology Intimately entwined within organisational
life:
The relationship between technology and organisation Is neither
one of "Impacts" [of IT] nor of "choice" [made by managers],
per se. Rather technology and organisation are closely
Intertwined through flows of knowledge and Ideas which
transcend the Individual organisation but which find expression
In, and are relnforr<"..d by, political Interests and agendas at the
orgElnlsatlona\ level (Scarborough and COrbett, 1992, p. 157 as
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quoted In Probert, 1997 (p. 43))

Avgerou (2001) suggests a more appropriate model for today's
information system I!> as a heterogeneous network:
It suggests that what Is generally called "Information system" In
the jargon of practitioners as wen as academics cannot be
meaningfully restricted to computer or communications
applications within an Independently delineated social
environment. Technical artefacts such as hardware, software,
data In paper or electronic form, carry with them engineers with
the conventions of their trade, Industries that sell, install and
support them, "users" who understand their significance and
Interpret the way they should be put to action according to their
circumstances and consultants who convert them from symbol
manipulating machines to "competitive advantage" (p, 46)

He argues that. In line with actor network theory, the content of
change conSidered In IS studies should not be technology innovation but the
change of heterogeneous networks Of Institutions and people within which
Information Technology is called to play a role. This concept does not see the
Information system as being In Isolation from the social context In which it
operates.
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Individualists within the social arena are committer! to social atomlsm,
'that Is to the claim that the Important things about people can Indeed be
identified Independently of their social context' (Archer 1995, p.35).
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Individuals are seen to be the ultimate constituents of the social world. In
contrast the collectivist sees society as more than simply the sum of the
Individuals. Society can be viewed hollstically as having emergent properties
that cannot be explained solely through examination of its Individual
components.

Archer (1995) argues that the ongoing conflict between micro and
macro views of society and the problem of agency and structure is an
important and recurring debate within the sociological field. She feels that the
Importance of such an Issue requires that all social theorists (and social
Investigators) define their stance with respect to this fundamental issue.

The difficulty in representing social reality (and IT within that reality) Is
the need to

includ~

both collectivlst and Individualist perspectives. Archer

(1995) presents the complexity of social reality when she describes society as
providing the answer to a number of riddles:
What Is it that depends upon human intentionality but never
conforms to their Intentions? What relies on peoples' concepts
but they never fully know? What Is lt that depends upon actions
but never corresponds to the actions of even the most
powerful? What Is it that has no form without us, yet which
, forms us as we seek Its transformation? And what is it that
never satisfies the precise designs of anyone yet because of this
always motivates Its attempted reconstitution? (p. 165).

Scott Poole & Ven de Ven (1989, p, 564) similarly list some of the
collectivist/indlvlduallst paradoxes evident within organisational theory:
•

the difficulty In reconciling the explanatlon of behaviour as a function
of structural determination with the equally strong datm that it Is the
product of purposlve action;
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• good arguments for two incompatible conceptuallzations of
organisational climate- as an aggregation of Individual climate
perceptions or as a macrolevel system property;
•

the question of whether social organisations are fundamentally stable
orders or continuously changing emergents;

• the trade-off between the need to establish Individual identity In
groups and the collective nature of group action.

Structuration theory and critical realism are recent attempts to
Incorporate both elements, structure and agency, but both theories provide
little practical help on developing useful methodologies. Even more relevant Is
their lack of a specific recognition of technology itself within each model. In
critical realism mat~rial objects are given little relevance, the concentration
being on human relations. Lawson (1997, p. 327) briefly comments on
technology and sees technology as a soc!alimplement:ation of a material
object; the soc!altmplementation of a particular technology being In part a
response to human transformative activity. Under this definition technology
and Its associated human elements can be seen as a structure (although few
definitions of"structure" within critical realism Include any reference to
material objects),

In contrast to this real existence for structure structuration theory only
provides for a virtual existence for structure. Structuration theory sees
structures as having no existence external to agency- they are functionally
Inseparable- structures only becoming real when Instantiated through
agent's actions. In my vtew this vlrtuality for structures makes the
representation of IS difficult. Orlikowski and Robey (1991) and Orllkowskl
(1992) have Included a model for IT within structuratton theory as having a

duality expressed:
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In its constituted nature - Information technology Is the social
product of subjective human action within specific structural and
cultural contexts - and Its constitutive role - Information
technology Is simultaneously an objective set of rules and
resources Involved In mediating (facilitating and constraining)
human action, and thus hence contributing to the creation,
recreation and transformation of those contexts. (as quoted In
Rose (2000, p. 119))

Such a virtual definition for IT has limitations as wlll be detalled In the
next section.
Individual and collectivjst representations of technology

Olesen and Myers (1999, p. 320) present Table 1 describing a
collectivlst/lndlvldualist perspective on technology (based on De Sanctls
1993), They describe how collectlvist and Individualist perspectives can alter
the focus In the examination of Group Support Systems:
Whereas lndlvldualistlc assumptions lead the researcher to be
concerned with the efficiency and effectiveness brought about
by the GSS, collectlvist assumptions tead to an interest In the
social meaning of the technology, its symbolism, how cultural
practices affect technology development, and how technology,
in turn, reinforces cultural norms (De Sanctis, 1993, p. 101).

,,
'\:s:_-__:-_-
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Table 1: Opposing perspectives on technology (from Oiesen and Myers, 1999,

p. 320)

Unit of Analysis

Individualism

Collectivism

Individual

Society

Group as an aggregate

Organization

of Individuals
Technology Metaphor Tool

Product
Service

Technology Goal

Technology-induced

Decision efficiency

Support of the social

Decision Quality

order

Active (deterministic)

Passive (emergent)

I

we

Change
Guiding Paradigm

Each of the perspectives detailed In Table 1 provide a limiting view on
technology; such views mirroring similar Issues within social theory
concerning !nd\VIdualistjcollectlvist stances.
BggresE!ntlng IT as structure
Archer (1995, p. 104) discusses a number of different conceptions of
social structure (from Porpora 1989). Four major conceptions of structure are
discussed:
• structure as "patterns of aggregate behaviour that are stable over
timeu (from Methodological Individualism).

• structure as "lawllk.e regularities that govern the behaviour of social
factsu (from Methodological Holism).
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• structure as "rules and resources which are Implicated In social
practices and have no existence Independent of them" (Giddens'
Structuratlon Theory)
• structure as "systems of human relations among social positions"
(Methodological Realism).

The adoption of any one of these perceptions of structure can
fundamentally affect the ensuing research process as Walsham (1993, p. 6)
suggests when argues that: 'Theor; Is both a way ofseeing and a way of not~
seeing - a particular theoretical perspective can blind researchers to other
perspectives at its moment of app!Jcatfon~ For E:lX<lmple, If we consider IT
systems as having a11lmportant structuring Influence on work p;actlces (le
agency action) we can argue for using any one of the four conceptions of
structure to highlight different aspects of the technology. More particularly we
can look at how such

ur~derlying

theory can affect the examination of

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems.
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ERP systems are enterprise widf: systems that often require the
Implementation of so-called "best practice" (or, sometimes referred to as
common practice) process models. These best practice process models define
optimal processes for the particular Industry under which the organisation
operates. Often existing user roles and processes are radically changed and
thus the structural impact of ERP systems Is generally very high, particularly If
a major process re-engineering Is also undertaken at the same time. It
therefore seems sensible to adopt a theoretical approach that recognises the
Importance of structure and Its Impact.
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Individualist Perceptions
Archer {1995) argues that the first Individualist conception for structure
is Insufficient 'primarily for Its explicit atomism, secondly for Its assumption
that nothing but a process of aggregation Is Involved In structuratlon, thirdly
for making the visible pattern reproduced synonymous with 'structure' and
finally for the presumption that to be a structure Is to be relatively enduring'
(Archer 1995, p. 105). As detailed In Table 1 above such an underlying theory
would see the ERP system as a tool and would therefore provide a useful
basis for· examining how individuals actively use the ERP system to Improve
their work practices. Such a perspectt"e would be useful in examining the
functionality of the various components of the ERP system but would have
difficulty In representing the important structural and organisational impacts
of the technology.

The relficatlon of ERP systems
Similarly the collectlvlst ~erspectlve on structure might be rejected
'firstly for the explicit relficatiori:of structure by Its severance from action,
secondly, for its assumptlon that ~.·egularltles are law-like in Producing
Ineluctable consequences, thirdly,

~~~r

holding that these operate In steam-

roller fashion immune from human inter;•ention, and lastly, for assuming that
structures endure and unfold over the heads of actors like mechanical and
naturalistic forces' {Archer 1995, p. 105).

ERP Systems are hugely complex systems that Impose crmstralnts on
the work practices of operating users and thus a theory based around
methodological holism might be useful In examining ERP as the theory's
underlying model is consistent with the examination of such constraint. It may
also be useful In supporting an argument that ERP systems are often relfied.
Relflcatlon can be seen to overly emphasise the role of the "system" rather
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than acknowledge the role of the individual. Colllns (1998, p.lSO) describes
how such an overemphasis on systems and systemic properties can be
detrimental:
It seems, then, that when we come to account for the nature
and contours of organisations, it Is systems, not people,. who do
things. As a result there seems to be liltle room for people to
Interpret their role within organisations, and make judgements
based upon these interpretations as to how to act. Instead it
seems, the behaviour of people Is programmed by the role they
perform. With the role of interpretation and perception
downplayed, the system and its boundary take on a concrete
rather than an analytical role, and so the system apparently
enforces Itself on members of the organisation rather than being
something which people have room to Interpret, debate and
dispute.

Whllst Colllns criticism Is targeted at methodology assumptions within
so-called "systems approaches" I feel his comments are a useful suggestion
as to how ERP systems can be misrepresented. This prlvlleglng of structure
over action Is termed by Collins as reificatlon. Hyman (1975, p.13) defines
relfic:atlon as:
Treating abstract collective entitles which are the creation of
human activities, as the active agencies in social relations and In
consequence, devaluing the part played by human actors.

ERP systems are open to relficatlon as Is represented In a user
comment taken from Volkoff (1999):
Individuals at PFP made statements such as '[the software]
changes the way you think about [a specific type of Information]
because SAP treats it differently...lt was a big thought process
change,' and that they had to 'translate user requirements Into
SAPanese.' At UNI one user talked about 'changing from trying
to map from my world Into PeopleSoft, to asking what will make
this system work, mapping from PeopleSoft Into my world.' (p.
236)
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Re\ficatlon Is clearly represented in the adoption of such terms as
~sAPanese" to describe the complexity and domination of an ERP system such

as SAP. Similarly the suggestion to map from "PeopleSoft Into my world" is an
Insightful comment on the imposing nature of such ERP systems as
PeopleSoft.
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Similarly the following quote from an SAP-focussed publication
highlights the constraining nature of SAP and similar such ERP systems:
SAP Rf3's broadest impact on the Company has been its
Influence on the corporate culture. Prior to the R/3
Implementation, there was a perce-ived high degree of disorder.
Whlle the Company does not yet exploit all of the Information
available from the new IT system, the system has provided a
much greater sense of control and has had signiffcant Impact on
how employees approach their responsibilities. R/3's tightly
Integrated data model has taught people that they must perform
functions as they are supposed to be done. (The ROI Report,
1997, p. 12)

Such a collectivlst perspective on ERP systems might encourage the
researcher to Ignore the potential adaptability of ERP systems and downplay
the Important power that the agent has to amend and enhance the system.
Such a perspective on ERP might also tend to see ERP systems as legacy
systems and thus misrepresent the potential that they can provide as a base
for e-buslness expansion and Inter-enterprise co-operation.
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Structu@tion theorv and the representation of IT
The third conception of structure, founded on structuratlon theory, \s
proposed as a means of accommodating both individualist and collectlvlst
views. Giddens "Inserts the concept of 'system' between the two [structure
and agency] in order to create what he calls an Interdependent 'dual\ty',
Social systems are constituted by the activities of human agents, enabled and
constrained by the structural properties of these systems" (Whlttlngton 1994,
p. 62). However, under this conception of structure, "while structural
properties make action possible, structures themselves have no reality except
as they are Instantiated In activity or retained mentalty as remembered codes
of conduct or rights to resources" (Whlttlngton 1994, p. 62).

This virtual existence for structure sees structure as having no
existence external to agency· they are functionally Inseparable- structure
only becoming real when Instantiated through agent's actions. Structural
properties are generally reinforced through the comfortable rule following and
routlnlzed behaviour of knowledgeable agents. Thus, for example, an
educational system Is not an Identifiable form of social crgantsatlon but a
visible pattern 'produced by agency manipulating rules and resources In ways
which perpetuate this patternln9' (Archer, 1995, p. 107).

Glddens argues for the Importance of choice In agent's actions, he sees
the actor as not being passively embedded In social systems but as being
knowledgeable and actively engaged In the constitution of such social
systems. Rule Interpretation Is a major activity of Glddens' concept of the
'active agent' both In the way that they Interpret complex Internal
organisational rules and In the way they apply the external rules gained
through participation In systems outside the organisational system. An agent
can only be an agent If they are capable of 'making a difference'- a passive
accepting agent Is not a part of Glddens' model.
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Orllkowskl (1992) uses structuration theory to develop a model of
organisational use of technology. The model sees technology as being a
structural property of organisations • it embodies and hence is an Instantiation
of some of the rules and resources umstituting the structure of an
organisation. Technology Is both a medium and product of human action (see
Figure 3 below) and the users of the technology are seen to separate into
those that use the technology and those that design and mediate the
technology for users. Orllkowskl's model suggests the consideration of two
modes of Interaction- the design mode and the use mode(p. 408} to reflect
the major modes of Interaction between actors (the developers and users)
and strucb.lre (the technology) at different points In time.

Multlvlew ver 2.0 (Avlson, Wood-Harper, Vidgen, & Wood 1998) Is an
example of an IS development methodology loosely based on Glddens'
structuratlon theory that attempts to Incorporate a structural perspective and
an agency perspective. They see their Multlvlew 2 development methodology
as an Interpretive scheme that Is drawn on when developing and deploying
Information systems (action) In an organizational context (strucb.lre).

From a critical rea\lst perspective the Multivlew 2 framework wrongly
equates structure with "organisational context". The reallst perspective would
argue that the organisational context provides a complex Interplay of multiple
Interacting structures and mechanisms that affect the agent's use of an ISO
methodology In various ways. It would see the model as being too simple In
its equating of context with structure. Interestingly along with Archer (199S)
Avlson et al (1998) also see a need for an analytical separation between the
real world of objective structures and the transitive world of agency
Interpretation:
At the heart of Multlvlew2 Is a belief In the inseparability of
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object and subject worlds ...Rather than see ISO as a process of
bringing together the social and technical aspects, we argue
that lt Is more appropriate to view ISD as a way of making
temporary and artificial separations In which objectivist accounts
of meeting real-world requirements and subjectivlst accounts of
a socially-constructed reality achieve a synchronization (p. 133).

Multlview 2 does not propose a prescriptive approach to systems
development Instead suggesting that the analyst draws on the Interpretive
frame throughout the development process. This non-Inclusion of a time
element Is a characteristic of Giddens' structuratlon theory. From a critical
realist perspective such neglect Is a major problem with structuratlon theory
In that there Is thus an Inability to examine the Interaction of structure and
agency over time. They suggest that "structure and agency can only be linked
by examining the Interplay between them over time, and that without the
proper Incorporation of time the problem of structure and agency can never
be satlsfactorl!y resolved" (Archer, 1995, p. 65). Glddens' theory suggests that
structure and agency are Inseparable, one sinking Into the other (termed by
Archer as elision) thus disallowing the study of their Interaction over time.

The use of Glddens' framework and t11e representation of technology
as structure raises a number of Issues. M Archer (1995) argues Glddens'
representation of structure makes it difficult to Investigate the Interplay of
actors and technology over time. Orllkowski'S model (O'IIkowsk~ 1992)
reduces the Impact of this shortcoming by looking at two separate
Instantiations of technology, the use mode and the design mode. However
whilst such separation Is useful it does not allow for a full ongoing recognition
of the Interaction between developers, users and the technology over the
often considerable time Involved In systems design and implementation.
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Another Issue with Orllkowskl's model is the equating of technology
with structure, thus providing technology with a virtual existence, the
technology only being 'made real' on Instantiation. Such a model for
technology does not encourage a deep Investigation of the properties of the
particular technology- these properties having the potential to Impact later
use and design. Glddens' framework cannot Insist on a clear specification of
virtual structu,·es since they do not In fact exist until Instantiated, they only
exist as 'rules and resources', Yet technology has emergent properties that
cannot be represented solely as 'rules and resources'.

Volkoff (1999) uses Glddens' Structuratlon Theory

to analyse an ERP

Implementation and in so doing highlights the role of the 'active agent' In
changing and modifying the ERP system:
The adaptation of software and organizational processes Is an
iterative process entailing on-going social action that Is clearly
constrained by both the structural properties of the organization
and the built-In properties of the software. The actions of the
project team and other members of the organization wlll alter
some of these properties and reaffirm others. (p. 236)

The concentration within structuration theory on the active agent and
its lack of a recognition of the reality of structure and their emergent
properties suggests that it would be difficult to properly analyse the particular
properties of ERP systems and how they may constrain agents actions. For
the critical realist a major problem with using such a theory Is the lnablllty to
Include time In the analysis. Such a neglect limits the possibility of examining
the Important ongoing structural elaboration that ensues through agency
action.
The rePresentation of IT within critical reallsm
The fourth definition of structure Is that of the methodological realist
who sees structure as "systems of human relations among soc!al positions",
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Such a definition would highlight the social setting in which the IT resides
however but can have little to say about the technology Itself. Critical realism
has little to say about material objects within Its ontology. Lawson (1997, p.
327) suggests that technology be seen as a social implementation of a
material object, this social implementation being In part a response to human
transformatlve activity. A critical realist approach to the examination of an
ERP system might suggest that the ERP system can act as both a mechanism
and structure. The representation of the ERP system as a social structure
allows an emphasis on relational properties with other groups as well as
allowing for an examination of the complex Internal relations. The ERP system
technology can also be seen to provide a mechanism by which organisational
structures are transformed In both Intended and unintended ways as the ERP
system is Implemented, used and transformed.

In contrast to the virtual existence for structure given within
structuratlon theory the realist Interpretation sees structure as referring to
actual Forms of social organisations, as 'real entitles with their own powers,
tendencies and potentials' (Archer 1995, p. 106). Such structures cannot be
perceived and thus cannot be Identified except through examination of their
effects. Social systems depend on the relations between and within a plurality
of structures, such relations having their own Independent causal properties.
The resulting system founded on the various relations has emergent
properties which may affect agents acting within the system. This
interpretation of structure is In contrast to Glddens' approach which Is nonrelational seeing structure as 'rules and resources'. Glddens' approach
emphasises the role of the active agent; Bhaksar's realist interpretation
elevates the role of structure and Its shaping role In social situations.

Archer (1995) discusses a number of Issues related to Glddens'
representation of structure. For example, Glddens' perception of structure as
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virtual, only becoming real on Instantiation, necessarily requires that social
theory concentrate on social 'practice'. Such concentration leads to what
Archer terms as the over-active agent in that it Ignores the posslbllity that
agents may have a role to play In the elaboration of structures purely through
their existence as part of a collective group; under structuration theory this
passive role of the non-doing agent cannot be reflected. For Archer actors
(non-doing agents) and (active) agents are different things and should not be
'elided' or combined as provided for in structuratlon theory.

Archer also argues that structuration theory does not allow for the
separate Investigation of the emergent and Irreducible properties of structures
and agents. In particular the collapsing of structure Into agency negates the
Investigation of their Interplay over time- how pre-existing structure may
constrain action a!ld how action reproduces or transforms existing structures.
Critical reallsm argues for the consideration of both structure and agency and,
specifically, brings time dependency Into account. The central argument Is
that 'structure and agency can only be linked by examining the interplay
between them over time, and that without the proper incorporation of time
the problem of structure and agency can never be satisfactorily resolved'
(Archer, 1995, p. 65).
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Institutional Properties
D

c

lnfonnation
Technology

A

'

Human Actors

Am>w

Type ofinHuence

Nature of JnHuence

A

rr as product of human

rr as an outcome of such human development as design and

action

development, appreciation and modification

IT as medium of human

IT facilitates and

action

of Interpretive schem~s, facilities and norms

rr as product of human

Institutional properties lnnuence humans In their Interaction with

action

IT, such as Intentions, design standards, professional norms,

B

c

constr~lns

human action through the provision

state of the art In materials and knowledge and available
resources (tme, money and
D

~kills)

. _

IT as product of human

Interaction with rr influences the lns~tutlonal properties of an

"""'"

organization through reinforcing or transforming systems of
signification domination and legitimisation

Figure 3: A representation of IT within structuration theory
Within structuratlon theory IT Involves the snapshot of a social situation at a
particular time- time-related Issues cannot be taken Into account under this
model.
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External structures
Old Internal Structures

A

I

B
New structures

Old IT system/structure

Organisational actors

Time
A~w

Type of Influence

Nature oflnnuence

A

Structural reinforcement

The Introduced IT syst-:,n changes existing structures within the

and elaboration

organization as new positions are created and organlsatlonal actors use the
IT system to reinforce or transfonn existing structures

B

c

Structutlll reinforcement

The Introduced IT system Impacts external structures through enhancing

and elaboration

communlcatlon, changing business practlces and perhaps altering the IT.

Structural reinforcement

Organisational actors reinforce or bansfonn the existing structural

and elaboration

Impositions of the Introduced IT system via changed work practices or
changes to the technology.

0

Structural reinforcement

New changed structures are consequent on the structural reinforcement

and elaboration

and elaboration emanating from agency action.

Figure 4: A representation of IT within critical realism
Within critical realism structural reinforcement and elaboration of pre-existing
structures allows a consideration of time-related Issues.
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Conclus!2n

This chapter discusses a number of different ways of envisaging
structure and discusses the ways that theory can ultimately define the object
under study. A hypothetical example Is provided to demonstrate the way that
different conceptions of structure can limit the explanatory possibilities In
examining ERP systems. A collectivist definition of structure as "law-like
regularities that govern the behaviour of social facts" Is a tempting means of
examining the Impacts of ERP on organisational life, however, as Indicated
above, lt does not go far enough In allowing for a consideration as to how
agents may amend the system and their own behaviour to adjust to such
"law-like regularities",

A more complete analysis can be attempted by the use of Giddens'
Structuration Theory (Volkoff 1999). However, Glddens' structuratlon theory Is
difficult to operatlonallze; it Is a varied and complex theor)" that Craib (1992)
associates with the perhaps unkind metaphor of an omelette to highlight Its
complexity. As Cralb (1992, p. 33) points out Glddens' theory "Is not, nor does
Giddens claim or want it to be, a tight, logically deduced and Interrelated
theory"- it is a rich and varied theory that can provide useful and slgnlflcant
perspectives on the complexities of organisational life but provides little
methodological guidance. fts Rose (2000) argues Glddens' Structuration
Theory Is difficult to apply within the IS field because of;
•

the absence of specific theories about how information
technology is involved In the process of structuration

• Glddens' own disinterest In practical uses of his work
leaves no path to follow.
• the relative Inaccessibility of structuratlon theory to IS
researchers and practitioners due to the different
discourse style and specialised concept vocabulary of
social theory. (p. 128)
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For IS research it seems that the fundamental assumptions underlying
the theory do not seem to mesh well with the reality of technological systems.
The critical realist perception of accepting a technological system as a preexisting object with emergent and Irreducible properties rather than as a
virtual object only made rea/through Instantiation seems a more useful and
practical representation, yet, as for structuratlon theory, there Is little practical
guidance and little specific conceptualisation of material objects such as
technology within the theory.

The next chapter will move back Into the philosophical area and look
more closely at lnterpretlvlsm and critical reallsm In general and highlight
possible points of connection between the two.
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Chapter4
lnterpretlvlsm and critical realism- points of connection

Critical realism • "what we see Is less than what there Is"
Interpretlvlsm- "what we see Is what we get". (Benton and Cralb,
2001, p. 177)

Introduction

As the above quotes Indicate critical realism proposes a form of depth
realism In that reality Is made up of 3 domains, the domain of the real, actual
and empirical. Under this view there Is more to reality than what might
empirically or actually eventuate. In the domain of the real the critical realist
also sees reality as stratified In that Identified mechanisms can be explained
by reference to causal mechanisms at a deeper level of reality. In contrast
lnterpretivism is focussed on the domain of the actual and the empirical
refusing to acknowledge the presence of a reality external to Individual or
social perception.

Interpretivism Is often described as supporting the discovery and
description of an 'Insider view' on a situation and encouraging the
Interpretation of a situation from the participant's perspective. Participants
intentions, meanings and interpretations are elevated to a central position In
the research. Unlike critical realism it assumes a single dimension to reality
with a focus on what Is experienced. Fundamental to Interpretive enquiry Is
the view that the study of the social sciences Is different from the study of the
natural sdences. In this assumption it Is clearly In opposition to critical
realism. There are however similarities In that, for example, both phl!osophies
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agree on the situated contingent nature of knowledge and the assumption
that observation Is value-laden. Both philosophies also accept the social
construction of reality, however, as detailed below critical reallsm can only
agree with so-called "weak" constructlonlst arguments that our knowledge
of reality Is socially constructed, not the reality Itself.

Schwandt (2000) suggests that the "qualitative enquiry" field, of which
lnterpretlvlsm forms a part, Is more appropriately defined as a particular
arena or site where a number of markedly different philosophical and
methodological approaches reside. Despite the significant differences he sees
the arena as sharing a "general rejection of the blend of sclentism,
froundatlonallst epistemology, Instrumental reasoning and the philosophical
anthropology of disengagement" (p. 190). He defines three basic
epistemological stances within this arena - lnterpretivism/hermeneutics,
philosophical hermeneutlcs and social constructionlsm. This chapter will
concentrate mainly on the two brands of hermeneutlcs and will use critical
realism to speclflcatly critique aspects of lnterpretivism/hermeneutics. The
different criteria for judging Interpretive and realist research wit! then be
contrasted.

post-oos!tivism
Blalkle (1993) describes lnterpretivism as a classical response to the
dissatisfaction with positivist approaches. Hammersley (1995, p. 2) suggests
that positivism makes some or all of the following assumptions:
That what Is taken to be the method of the natural
sciences Is the only rational source of knowledge
That this method should be app!led in social research
Irrespective of any supposedly distinctive features of
social reality
That quantitative measurement and experimentation or
statistical manipulation of variables are essential, or at
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least Ideal, features of scientific research
That research can and should be concerned with
producing accout'lts which correspor~d to at'l independet'lt
reality
That sciet'ltific

kr~owledge

consists of universal laws

That research must be objective, with subjective biases
beit'lg overcome through commitment to the principle of
value neutrality
Such argument are often also a feature of what Hammersley (1990) terms as
naive real!sm.

Guba (1990) argues that positivism is a deposed paradigm- belr~g
replaced by the r~ewer postposltJvlst, critical research and constructlvlst
approaches. Blal!cle (1993) argues that contemporary responses to the
dissatisfaction with positivism lt'lclude:
•

Critical Theory

•

Realism

•

Cor~temporary

Hermeneutlcs

• Structuratlon Theory
• Feminism.

These later, more contemporary approaches are still in the process of
developing,

mar~y

originators of these approaches still publishing. Blalkle's

Inclusion of contemporary realism as a response to positivism is an
er~couraglng

recognition that realist approaches have

potentiallnfluer~ce

in

this area. Blaikle sees that each of these later approaches can be seen to
derive aspects of their development from the following classical approaches:
• Positivism
• Negativlsm
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•

Historicism

• Critical Rationalism
• Classical Hermeneutlcs
• Interpretivlsm
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A Paradigmatic View

Interpretivism Is often explained through reference to Burrell and
Morgan's (1979) paradigmatic framework. A paradigm can be defined as a
philosophical position containing various "mutually Influential" ontological,
epistemological, methodological and ideological 'sets' of Ideas that have been
formed Into clusters "according to some worked-out argument or rationality"
(Flood, 1990, p, 213). A paradigm represents a particular way of thinking or
general perspective, but 1t has an Implied popularity In that a paradigm would
reflect a commonly held view of the applicable world.
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An example of an Important paradigmatic 'rationale' Is Burrell and
Morgan's (1979) classic sociological framework for defining research
approaches In the social sciences arena (Figure 5). The model defined
sociological paradigms according to the assumptions they make about the
nature of social science and about the nature of society. Social science can be
seen to adopt an objective or subjective perspective and assumptions about
the nature of society can be seen to be emphasising radical change or
regulation. Burrell and Morgan's framework has proven to be useful in
defining perspectives on soclologicallnvest1gatlons. In essence it compares an
ontological position (subjective/objective) with an Ideological (politically
oriented) position {Conflict/Order). The objectivist position Is to apply the laws
of the natural sciences to the social world; the subjectlvist position Is to
recognise the differing Individual interpretations of the social world.

Burre\1 and Morgan argue that this framework allows for the definition
of four mutually exclusive views of the social world- each generating distinct
analyses of social life. Clearly the frame has more to lt than meets the eye.
Essentially lt Is a statement of position from within the social science's 'world'.
As detailed In Figure 6 (from Gioia 1990) each position makes differing

assumptions about the main goals and primary concerns of research. For
example lnterpretivism Is seen to have the goal to describe and explain In
order to diagnose and understand, its maln concern as the social construction
of reality and Interpretation.

!
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An observer would have great difficulty deriving such a deta\led
specification of four positions from a simple two dimensional division. This Is
due to the fact that it is essentialtt a framework to represent popular
paradigmatic positions- in actual use it reflects the argument developed by
Kuhn (1970) that lt Is Impossible to communicate between different
paradigms largely due to the existence of totally dlfferer'lt language bases
within each paradigm.

The argument Is that comparisons between research studies that are
based on different paradigmatic assumptions often make little sense as the
different approaches generally have totally different meanings to the words
that they use.
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Emphasising Radical

'""''

Radical Humanlsm

Radical Structurnlism

Sociological
Perspective

Emphnsis!ng

lniC!pl'Cti,·•

Furu:llonoliSI

Subj<Clivc

ObJ•ctlve

Regulfllloo

The NntureofSocinl Scien~:e

Figure 5: Burrell and Morgan's (1979) four Soclologlcal Paradigms
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Emphao;ising Radical
Change

Sociological

Radical Humanism

Radical Structuralism

Goals: to descnDe and critique in
order to thwljle (achieve freedom
through rcvismn ofconsciou.ness)

Goals: Jdomity soun:es of
domi.Wion Md pcr:suade in order
to ~uide rcvolunoruuy action
(ac teve freedom tlorough revision
ofslructurc)

Concern.: Sodol construction of
reality, ovorooming distonion,
determining interests s-erved,

Perspective

Emphasising
Regulation

Concerns: Domination, alicnntion
and emancipation

Interpretive

Functionalist

Goals: to describe a11d explain
in order to diagnose nt1d
under:stnt1d

Gool!: to scorch for "'9ulnrities
nt1d to>t in order to prc ict and
control

Conocmt: Social conslruction
ofreotity, ln"'rpre!ation

Concerns: factorial relationships,
causality, genernli,.tion

Subjective

Objective

The Nature of Social Science

Figure 6: The goals and concerns of the four sociological paradigms (from
Glola and Pltre, 1990, p. 591)

Flood and Romm {1996) argue there that Is a practical need.to
Incorporate diverse theorles from different paradigmatic positions. They
discuss four approaches to the Incorporation of diverse theories and
emancipatory principles In social research:

Pragmatism: the borrowing of various methods and parts of methods
In a non-reflective manner based on experience with little thought given to
underlying philosophical basis for such theory use,
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Isolationlsnl: this be!lef Is exemplified by Burrel! and Morgan's grid.
Isolationism suggests a b!lnd, all encompassing use of particular paradigmatic
approaches in all situations. Burrell and Morgan's framework reflects the
argument developed by Kuhn (1970) that it Is impossible to communicate
between different paradigms largely due to the existence of totally different
language bases within earh paradigm.

Imperialism: a slmllar approach to Isolationism except that other
paradigmatic approaches are recognised, but only to the extent that aspects
of other approaches can be Incorporated and absorbed Into the predominant
perspective.

Complementarism (or Pluralism): Flood and Romm (1996, p. 5)
describe this approach as being embodied In the question: "How can
theoreticians and Interventionists find a way that satlsfactorlly allows us to
theorise and act with different notions of the worldwhlle at the same time
maintaining overall emancipatory practice?".
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Accessing multiple paradigmatic views of organisational situations has
been suggested as a means of providing a wider and a more multi-faceted
view on complex organisational situations. In a similar manner to Flood and
Romm (1996), Schultz and Hatch (1995) defines three metatheoretlcal
positions for doing multlparadlgm research:
•

paradigm Incommensurability

• paradigm Integration {le. pragmatism} Imperialism)
• paradigm crossing

They concentrate on paradigm crossing when they suggE'...i a number
of different strategies for recognising and incorporating the various
paradigmatic approaches within a research approach. The first strategy they
discuss Is labelled as sequential whereby one particular paradigmatic
approach Is used to Inform further development using another paradigmatic
approach {Lee 1991). A second strategy Is labelled a parallel approach In
which different paradigmatic approaches are used In parallel and outcomes
compared for the different approaches. The ultimate aim Is to maintain a
tolerant approach and to emphasise differences and conflicts between
paradigms rather than similarities.

A further strategy Is a bridging strategy as exemplified by Glola and
Pltre (1990) who use Burrell & Morgan's grid (Figure 5) to discuss the
assumptions of various paradigmatic approaches and suggest means of
bridging the paradigms In order to progress research that provides a more
comprehensive view of organisational phenomena. They argue that whilst the
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fundamental assumptions of the various paradigms are at odds, the
paradigmatic dimensions (subjectlve{objective and stabiiiLy/change) are In
fact continuum- thus creating a 'transition zone' at the proposed boundaries
between the paradigms.
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Whilst Burrell and Morgan's framework has been particularly Influential
In defining the underlying assumptions in social science, in general it can be
seen to be founded on relativist arguments. For actually defining a research
position it Is unhelpful in that:
•

It exaggerates the differences between the

persp~~"tives

and the scale of

their Impact
• It Is too restrictive In defining research positions
•

It suggests that the major Issues facing research can be solved by

choosing one or more of the positions
• It discourages movement outside the paradigmatic position (le encourages

Isolationism)
• It encourages simplistic methodological decisions by encouraging a choice
between "black and white" stances on methodological issues rather than
seeing such decisions as Involving decisions on multiple smaller matters
within a methodology
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The examination of commensurability at the level of ontology,
epistemology and methodology avoids the all or nothing stance adopted by
considering overall paradigms. Detailed discussion of the philosophical
position of each approach Is Important a11d necessary to fully understand their
position and scope for accommodation.

Interpretlvlsm
Kleln and Myers (1999, p. 69) describe Interpretive research from a
practical, methods based focus:
IS research can be classified as Interpretive If it Is assumed that
our knowledge of reality Is gained only through social
constructions such a language, consciousness, shared meanings,
documents, tools, and other artifacts.
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Walsham (1993, p. 4) suggests that Interpretive methods of research
focus on understanding the context In which the Information system Is placed
and how the Information system lnnuences and is Influenced b'y t1'lat context.
He states:
Interpretive methods of research start from the position that our
knowledge of reality, Including the domain of human action, Is a
social construction by human actors and this applies equally to
researchers. Thus there Is no objective reality which can be
discovered by researchers and repllcated by others...
Interpretivlsm Is thus an epistemological position, concerned
with approaches to the understanding of reality and asserting
that all that knowledge Is necessarily a social construction and
thus subjective (p. 5)
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The critlcal realist would have little objection to any of Walsham's
claims, whereas lt would have a major problem with Orlikowski and Baroudi
(1991 p, 13) who assert that interpretivism requires that reality Itself be seen
as a soclal product:
Interpretivism asserts that reality, as well as our knowledge
thereof, are social products and hence Incapable of being
understood Independent of the social actors (Including the
researchers) that construct and make sense of that reality
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Orllkowski and Baroudl (1991) see lnterpretlvlsm, positivism and critical
approaches as being the three major philosophical positions adopted within
the IS field. As detailed above, this thesis argues for a fourth philosophical
position representing contemporary realist approaches, Lane (1994) describes
lnterpretivtsm as attempting ~to Illuminate social action by offering an account
of the acts of rational people and the subjective meaning that people ascribe
to their acts In order to create meaning for their conduct. The social world,
viewed from the Interpretive perspective, is being constantly created by
Individuals via processes of dialogue, negotiation, and learning; social reality
Is then an emergent property of the actions of Individuals" (p. 112). Lane
places the soft OR and soft system approaches within this Interpretive frame.

Interpretlvism and Reality
Walsham (1995) discusses three different ways of viewing reality:
•

External realism which considers reallty as existing Independently
of our construction of it

•

Internal real!sm which views reality as an Inter-subjective
construction shared between Individuals

~

Subjective ldeaUsm which sees reallty as a personal construction
of each individual
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He suggests that lnterpretivlst research in the IS area has tended to
concentrate on the last two positions. Myers (1997b) argues such divisions
are less Important than how researchers addrer;s that reality:
.. .in lnterpretivlsm, one may or may not assume that an
Independent reality exlsts ..•What Is foundatlonal Is that all
lnterpretlvlsts assume that access to reality (given or socially
constructed) Is only through social constructions such as
language, consciousness, shared meanings and Instruments.
None of these are neutral and all have a profound Impact on
what one can see and measure, (p. 241).
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Similarly Probert (1997) argues that it Is important that researcher's
define their stance on reality. He disputes the "facile tendency to treat
Information systems as, by and large, subjective constructs" (p. 48),
suggesting that clearly Information systems do have objective, touchable
reallties.
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Miles and Huberman (1994) argue for a critical realist approach to
qualitative analysis:
We agree with lnterpretivlsts who point out that knowledge Is a
social and historical product and that ~facts" come to us laden
with theory. We affirm the existEnce and importance of the
subjective, the phenomenological, the meaning-making at the
centre of social life. Our aim Is to register and ~transcend" these
processes by building theories to account for a real world that Is
both bounded and perceptually laden, and to test these theories
in our various disciplines. (p. 4)

They describe their approach to qualitative analysis as being closest to
Bhaskar's transcendental realism. Social phenomena, "such as language,
decisions, conflicts and hierarchies, exist objectively in the world and exert
strong Influences over human activities because people construe them In
common ways. Things that are believed become real and can be enquired
Into." (p. 4).

Myers {1997a) sees the phllosophlcal base for Interpretive research as
being hermeneutics and phenomenology. Hermeneutics Is generally translated
as the science of Interpretation. Smith (1998, p. 166) argues that "a common
theme In hermeneutical or phenomenologlcal accounts of social life Is the
Identification of meanings, Intention and context of the author of a text or the
:oclal actor In his or her natural setting. The focus of analysts Is the social and
historical conditions In which a specific set of Ideas Is located". Interpretlvlsm
sees it as possible to objectively understand the subjective meaning of action
from the actor's point of view {termed VeiStehen- an empathic Identification
with the actor). To do this, Interpreters need to employ various methods to
allow them to step outside their historical frames of reference.

Phenomenology Is generally described as gaining an understanding of
the essence of a situation, its presupposition being "that the world we Jive In
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is created in consciousness, in our heads... the outside world has meaning
only through our consciousness of it." (Cralb, 1992, p. 98). The social world Is
built up via a complex range of typifications which are organised Into
"meaning contexts. The process of the determination of meaning relies on the
researcher "setting aside what we normally assume we know and tracing the
process of coming to know it. This setting aside of our knowledge Is referred
to sometimes as the 'phenomenologlcal reduction' "(p. 98).
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Hermeneutlcs is heavily dependent on the concept of the hermeneutic
circle:
We understand the meaning of an individual word by seeing it In

reference to the whole of the sentence; and reciprocally, the
sentence's meaning as a whole Is dependent on the meaning of
Individual words. By extension, an individual 1;0ncept derives Its
meaning from a context or horizon within which lt stands; yet
the horizon Is made up of the very elements to which it gives
meaning. By dialectical Interaction between the whole and the
part, each gives the other meaning; understanding Is circular.
{Palmer, 1959, p. 87)
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The baste question In hermeneutlcs Is "What Is the meaning of a text?"
as Taylor (1976, p. 153) suggests:
Interpretation, in the sense relevant to hermeneuttcs, Is an
attempt to make clear, to make sense of an object of study. The
object must, therefore, be a text, or a text-analogue, which In
some way Is confused, Incomplete, cloudy, seemingly
contradictory - In one way or another, unclear. The
Interpretation alms to bring to llght an underlying coherence or
sense

Originally developed as a means of Investigating historical texts, In
more recent studies lt has come to also provide a useful tool for the
Interpretation of social situations, read as texts. Such definition as that
provided by Taylor above emphasises the use of hermeneutics to elucidate Illunderstood (or abnormal) situations. The making sense or Interpretation alms
to describe the object In terms and language that are understandable (or
normal) to the targeted social group,
Philosophical Hermeneutlcs

Myers (1994) suggests that the pure hermeneuth:s on which
lnterpretivism Is based accepts outcomes uncrittcally ancl does not attempt to
understand them within the context of existing social Institutions and
structures. He suggests that a better approach Is that of dialectical
hermeneutlcswhlch, In contrast, questions the objectivity of the hermeneut!c

analyser and the concerned participants and thus adopts a more critical,
reflexive stance.

Dialectical or critical hermeneutlcs accepts that preconceptions and
prejudices must always exist, largely consequent on social conditioning.
Critical hermeneutlcs "emphasises both the subjective meanings for Individual
actors and the social structures which condition and enable such meanings
and are constituted by them" (Myers 1gg7, p. 250). Critical hermeneuttcs ts
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termed a constitutive process theotythat bridges the traditional pure
hermeneutlc approach and critical theory as espoused by Habermas and
others.
Dialectical hermeneutlcs combines aspects of critical theory and
lnterpretivejhermeneutlc theory and requires the researcher to ~not merely
accept the self-understandlngs of participants, but seek to evaluate critically
the totality of understand!ngs hlstor!cally, and In terms of changing social
structures". He uses Table 2 to describe the differences between the three
<!pproaches.

Table 2: The theoretical basis for dialectical hermeneutlcs (from Myers 1994,

p. 57)
Theory
~Pure''

hermeneutlcs

Cr!tlcal theory
DIALECTICAL

Primary Focus

Description

Meaning, Intentions

Interpretive, ~subjective"

Contradictions,

Cr!tical, "objective",

unintended results

historical

Social reality, Intended

Interpretive and critical,

and unintended

subjective and objective,

consequences

historical
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ludqlnq Realist and Interpretive Research
Critical reallsm Is based around ontological realism and epistemological
relativism. It Is thus particularly difficult to define criteria for assessing such
research- how does one Incorporate a reallst ontological dimension and a
relativist epistemological dimension in a judgement? Given that judgement
Involves the assessment of knowledge claims one would suggest that criteria
based around epistemological relativist argument will be most Important,
however, it Is clear that the ontolcgical dimension so Important to the realist
must also somehow be Included. Smith and Deemer (2000} discusses the
problem of criteria In an "age of relativism". They suggest that:
There is no possibility of theory-free obseNatlon, the duality of
subject and object is untenable, no special eplstemlc privilege
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can be attached to a:w particular method or set of methods and
we cannot have the kl,,d of objective access to an external,
extraltngulstlc referent that would allow us to adjudicate from
among different knowledge claims (p. 879)

They adopt a relativist argument and claim throughout the article that
they are In opposition to the neoreallst/quasifoundatlonallst (both terms seem
to me to have negative connotations In that they Imply to me a lack of
seriousness) suggestions on this Issue. Yet, the neoreallst also argues for
epistemological relativism and agrees with the relativist that we cannot step
outside our own experience to provide objective accounts of situations; reality
can ontt be known under particular descriptions.

The major difference between the critical realist and the relativist Is
that the critical realist suggests that epistemological relativism does not,
however, Imply judgemental relativism -the belief that we cannot make a
judgement between accounts from different discourses. A major foundation
within critical realism Is a belief In the progressive development of theoty
based around refutation of less successful explanatoty theoty. It Is argued
that science (and social science) as such is not possible otherwise. The
possibility of making judgemental evaluations are a necessaty condition for
scientific practice and fundamental to the critical realist argument.

Smith and Deemer, In arguing for a re\ativl3t view, suggest that
universal criteria for judgements cannot exist yet they suggest that
~judgements

must be made and must be argued and justified", and s\m\larly

"that w·~ must all live with uncertainty and contingency does not mean that
we can dismiss commitment and abandon judgement" (p. 888). Such a stance
Is not dissim\lar to that of the critical realist and suggests that there Is
potential for commensurabllity between the relatlVIst and realist.

'
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Judging hermeneutical accounts
In judging Interpretive accounts how does one evaluate whether an
account represents a good Interpretation? As Sayer (2000, p. 45) argues the
answer Is related to conceptions of truth. Conventionalist theories of truth
define truth In a relativist fashion as being whatever a community agrees it Is.
Given this deflnltbn one of the main criteria for the evaluation of any such
Interpretation must be the acceptance by the targeted socio-hlstoricatly
situated group for which the research Is written. Prasad (1997) specifies some
components of such plausibility:
Plausible accounts refer to ethnographic writings that are
convincing not only because they pay attention to detall, but
because the overall narrative Incorporates the viewpoints of
multiple actors and ties these together In a culturally coherent
and articulate fashion , .. Many features can contribute to the
plausibility of the research narrative Including the development
of a strong story line, evidence of the researcher's Involvement
In the field, a sense of historical context and a coherent weaving
of disparate events within the field (Prasad 1997, p. 108).

The goal of quantitatively orientated researchers Is usually presented
as being to generalise findings to diverse populatlons and time. In contrast
many earlier qualltat\ve researchers have tended

to Ignore or reject the Issue

of tjenerallzab!llty (Schofleld 1990). Yet generalizablllty or transferabll!ty In
some form seems a useful target. Guba and Lincoln (1981) argue that
generalizablllly In qualital1ve research should be replaced by a concept of
~fittingness".

In order to appreciate the ~fit'' the reader of qualitative research

must be able to analyse the degree to which the researched study matches
their own (the "fit"). A logical consequence of this Is that qualitative research
needs to be ~thick" In their description of context since without such rich
description the reader will not be able to make an Informed judgement as to
whether the conclusions drawn from the research are applicable to their own

''"'·
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Yet exhaustt.Je case accounts can end up being very positlvistic In their
approach if they are presented as Implying that such exhaustive andln·depth
analysis derives the "truth" of the situation. Such an argument Is positivist In
nature as Knights {1996) suggests:
... if the case study approach is to avoid sliding back into
positivist frameworks, it has to assert a role for Itself other than
the pursuit of accurate representations or exhaustive and
comprehensive narratives. For otherwise, \t simply subscribes to
those ontological and epistemological assumptbns about a
'fixed' and ' objective' reality waiting to be discovered and
recorded by the researcher that were the Impetus for a radical
alternative to positivism In the first place. (p. 234)

Kl!~ln

and Myers (1999)

(b,..o.v-:,t~ji')

list a set of principles for conducting

and evaluating Interpretive research:

1. The Fundamental Principle of the Hermeneutlc Circle -the preeminent role played by the hermeneutlc circle within Interpretive
accounts needs to be recognised
2. The Principle of contextuallzatlon
3. The Principle of Interaction between the Researchers and Subjects
4. The Principle of Abstraction and Generalization- the revelations
from the data need to be related to general theory
5. The Principle of Dialogical Reasoning -requires sensitivity to the
possibility of contradictions between the theoretical pre-conceptions
guiding the research and the story emerging from the data.
6. The Principle of Multiple Interpretations
7. The Principle of Suspicion
They suggest that "Interpretive researchers need to write an account that Is
not only Interesting, but also plausible and convincing" {p. 79). The set of
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principles that they provide Is directly targeted at Improving the plausibility
and cogency of their accounts.
Thls
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Garratt and Hodklnson (1998, p. 533) argue that such pre- definition of
universal criteria can be very limiting as, in effect, it restricts and defines the
research approach:
Any pre-specificatlon of universal criteria Is In danger of foisting
on research artlficial categories of judgment, preconceptions of
what research should be, and a framework of a priori conditions
that may be impossible or Inappropriate to meet - at least In
some cases. One Inevitable result of such 1\sts ts that they po\lce
what can be done.

Kleln and Myers appreciate this argument and suggest that their list
not be used In a prescriptive manner. They feel that having the list is better
than having none at all and suggest that there Is a need for some sort of
standard within Interpretive writing. They argue that the listing of such
principles might avoid wrongful judgement of what in fact Is good interpretive
writing and can also encourage Important argument on the philosophical
grounding of Interpretive work.
Realist arguments
The realist would argue that this focus on plausibility as a major
evaluation criteria Is a function of lnterprettvism's underlying conventionalist
or Instrumentalist conception of truth. Conventionalist theories of truth define
truth In a relativist fashion as being whatever a community agrees it Is. In
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contrast the realist suggests that accounts. can be judged as "better" than
others ln terms of their explanatory power.
tto••
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The judgement of realist writings Is more related to what Sayer (2000,
p. 43) terms as "practical adequacy":

...truth might better be understood as 'practical adequacy', that
Is In terms of the extent to which it generates expectations
about the world and about results of our actions which are
realized. Just how practjcally adequate different parts of our
knowledge are will vary according to where and to what they
are applied.
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Hammersley (1992,1995), from a neorealist stance, envhaslzes the
concepts of plausibility and credibility. He sees the concept of p!ausiblllty as
concerned with the Issue of whether we judge a claim likely to be "true",
given our existing knowledge. The concept of credibility Involves a
consideration as to whether the claim "is of a kind that we could reasonably
expect to re accurate,. given what we know about the circumstances In which
the research was carried out'' (Hammersley, 1992, p. 70). As Garrett and
Hodkinson {1998) suggest these concepts hide a subtle realism In that they
suggest a comparison agailst firstly, existing knowledge and secondly, the
external reality In which the account Is placed.

Hammersley's suggestion avoids foundatlonalist argument in that such
a perspective avoids the use of criteria lists Independent of time and place.
Certainly the judgement of plausibll\ty and crediblllty has a considerable
element of subjectivity but it also Includes some aspects of the external reality
on which realism depends. Maxwell (1992) makes similar claims for judging
the validity of accounts In suggesting that the validity of an account depends
"not in the procedures used to produce and validate it, but In Its relationship
to those things that it Is Intended to be an account of' (p. 281 as quoted in
Smith and Deemer, p. 880).

In contrast to Maxwe\!'s suggestion, Mlles and Hubennan (1994) very
much concentrate on the procedures used to produce and validate an account
when they propose a number of methods to encourage the validity of a
particular account. Their text on Quali/:iJtlve Data Ana/yslslmplles that If one

follows the defined analytic technique and method one will be able to produce
better results. Such an argument suggests that this conclusion is Independent
of particular time and place. They suggest that they adopt a critical realist
stance when they propose five overlapping themes In assessing rea\!st and
Interpretive studies:
the objectivity/ confirmab\!lty of qua\!tatlve work; reliability/
dependability/ audltabll\ty; Internal validity/ credibility/
authenticity; external validity/ transferability/ fittingness; and
utilisation/ application/ action orientations (p. 277}.
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Miles and Huberman place a high emphasis on conflrmabll\ty In that
they see an Important component of good research as Its confirmability.
"Reasonable colleagues" (p. 262) double-checking the case should come up
with similar findings and some sort of reasonable common conclusions.
Assessment of research is often measured against such detailed lists as those
of Miles and Huberman. For example G.iba and Uncoln (1981) present a list
of necessary tests of rigour for any research project and then go on to discuss
how these requirements are addressed in a social (or naturallstic) setting
(refer Table 3}.
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Table 3 Tests of Rigour (from Guba and Llncoln 1981, p.104)

Internal Yalldlty
External Validity
General\zabillty
Reliability
Objectivity

Credibility
Fittingness
Audltablllty
Confirmabillty

The reader standpoint In Judgemental criteria
For the interpretive writer the elevation of plauslb111ty as a judgemental
factor must also elevate the Importance of the reader of the research. As
detailed above, Garratt and Hodklnson (1998) argue that whilst there has
been a lot of research done on recognising and accounting for researcher
standpoints, there has been little Investigation as to reader standpoint,
particularly with respect to their judgement of criter;a for evaluating the read
research study. They suggest that a Gadamerian perspective suggests "our
ways of seeing, perceiving, and understanding the world are played out from
a position wlthln the present, yet coloured by tradition bequeathed from the
past" (Garratt and Hodkinson 1998, p. 52.8). such argument denies that we
(as readers) can move outside our own soctal and historical position In
judging or reading research claims.

They argue that "from a Gadamerlan hermeneutical perspective,
reader standpoint and the nature of the research are mutually Important In
making judgments about research and can only be artificially separated" {p.
524). Research writers generally target a' particular audience and the author's
writing content and style has In mind the potential reader attribution of the
piece of research. Any consequence of such a pei"Spectlve on the research
writing needs to be recognised and made evident.
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Garrett and Hodklnson (1998) suggest that such criteria lists serve no
useful purpose anyway as judgement Is ultimately In the hands of the reader.
Such argument Is based around Gadamer's philosophical hermeneutics In that
judgement Is always made within the social and historical position of the
Interpreter or reader:
Gadamer's analysis suggests that although the content and form
of a research report are significant, they are not In themselves
central to the experience of reading and understanding that
report. We do not understand a report by slicing it up, In the
way that many lists of criteria implicitly suggest. This Is because
those sliced parts of the whole report cannot be understood
except In relation to that whole and vice versa. Similarly neither
the report nor Its parts can be effectively separated from the
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context within which the reading takes place. Rather, the
meaning of a report Is derived within and through the
experience of reading Itself.
The process of judging the research would be Integral to
Reader's experience of the text, and the choice and application
of criteria, whether conscious or tacit, would emanate from the
text, from the dispositions of Reader, and from the historically,
socially, and culturally situated Interactions between the two
(Garratt and Hodkinson, 1998, p. 5Z9).

From this perspective it Is the experience of reading the text that
provides a means for the reader to arrive at a summative evaluation; any prespeclned evaluation criteria would only get In the way of such an aim.
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Garratt and Hodklnson argue (1998):
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All criteria for judging research quality contain within them a
defining view of what research is. It follows that any attempt to
pre-se\ect the criteria against which a piece of research is to be
judged is also predetermining what the nature of that piece of
research should be. (p. 525)
They suggest that the final judgement as to research quality must reside with
the reader, such reader judgement being an Integral part of experiencing the

text and necessarily drawing heavily on the accumulated Wisdom of the
tradition In which they reside. For example, Richardson (1994) suggests that
reflective narrative accounts need to be judged against llterary criteria such
as coherence, verslmilitude and interest.

Denzln (1997) reflects the movement away from a concentration on
the research techniques when he suggests that research writing must follow
four non-negotiable ethical norms "stories should be accurate (do not lie) and
balanced, reporting should avoid harm (nonmaleflcence), readers have the
right to knvw certain information, and writers have

a moral obligation to

make publlc the course of action they favor'' (p. 280 as quoted In Garratt and
Hodknison, 1998, p. 533-534). Truth telling must always be carefully balanced
against nonmaleficence. The criteria suggested by Richardson (1994) and
Denzln (1997) are Important In narrative accounts and both po\lce to some
extent the form that research writing can take.

.lill!Qln9 crjtical realist research the Importance of the resenrch obJect and

"""'""'Miles and Huberman's criteria list suggests that a rigorous
methodological focus Is the best way to ensure credibility, yet as detailed
above it cannot be the sole judgemental criteria. Such a view Ignores the
practical requirements of research In that often we do the best we can, given

difficult research environment. The adoption of such criteria across time and
place without careful consideration of the context Is counter-productive In
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determining quality research. As Sayer (2000) suggests one cannot expect
more precision than the object will allow.

Slmllarly another measure of research quality often Ignored Is whether
the research process and outcomes are consistent with the Intended use. In
an Ideal world the extensive validly checking proposed by Miles and
Huberman Is desirable. However, few researchers would have the time and
resources to religiously follow such prescriptive guidelines. Often
accommodations need to be made for practical considerations. The proposed
use for the research must be one of the criteria for determining the extent of
methodological rigour. For example, If the outcome of the research Is
Intended to provide guidelines for the Implementation of an emergency
service for ambulances then there can be little argument against extensive
and detailed validity checking. If the target of the research is to define
hypothesese for further evaluation there may be an argument for an
emphasis on Innovation and Illumination rather than the use of rigorous and
detailed validity checking. A different way of thinking about Interpretive
understanding Is "to regard lt not as a matter of finding more or less tr'l!e or
adequate or authoritative Interpretations, but as a matter of addii'\Q to the
range of Interpretations, thereby enriching the ongoing creative
conversat!ons". (Say er, 2000, p. 46). The nature of the research object and
research purpose must play an Important role In evaluating and conducting
the research

Critical realism professes to support an explanatory focus for research.
The account must therefore provide a credible and plausible explanation of
the research sltuatbn. The cogency of the knowledge c!alms must also be
given extra weight In a critical realist examination since it strongly supports a
role for philosophising and logical argument. The knowledge claims made
must also be consistent with the underlying object of the study.
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Conclusion
This chapter ha:> primarily a philosophical focus in that lt examines the
philosophical underpinnings of lnterpretivism and compares such
underpinning with that of critical realism. Comparison Is made at the level of
philosophy rather than at the level of consequent theory. A discussion follows
as to the various criteria under which an account may be judged and some
suggestions made as to the difference In judging critical realist studies. The
usefulness of criteria lists for ensuring research acceptance Is questioned as it
is argued that the Important reader attribution is not made on this basis
anyway. Reader judgement Is made from within their own soclo·hlstorlcal
context based around the general experience of reading the text.

The argument Is also made that criteria lists cannot be applied
universally ·judgement as to the success of an explanation requires a
consideration of the object that Is being investigated and the purpose for
which the explanation is to be used. As will be detailed in the next chapter
the explanatory target of critical realism suggests that examination of the
cogency of the theoretical argument is Important In judging research claims.
The next chapter will discuss the different roles for theory within an
lnterpretivlst and a critical realist approach and suggest an appropriate
methodology for examining the ea:;'= :.maer Investigation.
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ChapterS

Contrasting Roles For Theory In lnterpretlvlst And
Realist Research

"Theory Is good but lt doesn't prevent things from exlsttngH
from Cralb (1992)

Intrcductio11.
Interpretive and realist approaches have fundamentally different
approaches to the role of theory !n research. In this chapter the differing
views on theory are highlighted and explained with reference to the case
study under Investigation. For the Interpretive researcher Investigation Is
prlmarlly focussed at the event level - it suggests a concentration on events
rather than the deeper structures and mechanisms that are of greater Interest
to the realist researcher. For the Interpretive researcher theory Is more used
as "sensitizing device" to view the world In a certain way (Kleln and Myers,
1999, p. 75). The target for theory use is Illumination and thus the question
as to which theory should be used In preference to another Is difficult to
answer.

For the critical realist the major concentration Is ontological and under
this view a theory Is only as good as Its usefulness In explaining the object
under study. The realist model of explanation Involves three basic steps
(Outhwalte 1987, p. 58) "the postulation of a possible mechanism, the
attempt to collect evidence for or against Its existence and the elimination of
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pos5ible alternatives". According to this view some theories are better than
others, judgement based upon their explanatory power.

The.Wapter w\11 firstly examine some of the professed weaknesses
within lnterpretivlsm and use critical realism to crltlque a widely known
lnterpretivlst framework for selecting IS research approaches, Galllers (1g91).
The chapter will then examine the different ways that theory Is used within an
Interpretive approach and a contemporary realist approach. This discussion
will then provide a foundation In Chapter 7, 8, 9, and 10 for examining the
organizational sltua!lon documented In the case example.

Weaknesses of Interpretivism
Orllkowskl and Baroudi (1991, p. 18) summarise the weaknesses of the
purely Interpretive approach:
First, the Interpretive perspective does not examine the
conditions, often external, which give rise to certain meanings
and experiences. Second, research In this perspective omits to
explain the unintended consequences of action, which by
definition cannot be explained by reference to the Intentions of
the humans concerned ...Thtrd, the Interpretive perspective does
not address structural conflicts within society and organisations
and Ignores contradictions which may be endemic In social
systems... Finally, the Interpretive perspective neglects to explain
historical change; that Is, how a particular social order came to
be what it is, and how it Is likely to vary over time.
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Interpretivism focuses on individual meanings and micro level c:ontext
and as such structure has little relevance. Myers (1994, 1995) recognises this
shortcoming In arguing for combining critical theory and lnterpretivlsm to
allow a clearer recognition of social structures and their conditioning effects.
Such a combination Is an Improvement on \nterpretivism alone but the model
lacks a dear ontology and does not provide Identified structures with a
necessary reality.

The immediacy of Interpretive analysis and its concentration on the
micro level organisational situation does not encourage the easy recognition
of externa\ structural impacts. It similarly does not provide an environment for
the examination of such structures and mahanlsms to explain observed
happenings.

Theorv Selectjpn In Interpretive Research
Trauth (2001) discusses the factors Influencing her choice of qualitative
methods. She suggests that the following factors are Important:
• The research problem
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• The researcher's theoretical tens
• The degree of uncertainty surrounding the phenomena
• The researcher's skills
•

Academic politics

She suggests that the most important factor may well be the research
problem -"what one wants to learn suggests how one should go about lt" (p.
4). A particular example Is her own study of Ireland's informatlon economy In
that she wished to uncover the "story behind the statistics", this aim thus
lending itself to Interpretive approaches. The theoretical lens also clearly has
an Important part to play In that it largely defines the choice of methods· the
choice of lens often driven by a desire to avoid the shortcomings of
positivism. High levels of uncertainty In the problem situation leading to
difficulties In posltivlstlc measurement also suggest an Interpretive approach.
Researcher's 5kills t<ln also define what methods are to be used, as can
academic politics.

Trauth Is presenting an argument from with an lnterpretlvlst stance
and thus it Is perhaps unfair to criticise the conclusions from within a totally
different stance. However the critique Is useful in that it highlights some of
the fundamental differences between the critical realist and the lnterpretlvtst.
As detailed In Table 4 the factors affecting the decision to adopt a qualitative

approach can be roughly divided into two areas- a transitive epistemological
dimension and an Intransitive ontological dimension.
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Table 4: Jmportant factors In the decision to adopt qualitative methods
(based on Trauth, 2001)

Primarily epistemological
concern

Primarily ontological concern

The researcher's theoretical lens

The research problem

The researcher's skills

The degree of uncertainty
surrounding the phenomena

Academic politics

Similarly Orllkowskl and Baroudi point out
Research approaches adopted by all researchers... are
Influenced ID a greater or lesser extent by the various
Institutional contexts within which they are trained and
work..•They are heavily Influenced by the doctoral program
attended, the agendas of po-werful and respected mentors, the
hiring, promotion and tenure criteria of employing Institutions,
the funding policies of agencies, the rules of access negotiated
with research sites, and the publishing guidelines of academic
journals.

For the critical realist most of the factors suggested by Trauth (2001)
and Orlikowski and Baroudi {1991) can be seen to be primarily concerned
with the transitive epistemological aspects of the research process rather than
the Intransitive ontological aspects. The lnterpretlvlst does not make this
distinction, as Orlikowskl and Baroudl (1991 p. 13) suggest:
Interpretivlsm asserts that reality, as well as our knowledge
thereof, are social products and hence Incapable of being
understood Independent of the social actors (Including the
researchers) that construct and make sense of that reality
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For the critical realist this argument reflects the eplstemlc fallacy In
that it confuses the transitive and Intransitive dimensions. The realist believes
that reality can never be a social product 3\nce it pre-exists the transitive,
changing soda\ analysis of it. Our perceptions of reality change continually
but the underlying structures and mechanisms constituting that reallty are
"relatively enduring". The aim of realist research Is to develop a better
understanding of these enduring structures and mechanisms. Ontological
factors must therefore be the primary factor In defining research approaches·
this requirement necessarily forcing a strong philosophical commitment. For
the reallst academic politics and traditional researcher skills and background
should not define research approaches· the nature of what Is to be
Investigated Is the primary concern.
A crltjgue of Galliers (19911 framework for selectjnq research
apprqach~

In order to better understand the critical real\st perspective it Is useful
to critique an Interpretive framework for selecting IS research approaches.
Gall\er~

(1991) proposes a taxonomy for providing guidance In selecting

Information system's research approaches (see Figure 7). The framework
suggests that by selecting the object of one's research (society, group or
individual) or the purpose of the research (theory testing, theory bul!ding or
theory extension) one can gr.>t ".1 feellng for which research approach would be
most suited. Although not stated it Is clear that this framework Is grounded
from within an Interpretive perspective· an ai,31ysls from within a critical
realist perspective provides some Interesting observations and comparisons.
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Ftgure 7: A taxonomy of Information Systems Research Approaches (hased on Gal!iers, 1991)
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The first observation critical realism would make Is that one cannot
break social iwestlgatlon Into the study of society, group and Individualcritical realism argues for a relational perspective In that lt sees society as "an
ensemble of structures, practices and conventions that Individuals reproduce
or transformu (Bhaskar, 1991, p. 76). Society is a ''skilled accomplishment of
active agentsu (p. 4) and the flat ontology suggested by the concentration on
a single aspect of social situations (society, group or Individual) would restrict
explanatory power.

Another Issue with Ga!llers' two dimensional framework Is that the
"approachu Is compared against the object and the purpose of the studythis must therefore neglect the Important relationship between the purpose
and object. As Sayer (1992, p. 4) argues the choice of method or approach
must be "appropriate to the nature of the object under study and the purpose
and expectation of the study". Galllers' model does not reflect this aim (and
being two dimensional obviously cannot without a deal of difficulty).

As detaUed In Figure 8, Sayer suggests that the purpose of the study

(Intensive, abstract or generallzabte research) helps to define the particular
underlying aspects of reality the realist researcher should concentrate on (and
thus can define the approach to be used). For example, abstract theoretical
research does not spectncally deal with events apart from as possible
outcomes whereas generallsatlon tends to concentrate at the level of eventsseeking regularities and common properties at this level. Intensive research
for the realist Involves the consideration of particular contexts and
combinations of Isolated structures, mechanisms and actual events.

The primary focus for the realist Is firstly to Identify the type of
research (and thus the underlying objects of research), this then helping to
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define which approaches should then be adopted- the approach Is
secondary. For the realist lt Is Implied that once we appreciate the level of
examination required any number of approaches can be adopted and applied
in different novel ways- the target being to unearth the real structures and
mechanisms within a particular research situation. Gall\ers' model is more
Interpretive In focus -concentrating more on the Interpretive power of
differing approaches rather than the underlying purpose and object.

,,
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Figure 8: The objects of research (events, structures and mechanisms) and
the associated purposes (generalisation, Intensive research and abstract
research) based on Sayer, 1992, p, 11
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Many empiricists argue that lt Is not possible to distinguish between
the things we experience (the actual) and the mental constructs we use to
understand the empirical level. Perceptions (the empirical) and events are
lndlstlgulshable. This so-called flat ontology Is the foundation of much postmodernist theory. It also denies the existence of anything that cannot be
observed- the real (or deep) does not exist for the empiricist. As detailed In
Figure 8 for the realist events (and our perceptions of them - the empirical)
are not possible without the underlying realm of structures, mechanisms and
their lnteract\on.

Galllers' framework also Implies that the methods of the sciences can
be extended to social investigation In that, for example, it allows for the use
of laboratory experiment and theorem proof to Investigate social situations.
This Is In line with the view of the critical realist who believes that the
methods of the sciences can be (carefully or critically) extended to the study
of the natural or social sciences.

The realist would, however, suggest that the lnabl\lty to create
"closure" In the social arena fundamentally affects the conclusions reached
and the applicability of the different scientific approaches. For the realist the
Inability to create experimental closure requires that the primary aim of
research must be explanatory (the equivalent of Galllers' theory building?)
rather than prediction (Galllers' theory extension?) or falsification (Galllers'
theory testing). Predictive use of theory and theory testing Is llmited within
the critical realist approach due to the lnablllty to create closure In social
situations. This necessitates that any derived theory from social Investigation
can only Indicate "tendencies" rather than clear prediction. Similarly
falsification on the basis of soc!al observation Is never fully possible.
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Consistency Is a major aim of realist research -the tripartite
connections between ontology, methodology and practical theory being most

Important. As Archer (1995, p. 17) argues: "the social ontology endorsed
does play a powerful regulatory role vls-il-vls the explanatory methodology for
the basic reason that it conceptualises social reality In certain terms. Thus
Identifying what there Is to be explained and also ruling out explanations In

terms of entities or properties which are deemed non-existent... Such
consistency Is a general requirement and it usually requires two-way
adjustment". This two-way adjustment requires a contingent ontology In
order to work In that If a particular non-consistent theory works very welllt
may well raise ontological and philosophical questions that would need to be
addressed.

Under a critical realist view theories cannot be selected haphazardly
and applied randomly to enlighten some particular aspect of a research
situation. As Archer (1995, p. 28) argues from a critical realist perspective:
Once social analysts have been assured that ontology and
methodology are separate Issues, why should they not conclude
that they can merely select the methodology which
pragmatically seems most useful to them (thus sliding rapidly
into lnstrumentallsm), because If ontology Is a separate concern,
then it need to be no concern of theirs.

Rcwland (1995), from an Interpretive perspective, usefully argues that
any research study reflects a particular worldview composed of at least three
philosophical layers· ontological beliefs, epistemological assumptions and
methodological choices:
ontological bellefs are our beliefs regarding reality (or what it
Is), epistemological assumptions are our assumptions regarding
how we come to know about our world (I.e. our sources of
knowledge, or how we make sense of reality); and
methodological choices are the means we choose In attempting
to achieve desired ends.... Particular ontological beliefs lead us
to make particular epistemological assumptions ... That Is, our
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explanations of how people come to know about the world
depend on what we believe the world to be. Ukewlse, particular
epistemological assumptions lead us to choose certain
methodologies over others. We choose to carry out activities
that fit with how we assume humans come to know. (Rowland,
1995, p. 278)

This explanation of the research process Is similar to that for the realist
except for the fact that lt emphasises epistemology In preference to ontology.
For the realist ontological beliefs are of more Immediate concern than
epistemological assumptions. In order to develop the research process the
first and foremost target Is to define what reality Is seen to be as this then
directs us towards how we look at it (methodological choices) and Impacts on
models for how we make sense of it (epistemological assumptions). Rather
than Rowland's "We choose to carry out activities that fit with how we
assume humans come to know" the realist would argue that 'We choose to
carry out activities that are consistent with what we believe the world to be".
The Research Question jn lnterpretivism

For the Interpretive researcher Morse (1994) suggests that the
research strategy to be used Is largely determined by the purpose of the
stupy, the nature of the research questlons and the skills and resources
. av~'Uab\e to the researcher. She uses Table 5 below as a typical guide as to

I

how to Identify the most apprq>rlate "qualltat!ve" strategy to use.
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Table 5: Comparison of the major types of qualitative strategies (from Morse
1994, p. 224)
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Morse {lgg4) then uses Table 6 to Indicate the type of research questions
that may be addressed by the different qualitative strategies.

Ethnosclence

those who observe the setting
dally

Qualitative

travellers and their families

ethology

description of the
patterns of greeting
behaviour.;

il •

Table 6: Qualitative strategies related to question type {based on Morse,
1g94, p. 225)

The underlying question being addressed In this thesis was difficult to
define In the early stages. The ll'lltlal method was ethnographic In focus and
was stated as to describe the changes underway at the organization. Such a
generalized questioning was consistent with Morse {1994) who argues that
~as

qualitative Inquiry Is often tenuous in the early stages {In that the

Investigator does not have extensive knowledge about the setting), the
researcher should make the question as broad as possible rather than
prematurely delimit the study with a narrow question. Narrowness distracts
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the researcher from seeing the whole picture." (Morse 1994 p. 226). As the
Information Business Plan fell by the wayside with outsourcing the study
moved away from being ethnographic In focus and became more directed
towards a less Intensive field study supported by structured Interviews and
document analysis.

Grounded theory provided the baste tool for analysing the research
data and an,.analysls tool called Atlas n was used to determine common

' through the data. over the period immediatett prior to
themes running
outsourcing it became clear that I was missing a large part of the story In
focusing on ethnography and Interpretive study. I came to believe that there
was a need for a better underlying theory for the study and moved towards a
more realist focus.
Case Study Research - Descriotion or Explanation?

Schaller and Tobin (In press) argue the for importance of description !n
ea se study research:
the telling of ston'!s Is the purpose of a case study and the
narrative could be the case study's most COflllelllng attribute.
Narrative Is a method whereby a story Is crafted from events
and the experiences of the writer, and refers to discourse that
attempts to create understanding by telling a story that answers
the question "what Is going on here?". In this way narrative can
contribute to the creation of understanding and knowledge In a
more Inviting manner for the Intended audience.

From a reatlst perspective Sayer (2000) differentiates between
narrative and analysis:
The power of the narrative derives from the way In which the
depletion of events chronologically, in a story, gives the
appearance of a causal chain or logic and the sense of
movement towards a conclusion. Analysts - defined In realist
rather than positivist terms - Is concerned with abstracting
common, widely replicated structures and mechanisms which
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endure throughout a number of concrete histories. The power of
analysis derives from its ability to explain much by 1\ttle, but a
necessary condition of this power Is that the structures are
Indeed general and pivotal (p. 141 ·142)

sayer considers that structural analysis tends to concentrate more on
those structures which are widely replicated and more context-Independent.
It seeks genera/explanatory theories and is more concerned with the

conditions of existence of particular structures than their specific contingent
origins. For example, In attempting to explain the rise of Silicon Valley the
question would not be "How did Silicon Valley develop?" but "What are the
necessary conditions for the development of Industrial agglomeratlons of a
certain kind?".
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Along with structural analysis Sayer sees the other major form of
reallst examination as realist ~xrete study based around strongly
contextuallzed narrative. For analysis, theory has an Important role to "explain
much by little" whereas fa, concrete research the synthesis of multiple
determtnatlons requires what can be seen as a "retreat from theory" • "we
come ID admire the highly developed and multiple sensitivities of the author,
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the richness and subtlety of the observation, the awareness of the
contextua\lty, and the command of the language period, rather than of a

supposedly 'theroetlcal' language" (5ayer, 2000, p. 147).

5ayer quotes Abrams (1982, p. 162) In highlighting the disagreement
over the appropriateness of narrative or analysis- those In the analysis camp

worry about "the derellction of method that results from excessive sensitivity
to detail", whereas the narrative camp worry about "the dereliction of
scholarship that results from excessive attachment to theoretical
generalisation". i-le personally sees the narrative as suffering from a tendency
to under-specify causality In Its hermeneutic emphasis on seeing society only
like a text requlrilg nothing more than Interpretive understanding. He argues
that although this understanding Is Indispensable, It Is not sufficient In Itself to
explain material change: causal explanatlcn is still necessary,

Darke, Shanks and Broadbent (1998, p. 275) describe case research as
designed to provide descriptions of phenomena, to develop theory or to test
theory:
Case study research has often been associated with description
and with theory development, where lt Is used to provide
evidence for hypothesis generation and for exploration of areas
where existing knowledge Is limited.

Cra\b (1992) argues for the Importance of explanation (le theory
development) In comparison to description and notes the Increasing emphasis
on description. This concentration on description rather than explanation has
grown out of"a general scepticism about the posslbllity of explanations, of a
totallslng theory, and thts In turn has led to theory concerning Itself with
description" (p. 26). He argues that much of postmodem theory Is more
concerned with description than explanation.
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Hammersley (1992) distinguishes three fundamental approachesdescription, explanation and "theorising". Explanation concentrates on a
single event or situation in trying to show why a particular event or feature
occurred, whereas theorising alms to test and develop theory that would
apply In a more universal setting -the events themselves are not the primary
focus.

For Hammersley description, explanation and the use of theory ate all
Interrelated, however, ''descriptions cannot be theories since they represent
objects and events In particular space-time locations; whereas theories are
about types of phenomena, wherever their instances occur. On the other
hand, a\\ descriptions are theoretical In the sense that they Involve concepts
and are structured by theoretical assumptions" (p. 27). Descriptions cannot
be made Independently of theory, otherwise description would need to
Include everything related to the phenomenon- theory must be used to limit
the features of the phenomena that ,;an be considered relevant "Description
Is never "pure", a direct and unchallengeable representation of the world. All
"facts" Involve theoretical assumptions." (Hammersley, 1992, p. 34),
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For Hammersley, descriptions tell us about some of the features of a
phenomenon; explanations tell us why lt has those features. He sees
explanation as directed more towards theory generation and theory testing,
whereas descriptions are seen as the first stage In the development of theory.

Case Study as Method?
Yln (1994, p. 13) defines a case study as:
an empirical enquiry that Investigates a contemporary
phenomena within Its real life context especially when the
boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly
evident.
The Intention of case study research Is generally proposed as to gain
an "In-depth" understanding of the concerned phenomena In a "rea\-llfe"
sertlng.

Some authors rcJer to the case research "method" (Yin 1994) and
regard the decision to use a case approach as a statement concerning the
methods to be used, yet "case research" can be completed In a multitude of
different ways as cavaye (1g96, p. 227-228) argues:
Case research can be carried out taking a positivist or an
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Interpretive stance, can take a deductive or an Inductive
approach, can use qua\\tative and quantitative methods, can
Investigate one or multiple cases. Case research can be hi;Jhly
structure<!, positivist, deductive Investigation of multiple cases; it
can also be an unstructured, interpretive, Inductive Investigation
of one case; lastly, it can be anythlrg In between these two
extremes In almost any combination.

Darke et al (1g98) suggest that the use of the case study In research is
useful in newer less well-developed research areas particularly where
examination of the context and the dynamics of a situation are Important.
They argue that the "case study research method" is not particularly useful
"where a phenomenon Is we\\ understood and mature, where r.onstructs exist
already and are well developed, where understandlngs of how <ind why the
particular phenomenon occurs Is not of interest, and where understandlngs of
the contexts of action and the experiences of Individuals In a single setting Is
not relevant'' (p. 280).

Such a view of case research denies the fact that whllst a particular
research object or phenomenon may be well understood from within a
particular ontological and theoretical perspective having this knowledge
should not deny the Importance of alternative perspectives. In fact, as argued
by Hammersley (1992) with respect to ethnographic research much of recent
ethnography is concerned with "making the fam\\lar strange"- "we often
discover that there are features of even the most fam\\lar settings of which
we are unaware, recognition of which may subtly, or even dramatically,
change our understanding of those settings" (p. 33). Theory obviously plays a
critical role In allowing a sufficiently different perspective to "make the
familiar strange".
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Theory Use In interpretive case studies

From an \nterpretiv\st perspective Walsham (1993) argues:
Theory Is both a way of seeing and a way of not-seeing. A
particular theoretical perspective blinds us to other perspectives
at Its moment of applk:atlon. A second, and more subtle,
criticism of theory Is that In any real human activity, particularly
that Involving others, we take action without the conscious use
of theory, and certainly the action Is conditioned by more than
any singular theory ... we are conditioned by theories whether we
llke it or not, since we are exposed to a multiplicity of theories
from our earliest childhood and we are undoubtedly Influenced
by them. (Walsham 1993 p, 6)

Schultze, Myers and Trauth (2000) argue that one of the major
shortcomings of lnterpretivlst enquiry Is the a priori use of theory, In their
view many lnterpretlvlst accounts pre-select theory which, they suggest,
"raises concerns not only about unwarranted theoretical bias In re:earchers'
Interpretations, but also about the researcher's propensity to question his/her
assumptions In the process of making sense of the data" (p. 507). Yet is this
such an Issue within interpretivism? Interpretlvism sees theory as primarily a
means for Illumination rather than explanation, thus novel use for theory Is
encouraged. Certainly the need for a critical perspective on conclusions Is
essential but Is a priori use totally to be avoided?

The decision to avoid a priori theory Ignores the benefits achievable In
adopting a theory that the researcher knows well. There are three distinctive
"approaches" to theory use for the Interpretive researcher:
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•

No theory • Grounded Theory suggests that pre-defined theory has the
potential to contaminate research and the theory should "emerge" from
the data.

• Single Theory- Alvesson (1996) suggests that the theory in use be
"entrenched In the interpreter's person and his or her pollt!cal·ethlcal
position" (p. 15).

·"

• Multiple Theories- Wa\sham (1993, 1995) suggests the use of theory as a
"scaffold", to be discarded when no longer needed.

No theory- Grounded Theorv
Grounded theory reflects more of a methodological approach rather
than a "theory" as such, A grounded theory approach (Giaser and Strauss
1957) suggests that, In the Initial stages of research, a pre·defined theory Is
not recommended. A case study Involving the use of a grounded theory
approach requires that the theory "emerge" from the data. The primary aim Is
to construct theory from the collected field data; In fact as quoted by
Walsham (1995 p. 77) it recommends against doing too much literature
research prior to commencement as such a strategy may work against the
definition of new theory:
... carefully to cover "all" the literature before commencilg
research Increases the probability of brutally destroying one's
potentla\lt\es as a theorist (Giaser and Strauss 1967, p. 253)

Grounded theory alms to avoid contaminating theory • the primary aim
Is to construct theory which Is 'grounded' In the collected field data. Such an
approach tends to minimise the Importance of theory and scientific method In
directing the research process. As layder (1993, p,46) argues, this view
suggests that theorising simply moves the researcher away from the empirical
world and into an alien abstract world.
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The Intention of grounded theory IS- very much set within the
lnterpretlvist frame whereby the researcher Is directed towards a faithful
rendition and Interpretation of the researcher situation from the participant's
perspective without the potential contaminating Influence of theory. A
grounded theory approach alms for an objective stance on the part of the
researcher by suggesting the removal of any epistemological frame for
viewing the research situation, yet, as Roman (1992 p.571) argues, such an
approach reveals pos\tivlstlc assumptions in that it argues that the
descriptions given can be separated from the researcher's prior assumptions.

Much of ethnographic case research suffers from this same underlying
assumption. It Is often argued that a "truer" picture of a research situation
can be derived by getting closer to the participants and by spending more
time In the field. The researcher Is presented as having a privileged and allknowing position from which they can provide the "one true descrlptionn
(Hammersley 1992, p.24). Hammer.;tey (1992) terms this form of argument
as the representational model of research "the aim being to Investigate and
describe the social realm as it really Is, beyond all presumptions and
prejudices. Cultures, social systems or social worlds are assumed to be
objectively existing phenomena present In the world and awaiting
description." (p. 23). " .. .If we could only get rid of the barriers lying betvo/een
us and reality, most obviously our cultural preconceptions, we would be able
to see reality Itself. Once these barriers have been overcome, once the veil
has been llft:ed, once we have dug below the surface Impressions, reality itself
will be revealed." (p. 50). Hammersley terms this approach a naive realist

a!)proach In that lt neglects the role that theoretical assumptions play In
informing their descriptions or explanations- he argues that it Is Indefensible
as all perception and observation Is assumption-laden.

Grounded theory (and ethnography) can also be seen to reflect a
single layer approach to theorising In that by requiring that theory emerge
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from the data it sets the focus of research at a micro level and does not
explicitly address the wider macro Issues that may heavily Impact the
research situation. The focus on the "here and now" evident In grounded
theory studies necessarily tends to Ignore the historlcallty of any situation. It
also tends to minimise the Importance of wider (macro) social, structural and
power Issues In explaining the research situation. Layder (1993, p. 68)
argues:
...the grounded theory approach must break away from Its
primary focus on micro phenomena. The very fixity of this
concentration Is a factor which prevents grounded theory from
attending to historical matters of macro structure a~ a means of
enrlchlng ... research on micro phenomena.

Whllst the Intention of grounded theory Is laudable, it's actual
application Is difficult. The requirement to avoid the use of theoretical frames
and prior Inferences suggests that the researcher should Investigate

everything related to the situation under study. In even the smallest research
setting this Is not feasible. The practical difficulty In applying the grounded
theory approach Is that even If attempts are made to keep the Initial approach
as unbiased and open as possible the data collected cannot emerge
Independently of the researcher's personal Ideological and theoretical stancedata can never be neutral but will depend on researcher's ontological
assumptions and the specific language of the world view from which they
reside. For example, In an Interview setting, the researcher will pose
questions as to the research situation. Such questions can be pre-defined and
posed In l:l non-leading manner (for example- whilt do you think about [the
resea~.:h

situation]?). However, the responses elicited will be filtered by the

researcher's own beliefs ar.d the further progress of the Interview will be
Influenced by such beliefs.
Single theorv -"authentic" theory use
Alvesson (1995) argues it Js Important that researchers primarily use
theories "with which they are Intellectually famlltar and for which they feel an
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emotional

preference'~P-

206). This Is In marked contrast to the suggestion

from Walsham (see below) that theory use be regarded as a scaffold, to be
dismantled and discarded when lt has served Its purpose. Alvesson (1g96)
argues there are difficulties In using multiple theories:
In my view, a qualified understanding [of a social situation] ...
calls for concentration and a good deal of work on the theory or
theories in use; it Is also necessary that the theory or theories
be entrenched In the Interpreter's person and his or her politicalethical position. There are thus normally limits to the theorieswhich ones o.ud how many - that a researcher can successfully
command, at least In the context of Interpretive and discursive
studies Which call for a deeper feeling for the theoretical
framework employed than Is required In rational-analytic
approaches. (p. 15)

Alvesson suggests a "deep" knowledge of the theory in use is more
preferable than a shallower use of multiple theories. At-lesson (1996) argues
that a deep

know;~dge

of a theory can provide usefullnsights :

A powerful theory has a strong Interpretive capacity, I.e. it can
Indicate aspects and dimensions of the phenomenon studied
which go well beyond common sense (p. 204)

Powerful, "deeply understood" theories can invite non-evident
conclusions that may not In fact meet expected "common sense"
Interpretations.

Alvesson's approach to theory Is related to questions of personal

authenticity. Probert (1997, p. 53) quotes Golomb (1995, p. 11) In describing
the concept of authenticity as "a protest against the blind, mechanical
acceptance of an externally inposed code of values". Authentic can be
defined as genuine, valid or bona fide and authenticity In research or
consultancy suggests a personal commitment to research approaches.
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Probert {1997, p. 51~ refiects on two dilemmas he faced whilst acting
In a consultancy role:
• Should I use a methodology which has embedded values that I do not
agree with?
• Should 1 use a methodology which, in my judgment, Is wholly
Inappropriate to the circumstances pertaining i:l tre organisation?

Such questions can also be applied to theory use In non-consultancy
research. For example, questions such as: can I use critical theory If I
fundamentally do not accept the perceived negative Implications of the theory
and deny the Importance of "emancipation'? can I use a soft systems
approach If I do not believe that an Information System Is fundamentally a
socially constructed artefact? Should I use a methodology that \s heavlly
focussed on power Issues, even If I feel that such an approach wlll not
significantly help to explain the unitary situation I perceive as evident within
the organisational situation? These are complicated, perhaps, ethical issues
that need to be addressed by Individual researchers. A researcher using
Alvesson's approach would be encouraged to use theories to which they have
a personal commitment and thus would allow for a more "authenticu use of
theory.
Multlole theorv- theorv as "scaffold"
Walsham disagrees with the grounded theory approach whereby
theory Is regarded as a contaminating Influence to be removed. Walsham's
view Is that Informed and critical use of theory Is useful. He acknowledges
and confronts the biasing effect of theories and argues that the use of theory
should be treated as a "scaffold" where the scaffolding Is removed once lt has
served Its purpose- "A good framework should not be regarded as a rigid
structure, but as a valuable guide to empirical research" {Walsham 1993, p.
71). This helps to avoid the potential danger of the researcher only seeing the
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theory and being bllnded to new ways of thinking. He argues that there Is no
correct or best theory:
In the Interpretive tradition there are no correct and Incorrect
theories but there are Interesting and less Interesting ways to
view the world. (Walsham, 1gg3, p. 6)

Walsham sees tha~: theory use In Interpretive studies can be less rigid
th:>illn positivist studies, the theoretical literature primarily serving to act as a
source for Inspiration and to assist In the understanding of complex social
situations. Walsham (1gg5) argues:
The motivation for the use of theory In the earlter stages of
Interpretive case studies Is to create an Initial theoretical
framework which takes account of previous knowledge, and
which creates a sensible theoretical basis to Inform the topics
and approach oF the early empirical work. (p. 76)

Walsham {1993) argues:
Interpretive methods of research start from the position that our
knowledge of reality, Including the domain of human action, Is a
social construction by human actors and this applies equally well
to researchers. Thus there Is no objective reality which can be
discovered by researchers and replicated by others •.. Our
theories concerning reality are ways of making sense of the
world and shared meanings are a form of Inter-subjectivity
rather than objectivity. (p. 5)

The argument aqainst predictive theory use in social investigation

For the critical realist a major Issue with social

!nvestiga~lon

Is the

Inability to create closure • the aim of "e\Periment" In the natu1-al sciences.
Bhaskar argues that this Inability Implies that theory cannot be used In a
predictive manner and can only play an explanatory role In soclal
Investigations since:
In the absence of spontaneously occurring, and given the
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!mposslb!llty of artificially creating, closed systems , the human
sciences must confront the problem of the direct scientific study
of phenomena that only manifest themselves In open systems for Which orthodox philosophy of science, with Its tacit
presupposition of closure, Is literally useless. In particular it
follows from this condition that criteria for the rational appraisal
and development of theories In the social sciences, which are
denied (In principle) decisive test situations, cannot be
predictive and so must be exclusively explanatory.
(Bhaskar, 1979, p. 27)

Bhaskar argues that the primary measure of the "goodness" of a
theory Is In Its explanatory power- from Bhaskar's perspective, predictive use
of theories Is not possible In open social systems and therefore cannot be a
measure of goodness. From this 1?0int of view theory can only be used as an
explanatory tool- explaining eve('tts In hindsight.

Theory Is to do with the transitive or representation domain cmd
Bhaskar's reansm suggests that a theory Tals preferable to another theory Tb
(even If they are Incommensurable) ifTa can explain under its desc!'lption
almost all the phenomena Tbcan explain under Its description plus some
phenomena that Tb cannot explain (Bhaskar, 1991, p. 19). This argument Is
consistent With Bhaskar's view of the conditional nature of Philosophy (the
"under Its d9"..cription") and supports methodological pluralism as Sayer
(2000, p. 19) contends "COmpared to positivism and lnterpretlvlsm, critical
realism endorses or Is compatible with a relatively wide range of research
methods, but it Implies that the particular choices should depend on the
nature of the object of study and what one wants to learn about lt".
Critical realism and coercive situations

As Archer (1995) suggests "the nature of what exists cannot be

unrelated to how lt Is studied ...the social ontology endorsed does play a
powerful regulatory role vls-3-vis the explanatory methodology for the basic
reason that it conceptualises social realtty In certain terms, thus Identifying
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what there Is to be explained and also ruling out explanations In terms of
entitles or properties which are deemed non-existent" (p. 16-17).

For example If we conceptualise organizations as being one of either
unitary, pluralist or coercive we are rullng out certain explanatory posslbllitles.
One particular exaiJllle Is a downslzlng situation- such a situation can be
represented as coercive. Coercive situations are described by Mldgley (1997)
In terms of the closure of debate and the absence of an obvious higher
power to arbitrate (p. 49). By endorsing a coercive ontology the researcher
may deny the possibility of concl\iatlon.

As Archer (1995, p. 17) points out 'What social reallty Is held to be
also is that which we seek to explain". Assuming a coercive situation may well
suggest that an lndlvtduallstlc perspective would be most appropriate. In such
a heavily charged coercive environment the moderating power of what
Mldgley (1997) calls a "higher power" (or structure In critical reaUst terms) Is
not seen to exist and the researcher may well be directed towards an
lndlvldua\lstlc or mk::ro perspective to describe the Interaction between
participants. This might suggest that Berle's (1969) Individualistic view on
power would be a useful theoretical perspective:
No collectlvlty of any kind In and of Itself wields power. The
ostensible power of a group extends from the fact that the
group has been organised and has conferred decision-making
power upon certain Individuals formally or Informally r~cognlsed
as power holders. However lt \s attained, the expression of
power can only be the decision and act of an individual. (p, 118)

In the light of current relational perspectives on power this view Is old
fashioned. It Is a llmltlng view on power Ignoring the consensual and

i.

relational aspect of power- "power Is a matter of obedience, and ... nobody
possesses power but Is given it in the obedience of those who obey"
(Mingers, 1995)- yet In the endorsed coercive environment obedience Is an
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unlikely event and therefore as detailed In Figure 9 below an Individualist
perspective may be deemed most appropriate.

The critical realist view on coercive situations Is somewhat different In
that they would see the coercive sltuatlon reflecting a dominant Inequitable
structure. The critical realist would emphasise the Importance of unearthing
such structures. Structural recognition plays an Important rote In explanatory
critique, such critique reflecting the bellef that the unearthing of Inequitable
structures Is the first step In their demolition, Under this view structure Is an
Important and fundamental Issue that needs to be recognized. Under the
critical realist vtew structure and agency are always Important.

Yet as Sayer (2000, p. 28) notes ''To some extent the emphasis given
to structure and agency depends on the kind of research question being
posed". A question such as "How did the organisation move towards
outsourclng the IT Department?" would suggest an emphasis be placed on
description and Its associated micro-level agency focus. A reallst question
such as "Under what conditions Is it possible to outsource a successful IT
Department?" can only be addressed through consideration of the deep
structures r>nd mechanisms that caused the move to outsourclng. In this case
a single level focus on events ts

har~r

to justify. The purpose of the research

along with the nature of the research object must play an Important role in
progressing reallst research.
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Figure 9: The contradictory methodological focus Implied by adq>tlng a
particular ontology.
Adoption of a coercive ontology may well suggest an Individualist
concentration In data collection but require a structural recogr>itlon In order to
fully analyse and understand the situation.

An explanatory m le for theory

For the critical realist the major concentration Is ontological and under
this view a theory Is only as good aslts explanatory power. The realist model
of explanation Involves three basic steps (Outhwalte 1987, p. 58) "the
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postulation of a possible mechanism, the attempt to collect evidence for or
against Its existence and the el\mlnation of possible alternatives". Using this
model Outhwalte suggests that we have a good explanation when
1. The postulated mechanism Is capable of explaining the phenomenon
2. We have good reason to believe In its existence
3. We cannot think of any equally good alternatives

Yet as, Outhwaite (1987) suggests, this model is not good for selecting
between explanations of an object that is complex and over-determined,
where several alternative theories and mechanisms seem acceptable. In such
a case Outhwalte suggests that the usefulness of the explanation In wider
contexts should then play a role In evaluation.

Outhwaite (1987)

t~lso

highlights the importance of ongoing theoretical

argument In realist research {p. 60):
The realist emphasis on the legitimacy and importance of
theoretical argument should not be understood to Imply the
depreciation of empirical research. What it does suggest, I
think, is that such research cannot achieve useful results In the
absence of theoretical reflection on the structuration of empirical
dt~ta and t1 rejection of empiricism, understood as exclusive
focus on social phenomena which are empirically observable and
measurable.

"'"' <LI.jj"'t< &.triW.o•nriU:z.Ul!l """d ..attn~o.Ltk.l"!l~o.tr~"""
Lo~ro.tMtYok iil cntico.l..-eo.Wt.tu~.

·.
Outhwalte argues that In the event that one cannot select between two
theories then the adoption of a particular theory may come down to selecting
that theory which encourages inter-ttJeoretlcal discussion rather than
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adopting a theory which doses off debate. As Bhaskar (1979, p. 59) similarly

argues that discourse must play a vital role in a subject area where meanings
and the understanding of meanings plays such an Important part:
The conceptual aspect of the subject matter of the social
sciences circumscribes the possibility of measurement .. For

meanings cannot be measured, only understood. Hypotheses
about them must be expressed in language and confirmed In
dialogue. Language here stands to the conceptual aspect of
social science as geometry stands to physics. And precision In
meaning now assumes the place of accuracy In measurement as
the a posteriori of theory. It should be stressed that In both
cases theories may continue to be justified and validly used to
explain, even though slgnlficant measurement of the
phenomena of which they treat has become Impossible.
The Critical Realist Method
Critical realism has things to say about the research object as well as
the research method. It relies on retroduction as Its methodological focus and
thus defines the way that the research argument develops. Retroductlon
Involves the postulation of social structures or mechanisms that make or have
made a significant causal contribution to the social phenomena that the
researcher Is aiming to explain. The social structure or mechanism postulated
must be then demonstrated to exist and its mechanisms explained In order to
provide a convincing explanatory account. As Stones (1996, p. 37) suggests:
Thus, to combine a real definition of an object and retroduction
In an explanatory account means, In common-sense terms, that
one makes an Informed guess as to what Is doing the causing
(retroductlon), gives a clear and detailed definition of what this
causal element Is (rea\ definition) and then shows clearly that it
Is Indeed doing a significant amount of the causing.

Such an approach has been open to postmodern criticism for Its
suggestion that a researcher could ever hope to dellnlate a historical or social
process In so accurate and self-contained a manner that lt could then be
possible to trace a causal influence through a complex series of successive
Interactions. Yet for the realist an attempt must be made, even though such
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explanation must be contingent and open to criticism. The realist, by
accepting the notion that the world exists Independently of our knowledge of
it, recognises the fal\\b\1\ty of knowledge for If, by contrast, the world Itself
was solely a product of our knowledge how could it be fall\ble? As sayer
(2000, p. 2) argues:
Realism Is therefore necessarily a fallib\st philosophy and one
which must be wary of simple correspondence theories of truth.
It must acknowledge that the world can only be known under
particular descriptions, In terms of ava\lable discourses.

As detailed in earlier chapters, K\lduff and Mehra (1997) argue that

there are two styles of postmodernlsm: the sceptical and the affirmative,
~From

the sceptical perspective all interpretations of phenomena are equally

valld, and the world Is so compllcated that concepts such as prediction and
causality are Irrelevant. Everything Is related to everything else so the search
for causes or origins must be discontinued" (p. 455). In contrast the
affirmative postmod.ernlst "retains the possibility of making dlscrlmtnatlons
among competing lnterpretatlons."The affirmative postmodemlst "would
underscore novelty and reflexivity as it looks at the richness of difference and
concentrates on the unusual, the singular and the original" (Rosenau (1992),
p. 169 as quoted In Kllduff and Mehra (1997) p.456),

Stone (1996) from a reallst perspective argues against the defeatism of
the sceptical post-modernist. He celebrates the post-modernist emphasis on
plurality and diversity and recognises the enormous difficulty In providing
accurate accounts of the social world. He feels that "yes, the world is that
complex; yes, it Is often very hard to get at; yes, sociologists and other social
scientists often claim an authority they have no right to; and, no, the defeatist
postmodernists are not right to Imply that the only alternative to a complete
and total knowledge of a very complex world Is a retreat Into fiction". He
argues that "precision and contextuallzed detail are called for In terms of
dellnlatlng the potential powers, both material and hermeneutlc, of a social
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object, and In terms of distinguishing the powers and Influence of the
specified social object from other causal influences" (Stones, 1996, p. 38).

D.Jttrwalte (1987) sugge~ts, however, that contemporary realism Is
"ontologtcally bold and eptstemo\ogically cautious" in that the realist
appreciation of the richness and complexity of social life has not been
matched by an increased sophistication In the necessary means to acquire
knowledge of that complexity. Stones (1996) similarly argues that a realist
ontology has specific and Important methodological consequences In that the
ontological richness and complexity assumed requires an associated
recognition of the complexity Involved In acquiring knowledge of this world.
Such a recognition requires a continual commitment to caution, scepticism
and reflexivity In the consequent knowledge claims made.

Stones (1996, p, 71) three Ideal type distinctions In relation to the type
of knowledge that particular theories contain:
• Single case: multiple case (generalising)
• Contextua\izing: abstracted
• Agents conduct analysis: theorist's pattern analysis

A project emphasising agents conduct analysis would "Include an
Interest In the hermeneutlcs of how social actors draw reflexively on their
knowledgeab1!1ty and moth1atlon in choosing how to act", whereas theorist's
pattern analysis defines "a research project that Is not concerned with lay
actors' conduct analysis but, rather, Is Interested In the researcher's analysis
of social practices, from outside as it were" (Stones 1996, p. 70). Stones
regards the first of each of these binary oppositions as the preferred
onto\oglcal focus In his brand of contemporary realism ("past-modern
realism"). The so-called "player model" of theory construction Is the preferred
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mode of operation whereby single contextuallzed cases are addressed
"sometimes, but not always (depending on the question asked), Including an
analysis of the hermeneutlc frames of meaning of social actors" (p. 71}.
Under the player model where studies move towards generalisations they so
by "being parasitic on ... single, contextua\lzed cases".
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He contrasts "player theory" with "dreamer theory". The dreamer
model of theorizing asks a question In relation to multiple cases abstracted
from their specific contexts- cases are used as Illustrative models of
generalised trends without going Into the contextuallzed and local specifics of
any particular case. Despite the derogatory implication of Stone's metaphor
he does see an Important role for "dreamer theotY" In that "the creation of
dreamer theory should be seen as positive, as long as it remains reflexively
vigilant as to its own hypothetical status. In principle, dreamer theory should
be capable of being fleshed out and tested by players.. .tt Is when dreamers
lose sight of the provisional, hypothetical nature of their conceptual
Innovations that they cease to be dreamers and become despots" (Stone
1995, p. 79). Even "dreamer'' theory must be supported by contextua\ized
examination.
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Conclusion

The critical reallst agrees with the lnterpretlvlst that observation cannot
be theory neutral and suggests that theory "does not merely 'order facts' but
makes claims about the nature of Its object" (5ayer, 1981, p. 8}. Crltlcal
realism as a philosophy supports methodological pluralism and Is compatible
with a relatively wide range of research methods, however as 5ayer (2000, p.
19) contends ~it implies that the particular choices [of methods] should

depend on the nature of the object of study and what one wants to learn
about it''. According to Figure 6 above Sayer (1992) suggests that the
purpose of the study (generalisation, Intensive research and abstract
research) helps defines the object of study (events, structures and
mechanisms) which then gives an Indication of the type of approach that can
be used. That Is, the nature of the object of study and the purpose for which
the study Is made help to determine the research approach,

For the interpretivist Galllers suggests In Figure 5 that the purpose
(theory testing, theory building or theory extension) can define the approach
as can the research object (society, organisation/ group, Individual,
technology, methodology), For the realist theory testing Is not an option and
many of the objects detailed by Galllers are considered to be eo-dependent
and Incapable of separation.

..

--

··In my v1~.the rJ.lotce of approach and underli;lng theory Is harder to

..

-·

justify for the Interpretive researcher since there are "no correct and Incorrect
theories but there are Interesting and less Interesting ways to view the world"
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(see Walsham above}. All sorts of Issues thus can affect the decision to adopt
a particular theoretical approach (such as supervisory leanings}.
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Figure 10: Where to Start?- Where should I go?
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For the Inexperienced Interpretive researcher the multiplicity of
theories and approaches available Is dauntlnn and there seems to be few
ways of justifying or ratlmoa!!z!<~g a particular .1pproach. Perhaps it comes
down to personal commitment as Alvesson argues. According to Alvesson
deep knowledge of a single theory Is preferable to a more superficial
knowledge of multiple theories as it allows for the rJOsslbl\lty of new and
Insightful perspectives on the research situation. lhls argument Is In contras.
to Walsham's view that a multiplicity of theory Is the preferred alternative.

For the critical realist theory use must be consistent with the
underlying object and purpose of the research. The development of research
Is dependent on a retroductlve argument and thus largely defines the way
thal the research can move forward. The so-called "player model" of theory
construction Is the preferred mode of operation whereby single contextuallzed
cases are addressed. As Stones (1996) argues, under the player model
studies move towards generalisations by being parasitic on single,
contextuallzed cases.
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The adoption of crftlcal realism as an underlying philosophy does
restrict the options that the researcher can choose In that the philosophy has
things to say about the objects of research as wen as the nature of the
research argument The later chapters tr~ this thesis demonstrate the practical
consequences of such an approach and also demonstrate the rational nature
of critical realist argument.

q
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Chapter 6
The Role Of Metaphor In Interpretive And Critical
Realist Examination

Introduction
This chapter demonstrates the Important role that metaphor plays In
critical realist examination. It examines the differing perspectives on
metaphor and use examples from the case study to highlight particular Issues.
The chapter also highlights the way that metaphor provided a means to
develop the underlying research for this thesis. As Indicated in the
Introduction Kleln and Myers (1999) argue that many research projects do not
clearly define the emergent nature of the underlying research process "we are
given little understanding of how the researchers' analysis developed over the
course of the project. As it stands, we are presented with a finished ptece of
Interpretive research with few Indications Df Its emergent nature" {1999, p.
84). This chapter htghllghts how an appreciation of the difference between
holism and atomlsm proved to be an Important step In the development of
the thesis.
Metaphor for the critical realist

Palmer and Dunford (1996) argue that a fundamental issue underlying
the use of metaphor Is a question related to organisational realtty: Is realtty
produced through metaphor, or Is reality something that exists independently
of metaph::lrk:al descriptions of it? Such a question Is basically addressing
one's stance on realism In that a defining feature of realism is Its belief In the
mind-Independence of reality. As Pal mer and Dunford go on to suggest the
ontological question to be addressed In the use of metaphor Is whether social
reality exists Independent of, and external to, Individuals or whether social
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reallty Is a cognitive construct that cannot not exist Independently of the
names, concepts and labels that purport to describe it (p. 695),
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Traditional realist approaches are considered to have little time for the
use of metaphor. However critical realism suggests a vital role for metaphor
In that it sees the use of metaphor as the only means by which we can
understand possibly unobservable events. Metaphor Is essential for the realist
In that, as Schon (1953) describes, metaphor can be seen to work by treating
something unfamiliar as something familiar, thereby changing our
understanding of both In the process.

Metaphor can be seen to be useful In two ways- either as a
representation tool or as a creative tool. As a representation tool the use of
metaphor may act as a simpllfylng mechanism- making that which Is
unfamiliar familiar. The use of metaphor as a representational tool is a useful
method within critical realist examination as lewls (1996) argues:
Critical realism asserts that the world investigated by science
consists of objects that are structured and Intransitive:
structured In the sense that they are irreducible to the events of
experience; and Intransitive In the sense that they exist and act
Independently of their Identification. That is, the world Is
constituted not only by events given directly in experience, but
also by the unobserved and perhaps even unobservabte entitles,
structures, mechanisms, and so on, which, existing and acting
Independently of scientists' knowledge of them, govern
observable events and states of affairs. (p. 487).
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Scientific theorizing depends heavily on explaining and theorizing
objects beyond our experience. How can knowledge of such unobservable
and perhaps un-experienced entitles be possible? Lewls (1996) suggests that
the knowledge of such entities must "come about through the transformation
of pre-existing knowledge-like material" (p. 487). Metaphor must therefore be
a fundamental tool In critical realist understanding of the natural and social
science:
Generative metaphor enables the scientist tentatively to
attribute, Independent of any prior understanding of the
unobservables, relations of similarity and analogy between those
inadequately understood entitles, mechanisms, etc., and the
subject matter of some better-understood domain of scientific
Inquiry, so that knowledge about the latter can be used to
structure an understanding of the former. (Lewis 1996, p. 490)

For the crltical realist metaphor Is not a purely linguistic, explanatory
tool - lt provides a fundamental guide to future theorising by suggesting
avenues for further exploration and providing terms for explanation of entitles
that may not be experienced.

Apart from solely a representational tool metaphor can also
be used as a creative tool- an example being that of Morgan
(1993). He argues for the use of an approach called Imaglnlzatlon
In which metaphor Is used to effectively create what he terms as a
new reality for participants by allowing a fresh perspective on organizational
situations. His approach encourages Involved personnel to develop their own
plctorlal images of organizational Issues and by so doing to help make clear
their underlying assumptions and feelings. The Images developed are to be
regarded as mlrrots and windows to encourage new perspectives on Issues
and to open posslbllltles for creative action. Morgan argues that If one can
look In the mirror and see oneself In a new way, the mirror can become a
window to a new reality as it allows one to see the rest of the world with a
fresh perspective (Morgan ,1993, p. 288). The use of metaphor In such a
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manner Is not dissimilar to that described by Flood and Jackson (1991, p. 50)
where they use various systems metaphors as organising structures to help
managers think creatively about their entetprlses.
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Palmer and Dunford (19g6, p. 6gB) present a traditional outlook on
realism when they discuss the differing ontological assumptlons Implied 11(
the use of multiple metaphors:
...two key conflicts emerge from differing ontological
assumptions. The first conflict concerns the need for multiple
metaphors. On the one hand is the view that multlple
metaphors are necessary because there is no objective reallty
that a given metaphor may be said to best describe (nominalist
position). On the other hand 1s the view that organisations have
objective realltles, and therefore specific metaphors may be
judged In terms of their ability to accurately capture essential
features of a specific situation to which ti"Ey are applied (real\st
position).

For the critical realist metaphor provides a means to advance
knowledge, This transitive purpose necessarily suggests that simply having a
metaphor that mirrors reality is of little use since one would be no better off.
Understanding Is not helped by adopting a metaphor that exactly mirrors an
existing badly understood situation, there must also be a creative element to
metaphor use. In contrast to Palmer anc:l Dunford's suggestion that reallsm
encourages the use of a single metaphor, pluralism Is In fact encouraged by a
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critical realist outlook rather than discouraged. The assumed fallibility of any
knowledge claims within critical realism encourages pluralism and the use of
multiple metaphors,

Hirschhelm and Newman (1991) In their paper Symbolism and

Information systems development: myth, metaphor and magic regard the use
of symbolism and metaphorical association as an epistemological device to
make sense of some reality. They define a symbol as ~an Image used for, or
regarded as, representing something else. Symbols give meaning to what Is
perceived; they act as a filter through which the script Is readu (p. 31),

Through such a definition they make clear their underlying
hermeneutic philosophy. Their argument is that much of what happens within
organisations Is symbolic. They see that the often trivial happenings and
rituals of organisational life can have a greater symbolic significance than
their face value (salary differences perhaps being a prime example In that
small differences In salary mean little practically but symbolically can have a
large significance). In their view a metaphor Is a type of symbol as are
organisational myths and magic.
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Collins (1994} dictionary defines a metaphor as t1 "figure of speech In
which the term Is applied to something it does not literally denote in order to
Imply a resemblance", Colllns Thesaurus (1994) Includes allegory, analogy,
Image and symbol as synonyms for metaphor. Srivastva and Barrett (1988)
argue that

metaphoricallar~guage

captures experience

ar~d

Is superior to literal language because it

emotions better and because it car~ communicate

mean1r1g In complex, ambiguous situations where literal language Is
Inadequate,
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Metaphor and Interpretlvism

For the Interpretive researcher metaphors are often used to gain some
understanding of how organizational members see themselves. Palmer and
Dunford suggest that earlier metaphors concentrated on the organization as a
machine or organism. These early metaphors have been followed by such
examples as:
• Organisational life as theatre (Mangham and OVerlngton, 1987)
• Organisational life as competition
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• Organisational life as ctraos
• Org;mlsat\onal 1\fe as a psychic prison (Morgan 1g86)
• Organisational life as po\ltical systems and reflections of power
relationships
• The organisation as soap bubble. Tsoukas (1993) suggests an organisation
can be seen as a hierarchical system of plastic controls- "as a system of
quasi-randomly acting Individuals having their own agendas and
possessing their own local knowledge, who are plastical!y controlled by the
whole In a slml\ar way that a cluster of gnats, 1n s.ptte of their irregular
movements, does not diffuse but keeps together In a relatively coherent
manner" (p. 510)
• The organization as being representable as a spider plant and the
employees as strategic termites {Morgan 1993).

The use of metaphor as a representation tool is a particularly useful
vehicle for making sense of complex situations, however as Dov\ng (1994)
suggests, there are potential errors In application:
First Is the error of commission, which occurs when a metaphor
Is overextended when applied to the target domain. Second Is
the error of Inappropriateness which occurs when the metaphor
has a limited utility because of the lack of commonal\ty between
Its original and target domains. Third Is the error of redundancy,
or when properties of the original and the target domain are so
similar that no added values result from using it. (as quoted In
Palmer and Dunford, 1996, p. 694).
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Mangham and Overington (1987) argue for the use of a root metaphor

to provide a fundamental Image of the world on which one Is focusslng. They
suggest that once this root metaphor has been ldentlfled one can then use
organising metaphors to frame and structure a more limited part of reality.
Their underlying metaphor Is that of the theatre- reflecting the unreality and
symbollsm of much of organisational life.
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Representing organisations as a culture or as political arena Is a very
common metaphor In the organisational literature.
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Metaphor and the researcher perspective

Fay (1996) asks "Must we comprehend others In their owr>. terms?". He
suggests that tlis is generally one of the fundamentals of Interpretive social
Inquiry- the Idea that actors should be understood In their own terms. He
describes lnterpretivism as the view that comprehending human behaviour,
products and relationships consists solely In re-constructing the se\funderstandings of those engaged In creating or performing them.

Fay (1996) describes perspectivlsm as the view that all knowledge Is
essentially perspectivalln character. According to perspectivlsm knowers
never view reality directly as lt Is In Itself; rather they approach lt from their
own slant, with their own assumptions and preconceptions (p. 72).
Perspectlvism suggests that all scientific descriptions and explanations of our
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experience and the world are perspectlvalln nature. He goes on to describe
how this belief can lead to an argument for Incommensurability with respect
to research approaches- if we believe that not only our description and
explanations are perspect\val in nature, but our experiences as well, there Is a
strong argument for ontological relatlV\sm. As Fay (1996) argues ".. .if reality
Is a function of our experier.ce, and If our experience Is a function of our
conceptual scheme, then our reality Is a function of our conceptual
scheme ...people Inhabiting different conceptual schemes do not just think
about or experience

t~

same world differently, Instead they live In different

worlds" (p. 80).

For the critical realist such an argument Is an example of the so-called
eplstemlc fallacy- confusing statements about t~ nab.ne of being with
statements about our knowledge of that being. For the critical realist reality Is
not a function of our experience -real structures exist Independently of and
often out of phase with the actual patterns of events and our experience of
those events. Bhaskar's realism disagrees that such perspectival statements
should be taken to Imply something about the nature of reality itself.
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Atom ism and Holism as foundations for metaphor

Checkland and Ho\INell (1998) describes an organization as a personlike social co\!ecbVe -organizations act as if they were a collective entity
which behave like a conscious being (an example being "Shell has decided to
build a refinery In Singapore" (p. 80); She\\ being equated with a single
person-like Identity), An alternate view sees an organization as reflecting the
philosophy of the corporate chief. Simplistically the chief Imposes his/her
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personality on the organization by employing and promoting people In his or
her own Image, and these people continue with the process until the
organization comes to be a reflection of the chief's personality. The view
expressed by Checkland and Howell fundamentally differs from this viewone concentrates on the Individual and the other on the social entity.

Aidrich (1992) argues that all models of organizations as coherent
entities can be reduced to two basic views: organizations as social systems,
sustained by the roles allocated to their participants, and organizations as
associations of self Interested part1es, sustained by the rewards the
participants derll'e from the association with the organization (p. 27). The
concentration on self and one·ness Is described by Fay (1996) as atomlsm:
The thesis that the basic units of social life are self-contained,
essentially Independent, separated entities. According to
atomlsm each of us experiences our own unique states of
consciousness to which we have privileged access.... Atomlsts,
Insisting on the Idea that Individuals are self-directing agents,
focus on the properties and activities of Individuals (including
their desires, motives, and choices) to explain human behaviour.
(p.JO)

Atomlsm, as Fay (1996) argues, Is an extreme view. It does not
adequately represent the social interaction that helps define what a person Is.
Atomism Is however a useful perspective In that it represents the Importance
of human agency- Individuals can make changes for the better. An opposite
extreme view Is that of holism. Fay (1996) describes holism as the doctrine
that people's Identities are determined by their group membership, identity
being produced by social and cultural forces. Holism claims that persons are
essentially vehicles by which society and culture express themselves (p. 50),

Flood (1990 p. 208) from within a systems perspective provides the
following definition of holism:
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1. The contention that whales, or some whales, are more than
the sum of their parts... 2. (In the social sciences and history) A
theory that claims society may, or should, be studied In terms of
social whales: that Is, that the fundamental data of social
analysis are not Individuals or lr:divldual manifestations but
rather societallaws, dispositions, and movements.

Holism provides a basis for methodological holism which proposes that
an Individual can only be understood by placing him or her In a social context.
It follows that social whales, not their Individual human members, must be
the bedrock of any adequate social scientific theory (Fay 1996, p. 50}. Holism
Is more committed to seeing the world In terms of whales that exhibit
emergent properties, whereas atom Ism Is a more reductlonlst approach.
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Conclusion

Metaphor Is not generally seen as a useful tool In traditional realist
examination but as detailed In this chapter lt Is essential within a critical
realist approach that proposes the existence of potentially unobservable
objects. This chapter highlights the Important theoretical role that metaphor
can have In both realist and Interpretive studies.

The chapter also hlghllghts how metaphor can be used on an individual
basis to surface researchers underlying beliefs. As detailed it played an
Important role In my own study In that it highlighted my individualist beliefs
and emphasized the Important role that I give to the Individual manager. It
highlights a number of different uses for metaphor and suggests a number of
alternate representations of organizational life.
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Chapter 7 - Examining the Outsourcing Decision ·A
Knowledge-focussed Perspective

Introduction
This chapter and the following chapters move the study towards an
examination of the practical Implications of critical realism. It provides
examples of the way that critical realism has an important role as
"underlabourer and occasional midwife" to research.

This chapter examines the decision to outsource the IT Department
from firstly a knowledge-focused perspective founded on diffusion theory and
secondly on critical realism. The two perspectives provide differing
explanations for the move In that they propose different structures and
mechanisms by which the decision was made. Diffusion theory, as applied by
Newell, Swan and Gal\iers (2000} suggests that mainly supply-side technology
firms and consultancy firms Influence Internal organizational decisions to
accept such innovative practice as outsourcing.
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It is argued by this thesis that another perspective would propose that
a major cause behi:"ld the move to outsource was governmental Imposition.
Both diffusion theory and critical realism can be used to present different
structures to explain the reason to outsource. As Brown (1999), from a critical
rea~st perspective

argues, there may be a number of possible explanations

for an observed phenomena (such as the move to outsourc\ng) and it is
Important that these alternatives be considered:
Once competing !Typotheses of underlying structures have been
made they must be tested empirically. Critical realists take
seriously the high difficulty of experiment In social science
relative to natural science. In the absence of experiment
hypotheses are tested, for the most part, by their relative
degrees of explanatory power regarding specific social
phenomena.
This thesis argues that the critical realist perspective provides a better and
more supportable explanation for the move than a knowledge-focussed
perspective based around diffusion theory.

This chapter builds on a diffusion model developed by Abrahamson
(1991) to categorize the Innovation decision. The following chapter, chapter
8, presents the case example to confirm this model. Using an argument based
around critical realism it proposes an external structure - governmental
Imposition - to explain the "forced selection" of outsourclng. This basic stance
is seen to provide a clearer explanation of the situation than the knowledge
focused perspective suggested by Newell, Swan and Galliers (2000). Yet, as
critical realist examination accepts, such an explanation may well be open to
amendment as a deeper appreciation of the situation becomes available. As
Collier (1994, p. 23) argues "A transcendental argument may account for the
possiblllty of some phenomenon, but there may be r\val transcendental
arguments to explain the same thing, just as there are rival theories at the
frontiers of science. One transcendental argument may explain more than
others, and so be the best available account. But In philosophy, as In science,
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whlle there can be justified beliefs and there can be progress, there ca11 be no
final theory, unsusceptlble to revision and Improvement",

Diffusion Theqrv
Diffusion theory suggests that the adoption of an Innovative practice
(such as outsourcing) Is largely a consequence of (perhaps distorted)
communication between the respective players In the diffusion process. An
example of this argument is presented In Newell, Swan and Galllers (2000)
who examine the adoption of BPR within organisations, BPR being considered
as Innovative practice. They see Innovation diffusion as 'a socially constructed
process involving the development and implementation of new Ideas' (Van de
Ven, 1986). This knowledge focussed perspective on the diffusion of
tectnology Is also used In Kautz and Larsen (2000), Lacity and Hlrschhelm
(1993), Kwon and Zmud (1987), and Prescott and Conger (1995)).

Kautz and Larsen (2000) examine the diffusion of software best
practices and like Newell et al (2000) see the diffusion process as a
communication processes. Such a perspective Is founded on Rogers (1995)
Rogers sees diffusion as the process by which an innovation Is communicated,
through various commu11lcation channels, over time, amongst the members of
a social system. An innovation Is defined as a11ldea, object or practke which
is perceived as new. Such a definition can be seen to encompass such
technological fashions a11d practices as TQM, BPR, Outsourcing, ERP and
CRM, ID name a few. In this theory the diffusion process Is largely seen as a
communication process or, as Rogers puts it, an Information seeking and
processing activity. SUch a perspective highlights the social aspects of the
adoption and diffusion process and sees the technological diffusion as a social
communication process rather than purely a technological implementation.
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Newel! et al (2000) present a recent example of this approach when
they build on Rogers model to examine the reasons for the widespread and
rapid diffusion of BPR. In particular tl"ey hi;!hUght the ways In which the
knowledge underpinning a new technology is packaged and bundled by the
supply side organizations In order to encourage a more rapid and widespread
diffusion. These supply side firms Include associated technology suppliers,
management consultancy firms and professional associations who are seen to
bundle the technological practices In a manner that Is considered by the
authors to be overly simplistic. This simplistic bundling Is argued to blind the
prospective users to the Inherent underlying complexities.
The Outsourcing Decision as a Consequence of Innovation Diffusion

Adopting this perspective on the diffusion of outsourcing would see the
move to outsourcing In a negative light as it would see the diffusion as a
consequence of distorted communication emanating from such concerned
parties as technology suppliers, outsourr:ing firms and associated professional
bodies. La city and Hlrschhelm (1993) adopt this stance when they argue that
the move to autsourctng is largely a consequence of management fashion.
They see that a major part of the outsourclng trend reflects a 'bandwagon'
effect resultant from an unrealistic expectation of success; this expectation
being prompted by the highly publicised successes of such companies as
Kodak (Loh and Venkatraman 1992). They present some of the myths
associated with popular outsourclng claims and suggest that the complexity of
the technology or process Is generally not properly communicated In
promotional iterature, thus prompting an unrealistic elq)ectatlon of success.

Both Newe!l et al (2000) and Lacity and Hlrschhelm (1993) present a
fundamentally negative perspective on technology diffusion. Newel! et al
suggesting that the deliberate and simplistic bundling of technologies by
supply side firms hides real complexities, whilst Laclty and Hlrschhelm (1993)
arguing that false user side perceptions encourage the adoption of ultimately
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technically Inefficient out:sourclng practices. Both perspectives depend heavlly
on social constructivism In that they see the diffusion and adoption process as
a social process consequent from distorted user perceptions. Although Newel!
et al (2000) briefly mention the posslbll\ty of macro level influences at a
country or Industry level, macro Influences are not an Important part of their
argument. Their analysis Is placed securely within the so·cal!ed transitive
dimension In that they concentrate on the \<nowledge-focussed aspects of the
diffusion process (In fact, Newell et al {2000) title their paper "A knowledge-focused perspective'1 and give little recognition to the potential underlying
real structures and mechanisms that are so Important to a critical realist
examination.

This exclusively constructivist approach can be contrasted with that of
the critical realist who would argue that organisational decision making Is not
purely dependent on Individual or collective perceptions but Is also a
consequence of "real" external and Internal

structures~ 'real

entitles with

their own powers, tendencies and potentlals' (Archer 1995, p. 106). These
internal and external structures impact Individual decision-making In
significant and measurable ways.

A realist examination depends heavily on a consideration of the role
that social structures play In the organisational situation and how these
structures Impact agency decision. Newel! et al (2000) recognise the
importance In the diffusion process of external "parties" such as management
consulting firms, technology suppliers, professional associations, educational
Institutions, associated partner firms and government bodies but they do not
specifically define the mechanisms by whfch these parties impact the decision
making process. For the critical realist such parties would be seen as social
structures and the !ndlvtdual mechanisms through which decision-making Is
Influenced would need to be ldentlned to support such an argument.
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Social constructlonism as a negative representation pf agency action
For the critical realist, another Issue with Newell et al's analysis Is that
it tends to downplay the active role that agents play In the decision-making
process. The social constructlvlst perspective on which Newel! et al base their
argument tends to downp\ay the rote of the active agent by suggesting that
managers will passively accept the false packaging of BPR technologies.
Similarly Laclty and Htschheim (1993) downgrade the decision making role of
organisational members by arguing that the outsourclng movement be seen
as a consequence of an Irrational bandwagon of firms overly Influenced by the
myths of outsourclng.

To more clearly reflect the sensible decision-making role of the
concerned manager it Is Important that the impact of external and Internal
structures be more clearly recognised. The following section presents a model
frOm Abrahamson (1991) which Is modified to provide a foundation for this
recognition.
A "Fads and Fashionso perspective on outsourcing

Abrahamson (1991) presents a sceptical view on Innovation diffusion
based around the question 'When and by what process are technically
Inefficient innovations diffused or efficient Innovations rejected?" (p. 587). He
argues that much of the business literature demonstrates a pro-Innovation
bias In its Implied assumption that all innovation Is good. This pro-Innovation
bias Is demonstrated through an often Implied assumption that adoption of
i'Jn(lV:'Itlon Is Important (e.g. critical success factors for successful adoption,
factors that affect early adoption, factors that affect Innovation diffusion etc).
He suggests that such negative questioning w\11 avoid such pro-Innovation
bias.
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Using this sceptical perspective on the diffusion process he develops a
model to help describe the ways In which technologically efficient processes
may be rejected or technologically Inefficient processes diffused and
accepted, To reflect potential adverse forces at work on the decision to accept
Innovative technologies he presents two new dimensions to explain
undesirable outcomes- the Impact of outside 'Influences' and the Imitation
element In organisational decision-making (see Rgure 11).
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Abrahamson's model extends on the knowledge focussed diffusion
theory of Rogers (1g95). Rogers defines 5 stages In the dedslon making
process:
(1) Knowledge Is the stage where a potential adopter learns
about the existence of an Innovation and gains some
understanding of Its way of functioning.
(2) Persuasion Is the stage where a favourable or unfavourable
attitude towards an Innovation Is formed.
(3) Dedslon ts the stage where activities are undertaKen which

lead to the adoption or rejection of an Innovation.
(4)Implementatlon Is the stage where an Innovation Is actually
put to use.
(5) Confirmation Is the stage of reinforcement for an adoption
decision which has already been taken. (as quoted In As

Kautz and larsen (2000, p. 11).

Abrahamson (1991) Is primarily concerned with the second stagepersuasion. Rogers (1995) also defines a number of different communication

channels that are Involved In the knowledge dissemination process. The
mass-media channels (such as the Internet, newspapers and radio/television)
are distinguished from the Interpersonal channels of face·to·face exchange In
an Informal setting. "Cosmollte" channels Involve access to sources outside
their own social system and are distinguished from locallte channels which
provide Information from Inside sources. Each of the various channels are
considered to have a greater or lesser degree of Importance depending on the
stage of knowledge diffusion.
Diffusion from a Structure/Agency Perspective

From a critical realist perspectl...-e Rogers (1995) model is a process
model that concentrates on the process of decision-making and does not look
at causation In detail. such a perspective thus does not give high-level
structural Influences and associated mechanisms a major role In the analysis
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process. From a realist perspective the communication channels could be
equated to potentlalllllJactlrg structures and thus provide the basis for
examining the specific mechanisms by which decision making Is Influenced. In
my view, Abrahamson (1991) Is providing an Implicit recognition of the
Importance of macro-level structures by the Inclusion of Internal and external
'Influences' In his model, Amending his model to explicate the underlying
assumptions regarding structure and agency provides some usefullnslghts.
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Figure 11: Theoretical perspectives to explain the diffusion of technologies
(from Abrahamson 1991, p. 591)
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The efficient choice perspective
The first perspective - the efficient-choice perspective - assumes that
technology adapters make independent, rational choices guided by
organisationally measurable goals of technical efficiency- it assumes that
organizations are relatively certain about their goals and their assessments of
how efficient technologies will be In attaining those goals. This perspective
elevates the role of the agent and minimise the role of Impacting structures.
It emphasises the rationality and power of the 'doing' agent by suggesting

that it Is the agent's sole choice to accept or reject the technology. This
perspective does, however, Ignore the potential for outside structures to
Impact the technology decision.
The fad perspective
The second perspective -the fad perspective- sees organizations as
operating In conditions of uncertainty about organisational goals and Imitating
other organizations by adopting new technologies ('fads'), As Abrahamson
(1991) argues this adoption can be for a number of reasons such as:
a) knowledge dissemination from the 'fad adopted' organization can
al\ow them to feel safe in adopting the new fad
b) a desire for the legitimacy provided by following the emergent norm
c) a desire to avoid the adopting organization achieving a strategic
advantage through early adoption

The fad perspective encourages considerations as to agency and
structure, emphasising the rote of the active agent In the decision to adopt an
unproven fad, but suggesting that only Internal structures (such as
associations with the fad adopting firm) Impact agent's decision, external
structures being neglected.
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The fashion perspective
Along with the fad perspective, the fashion perspective assumes a high
degree of uncertainty about organisational goals and sees organizations as
primarily Imitating other organizations external to the business area (such as
management consulting firms) rather than making rational independent
decision. This perspective relegates the role of the agent In that it argues that
the organisational role of fashion follower will predominate over Individual
actor decision.
The forced selection perspective
The final perspective presented Is the forced selection

perspectiw~.

According to this perspective organizations outside the adopting organization
may use their power to affect the diffusion of Innovations; rational decision·
making Is present but less Important as tl1e powerful external influences
predominate.
A structure/agency persoectlve on Abrahamson's model

The vertical axis of Abrahamson's model (Figure 11) suggests that
Internal and external 1nfluences' are most Important In the examination of
Innovation diffusion. Such Influences can be seen

to result from Internal and

external social structures. The horizontal axis suggests that agency decisions
are less Important In some situations (where Imitation pre-dominates).
Modifying Abrahamson's model slightly makes this agency/structure
perspective explicit (see Figure 12) and allows one to view the role of
Impacting social structures on organisational decision-making. The new model
makes explicit Abrahamson's assumptions regarding agency and structure and
Is basically in line with Reed (19g7) who argues that both structure and
agency must be considered ln the social analysts of organisational situations.
As detailed In the next section the model provides a useful basis for

examining the outsourclng decision In the governmental case under study.
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Figure 12: Theoretical Perspectives to explain the diffusion and rejection of
Innovative technologies (based on Abrahamson, 1991)
Conc!usjon

Whl!st the knowledge-focused perspective suggested by Newell at al
(2000) Is useful in explaining aspects of the diffusion process, from a critical
realist perspective Its focus wholly within the transitive knowledge-based
dimension suggests that it only tells half the story. Such a perspective does
not allow for the consideration of the real enduring macro level structures and
associated mechanisms that are so Important to the critical realist. The sodal
constructlvlst approach suggested can also be seen as not providing adequate
recognition of the rote of the rational manager In that such a perspective
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suggests that managers are gullible creatures that readily accept the distorted
communication emanating from concerned vendors and associated bodies. As
will be detailed In the following chapter this view of management decisionmaking does them a disservice as lt does not properly reflect the structural
pressures under which they must operate.

The acknowledgement of wider Impacting social structures and the
detalled examination of the mechanisms by which decision-making Is
impacted allows a clearer, more explicit understanding of the decision-making
process. Such a detailed examination tends to divert the blame for bad
outsourclng decisions from individual managers as it provides a clearer
recognition of the level of outside pressure on the decision-making process.
Managers operate In complex decision environments and often react to
s\tuatbns and pressures that are not easily observable. A process-focussed
study that Ignores the potential impact of wider macro level 'structures' Is
only telling half the story as Reed (1997, p. 25) points out in a critique of
traditional post-modern approaches:
The ontological status and explanatory power of 'structure' I.e., as a concept referring to relatively enduring Institutionalised
relationships between social positions and practices located at
different levels of analysis that constrain actors 'capacities to
'make a difference'- Is completely lost in a myopic analytical
focus on situated social interaction ...

He suggests the adoption of a stance that acknowledges the
Importance of both structure and agency and thus avoids the problem of
dealing with ' 'flat' or 'horizontal' social ontologles in which the processual
character of social reality totally occupies the analytical and explanatory space
available' (p. 24).

The following chapter examines the Important role that governmental
Imposition plays In the outsourclng move,
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Chapter 8 ~ Examining the Outsourcing Decision ~ A
Critical Realist Perspective

Introduction
In the previous chapter a knowledge- focussec.l perspective based
around diffusion theory can be seen to provide a possible explanation of the
;nove to outsourclng. As detailed above it Is argued that such theory may help

to explain some aspects of the decision process but it cannot provide a
complete explanation due to Its lack of recognition of the underlying
Intransitive dimension. In order to understand the

happening~;

at the

organization a deeper analysis Is needed to understand the underlying
structures and the mechanisms by which those structu~e~ Impact the
situation.

This chapter addresses the question '\Jnder what conditions Is it
possible for a successful Internationally benchmarked IT Department to be
outsourced?". Such a question Is an example of the retroductlve questioning
which Is fundamental to critical realist examination. As detailed In chapter 5
Stones (1995, p. 37) provides a simple precis of critical realist explanation:

...to combine a real definition of an object and retroduction In an
explanatory account means, In common-sense terms, that one
makes an informed guess os to what Is doing the causing
(retroductlon), gives a deer and detailed definition of what this
causal element Is (real definition) and then shows clearly that it
Is Indeed doing a significant amount of the causing.

In line with Stone (1995) this chapter reflects a realist retroductlve
approach by firstly proposing that governmental imposition largely "caused"
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the outsourcing decision; it then gives a detailed definition of what this causal
element is and demonstrates that lt Is Indeed doing a significant amount of
the causing. The chapter concludes that the decision to outsource can be
considered as largely derivable from an external social 'structure' which
Impacted Internal agency decision.
Tile Events leading up to Outsourcinq

As detalled In Chapter 1 the organization was traditionally an

engineering organlzatbn with a heavy Involvement In capital works
development. Prior to the decision to outsource the organization the IT
Planning Manager post outsourcing saw the IT department as providing a
service function:
The organisation in those days saw IT as a necessary evil. They
were focused on one of two things, engineering or financial
considerations and IT was something they had to have, but they
didn't really want to spend any money on it and all the money
they had spent, was too much • 'where was the return on the
Investment?' ·that was the continual question.
Background to the Information Business Plan
Prbr

to outsourcing the IS Department had reached agreement that

for planning purposes the Information Business should be treated at the same
level as the other major business areas· money, assets and people. The
development of the first Information Business Plan was a major achievement
In an englneeri'lg focussed organization. Yet there was a degree of opposition
to this idea as an employee later pointed out:
The prevalllng view of executives at the time was that it was
completely Inappropriate to describe the Information thing as a
business. That caused quite a bit of grief and controversy· it Is
merely a process. No way Is it a core business, it is just a
support process or function.

In order to properly complete the Information Business Plan there was
an Initial need
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to examine the Information requirements of the various

business processes· the IS Manager led this modelling exercise. Over the
period 1993·1g9S the IS Manager developed the Information Business Plan
and continued work on process modelling and Investigations Into outsourcing
of non-core processes:
On the practical side of delivering a service we were starting to
shine, we were winning TQM awards, the quallty of our service
was very good, and we were getting accolades In the press, the
cost of our servlc:e was benchmarked Internationally in the top
six in the world. So things were going very, ve':Y we!\. (IS
Manager).
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The IS Manager originally felt that the Investigation Into outsourcing
was simply an exercise with no real plan to move ahead with outsourclng:
In fact I went to a board meeting where the question was raised
"Why the hell are we looking at outsourc\ng IT, when ,ve've just
had IT successfully benchmarked Internationally; we know we
run efficiently, effectively- we've just given these guys the first
TQM award In the organisation because they're working so well.
So why the hell do we even bother looking at it? And what came
back it's a government directive that we look at it. so we really
told the staff don't worry, it's an exercise that the govemment
wants to go through and that we know that the results and
figures will show there's no way people can come and run it any
cheaper than we do.
And that wasn't true, the exercise was "this gets outsourced,
whether it was economic or not". It took a while for me - I
believed, and my director believe<! that this was a paper
exerc\se a~od we were looking at outsourclng of many areas. It
was an agenda simply to force IT out whether it was economic
or not. (IS Manager)

Pe.-ho.r< li-,e o.~o<t""f'o..UU.teko.~"''t of the dect<io~ to ou.b:oU.I'"C<'- oJ<U
the b&ef <Ja:hltl this e~~U)ee..U,~ focu.<ed OI'"~MLzDfi<>'l l:lw±:IT oJ<U 0\0~·co.-e. lb
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tf tl.e .,):{:;o:......o.lf'~ cou.t.t .....ettl.c cost
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The seemingly efficient operation did not stop the move towards the
outsourclng of the entire IT operation:
The rationale I understand was that the Organisation was
running one of the best IT shops and also was one of the
biggest and therefore the most expensive. [The argument was
that] 'If we can successfully outsource the Organisation's IT
seJVices and beat a lot of those battles then the other ones
won't have a leg to stand on'. Now that's why lt moved quickly,
basically from the moment the decision to look at outsourcing
seriously was announced everything stopped on the Information
business planning (IS Manager}

The modelling work was stopped as the uncertainty engendered by
decisions regarding outsourcing hampered the modelling process:
We didn't do anything more [on process modelllng]and
subsequently the outsourcing of many, many other areas of the
organisation were announced and everybody stopped modelling
because you can only do this sort of work where there's a
harmonious attitude, people must want to do it and they need
to see the benefits of doing it, as soon as you put this sort of
turmoil and distrust and stress on people - how long do I have a
job or where am I going to go to next? what's the organisation
done to me? These sorts of things just don't work. You can't do
it [process modelling] in this sort of environment and so the
whole thing disappears (IS Manager).
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Governmental Pressure to outsource
The move towards outsourcing was a part of worldwide governmental
trends towards smaller government and pr!vatizat1on with associated
outsourclng of non-core functions. This focus became more central ID
governmental policy with a change Of government over this period. The policy
of outsourclng only If it proved to make economic sense changed with the
new government:
Prior to the new government the way the rules were written was
that there was a process to follow to Identify outsourclng
targets: (I) Identify appropriate non-core sectors, (11) establlsh
their performance and (Ill) In a competitive process determine
whether the outside party could do lt better. With the new
governm~:nt the decl.::ton to outsource became a political
decision and the prior process and rules did not apply. The
argument became that if the operation was non-core the
outsourclng should go ahead anyway even If the results were
comparable since it allows managers more time to concentrate
on their core activities. (Intervtew- Managing Director)

As detailed In a discussion document prepared for public review In April

1995 (Commission on Government 1995), the Western Australian Government
signed Intergovernmental agreements to Introduce a National Competition
Policy. This po!lcy was !Jased on the reforms recommended by the National
Competition Policy Review Committee (1993, The Hllmer Committee) to
enhance competition In the delivery of public services. Much of the Initial
focus within state government for the move to outsourclng was contained In
the commonly relied McG:lrrey Report- a report following from an
Independent commission set up ID review state government finances. A part
of their recommendation was that commercial activities undertaken by
departments should be assumed by 'scmi-autonomous business units within
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their parent agency' (Mccarrey, 1993: 23). The two reports- The Mccarrey
Report and the Hilmer Committee report were important In defining the
movement towards smaller government. The reports embodied the Idea that
the core business of government was ultimately to fac!lltate and to regulatethe provision of non 'social-justice' services being better fulfilled by priVate
bodies. In 1993 the Mccarrey Report suggested that the corporatlzation
reform process had commenced but was proceeding slowly within
government organizations.

OVer the period Immediately prior t-o outsourclng the IS Manager felt
that he had a good relatklnship with the Managing Director {MD) and he saw
the MD as a supporter of Information services:
He [the MD] had a very good understanding of business process
reenglneertng and championed it- he had a good understanding
of the concepts we were putting together, of managing by
Information, he created the term 'management through
Information' within the organisation. He actually championed it,
which was fantastic for me. He was not overtly an IT supporter,
though he knew where I was coming from and he could see
where we were going ... (IS Manager).

Unfortunately for the IT Department the MD was replaced -the
general consensus for the change being that the pace of privatisation reforms
were not moving fast enough. The old MO had a different focus:
That was the difference between the old MD and the new one.
The old MD aimed to keep the public service at bay by proving
efficiency. This argument didn't In fact work- efficiency dllil't
provide the sole argument, proving efficiency did not prevent
the outsourclng.

As Indicated above the change In government was atso an Important

step In that the new government had a greater emphasis on outsourclng,
Prior to the new outsourclng policy the Organization had already outsourced a
number of non-competitive sectors and had reduced the heaOCount by around
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1,000 personnel, yet the perception from the government side seemed to be
that the pace of reforms was not fast enough. The Managing Director was
replaced wtth a new director having a particular background In downslzlng.

In the view of the pr~outsourcing IS Manager much of the outsourclng
was not based on economic rationale:
[the MD] would've fought tooth and nail to continue the
business process reenglneerlng to irrprove the organisation not
just for the sake of outsourclng. It cost [him] his job, he didn't
move fast enough ...the agenda was 'to outsource, period' - not
to outsource only If lt made sense. There were many areas and
IT was one of them, where [the MD] said this doesn't make
sense, it's not a logical decision and a board of a ptivate
company would not do this. This support virtually cost him his
position (IS Manager).

A slmllar comment was made by another employee at the time:
A lot will move out Into the private sector - money Is not the
Issue In this decision. Really there's no way to compare costs of
an In-house system with an outside development -you can't do
this unless both do the project at the same time and compare.

The new MD was less supportive of IT and the IS Manager commented
that In the year between the appointment of the new MD and his own
departure th~ had only one meeting - 'He never came to IT ever:
Conclusion
It Is claimed that the IT outsourcing Is primarily a consequence of an

external social structure (emanating from within the state government) which
Imposed pressure on the organization to outsource. This structure Impacted
the organization through the ability of the Premier to hire and fire CEOs of
state run organizations. It Is argued that In order to speed the outsourclng
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process the Managing Director at the time was replaced and a new Managing
Director more supportive of the outsourclng process was moved in.

The decision to outsource the rr Department can thus be seen to be
largely determined by forces outside the control of the participating
personnel. Thus the framework detailed In Agure 12 above Is corroborated
for the quadrant entitled ~forced selection perspective" In that the framework
suggests that In the case of forced selection an empl;=>sls be placed on
external structures and the role of active agents In the process. In the case
detailed an external structure has been Identified that explains the move to
outsourclng despite strong Internal agency opposltlor•.

The usefulness of the model in explaining the other 3 quadrants still
needs to be evaluated. However, it Is the argument of this chapter that a
consideration of structure and agency Is useful in all cases and the model can
provide an Initial suggestion as to areas of study. For example, If the move to
outsourclng is seen to be a rational and sensible process (the "rational choice"
quadrant) an examination of /ntema/structures and the active role of agents
Is suggested by the framework. Outsourcing is such a stressful and careerchanging process that lt seems unlikely that agents directly Impacted by the
move would support the move. This therefore suggests that there Is an
Internal structure In

pl::~ce

encouraging the move to outsourclng. To properly

explain the decision to outsource, this Internal structure would need to be
identified and the mechanisms by which this structure Impacts the concerned
agents would also need to be examined.

For the case under study a postmodemlst sltuattonally focussed
examination of the situation would have difficulty In understanding why
outsourclng eventuated. Only by considering the governmental influence can
one properly explain the demise of an IS Manager and his department even
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when the IS Manager had agreement to their first Information plan and
appeared to have a supportive champion In the then managing director. A
consideration of Imposing structures Is essential to understand the
outsourclng outcome, such structures being Identified through answering
such questions as "Under what conditions Is it possible for an efficient IT
Department to be outsourced?". The answer to this question leads to a
consideration of possible "rea\" external structures and their effects,
Factors Impacting public ornanlzatlons
Thong et a\ {2000) observes the following major differences between
private and public organisations:

1. Environmental Factors: Less market exposure {and therefore
more reliance on appropriations), resulting In less Incentive for
productivity and effectiveness, lower allocational efficiency, and
lower avallablllty of market Information; more legal and formal
constraints; and higher political Influences, Including Impacts of
Interest groups and the need for support of constituencies.
2. Organisation-Environment Transactions: More mandatory
actions due to the unique sanctions and coercive powers of
government; wider scope of concern and significance of actions
In the public Interest; higher level of scrutiny of publlc officials;
and greater expectation that publlc officials act fairly,
responsively, accountably, and honestly.
3. Internal Structure and Processes: More complex criteria {e.g.,
multiple, conflicting, and Intangible); managers with less
decision-making autonomy, less authority over subordinates,
greater reluctance to delegate, and a more political role for top
managers; more frequent turnover of top managers due to
elections and political appointments; difficulties In devising
Incentives for Individual performance; and lower work
satisfaction and organisational commitment.

Thong et a\ (2000) Identifies that one of the most Important
differences between private sector and public sector organizations is the
coercive power of high-level political influence. This power has been
demonstrated In the case example. Prior to the more recent corporatlzatlon
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this power was even more evident as the organization was more closely
controlled by the government Of the day, With corporat\zat\on governmental
policy needed to be In writing and tabled In parliament prior to
Implementation. The corporat\zat\on process alms to thus extend the
separation between government and the public sector.

Apart from pollcy setting another major means of controlling public
sector organizations was the appointment pollcy for Managing Directors or
CEOs. The State Premier had the power to directly appoint CEOs and
Managing Directors and thus the government of the day had a considerable
power over the CEOs and thus the organisations, partlculady those not
corporatized.

In answering the question "under what conditions Is it possible for a
successful

n- Department to be outsourced?" the case study provides a good

demonstration of critical realist examination. It firstly proposes an explanation
for the observed outsourclng {governmental Imposition); lt then demonstrates
that the structure exists and describes the mechanism by which the structure
Impacts the situation. From the above discussion it Is clear that governmental
pollcy had " lot to do with the move towards outsourclng. This governmental
structure was Imposed through the CEO hlrlng and firing practices, as well as
via written and unwritten governmental policy.
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Chapter 9- Evolutionary Models of IT Planning and
Realist Examination

The floater metaphor ... seeks to capture the way In which a
certain type of study ... ocquires a broader and longer
perspective by means of floating over the surface of events, as
if in a hot-air balloon, from which one's view Is extensive but
lacking in detail. Roater analysts, like hot-air balloons, can come
down and land every now and again and, depending upon
where they land- and tor as long as they remain there - details,
patterns and nuances of social interaction can take on an
unfamiliar richness and vlbtancy. Even the words of lay actors
can sometimes be heard before the balloonist floats upward
again and onwards over the next horizon. What distinguishes
floater accounts from contextual/zed accounts Is quite simply the
dominance of the perspective from altitude, the surveying of
vast expanses of lime-space from up on high. (Stones 1996, p.
77)

Introduction
This chapter examines whether traditional evolutionary models of IT
Planning can properly explain the evolution of planning at the organization.
The chapter Introduces a number of different evolutionary models of IT
Planning and then relates them to the happenings at the organization. It
questions whether the evolutionary models proposed In the literature can
actually provide a useful framework for Investigating the role and
development of IT planning In the case example presented. Contextuallzed
examination Is needed to understand the particularities of IT Planning within
an organization.

From a realist perspective Stones (1996) describes the particular
difficulty In understanding what Is happening at a particular time and space In
the world. As detalled In Chapter 5 he sees that the ontological richness
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implied by contemporary realism generally requires that the researcher
examine single contextuallzed case studies and provide detailed analysis of
agency roles. He questions whether "dreamer theory" founded on generalised
abstract pattern analysis can provide the necessary deta\1 to properly
understand social situations. As the extensive quote detailed In the chapter
Introduction Indicates he describes dreamer theoryuslng the metaphor of a
hot-air balloon; the hot-air balloon touching down to provide the pretence of
a contextualized support for associated dreamer theory. Stones (1996)
appears to adopt a disparaging approach to dreamer theory and associated

hot-air balloon approaches but he does see that they st\11 have an Important
role to play in examining trends and common themes. He questions their
benefit, however, for realist examination and argues that contextuallzatlon is
needed In order to explain the rich and complex ontology Implicitly assumed.

The first section of the chaPter reviews various In sights Into the role of
IT Planning and Its relationship with Business Planning; it then examines the
particular Issues Impacting the case study and finally concludes that
traditional evolutionary models of IT Planning cannot provide sufficient
contextuallzatlon to adequately explain the way IT Planning has evolved as
the organization changed.

IT Planning Approaches

The IT Plan Is generally seen as a cornerstone of the IS/IT presence In
an organisation. Throughout the eighties and nineties the Importance of the
linkage between the IT strategy and the business strategy has been
continually highlighted (Relch and Benbasat 1996, Henderson and
Venkatraman 1993, King 1978, King and Tea 1997). It has continually ranked
highly In SUTveys Of the main concerns of CIOs. This ranking Is taken to Imply
that CIOs want to be able to rationally develop a plan and a purpose for the
IS function In order to avoid being drawn off course with each new
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technological innovation {Dekleva & Zupancic, 1993; Brancheau & Wetherbe,
1987; Pervan, 1997; Pervan, 1998). It Is commonly suggested that ctose
Integration of the organisational business plan and the IT plan Is desirable
and Is a goal that most organisations should work towards. The linkage or
alignment rr1sures that Implementation of Information technology matches
the organization's current competitive needs rather than traditional Internal
organisational IT trends {Bowman et a\1983).
Evolutionary Models of IT Plann!ng
King and Teo (1997, p. 193) argue that as the strategic use of IT
becomes more Important to organisations the linkage between BP (Business
Planning) and ISP {Information Systems Planning) must Increase:
The Importance of IT has increased over the years. As a result,
BP-ISP Integration becomes Increasingly Important as firms
strive to better deploy IT to support business strategies. Over
time, therefore, we can expect Increasing levels of integration
between BP and ISP as the IS function begins to have <' greater
impact on the organization. It follows that generally the
evolution of BP-ISP Integration should be In the direction of
Increasing extent of BP-ISP Integration, namely: administrative
Integration, sequential Integration, reciprocal Integration, full
Integration.
The difficulty from the IS perspective Is that as BP-ISP Integration becomes
more necessary and commonplace this therefore means that IS Planning must
be just as reactive as the business organisation to the rapidly changing
business environment.

One of the earliest papers to recognize the Importance of a linkage
between business planning and IS planning was that of King (1987) who
proposed an Information Systems Planning methodology to allow the
Integration of IS strategies with business strategies. The methodology
proposed that the IS strategy set {system objectives, system constraints, and
system design strategies) should be derived from the organizational strategy
set (business mission, objectives, strategy and other strategic organizational
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attributes). This "reactive" approach to IS Planning was later Incorporated in
IBM's Business Systems Planning Methodology (IBM, 1981).

King and Teo (1997, p 187- 188) argue for different levels of
Integration between IS Planning (ISP) and Business Planning (BP). They
suggest the existence of different levels of planning dependent on Internal
organisational structures. The basic structure being defined by the degree of
co-operation between the IS Department and other business operations;
Increasingly higher degrees of co-operation demonstrate different levels of
Integration:
Type 1: separate planning with administrative Integration. In this type
of Integration, there Is a weak relationship between BP and ISP. Generally,
there Is little significant effort to use Information technology (e.g., computers,
and telecommunications) to support business plans.
Type 2: one-way linked planning with sequential integration. In this
type of Integration, BP provides directions for ISP. ISP primarily focuses on
providing support for business plans.
Type 3: two-way linked planning with reciprocal integration. In this
type of Integration, there is a reciprocal and Interdependent relationship
between BP and ISP. ISP plays both a role In supporting and Influencing
business plans.
Type 4: IntEgrated plannlrg with full integration. In this type of
Integration, there Is little distinction between the BP process and the ISP
process. Business and Information systems strategies are developed
concurrently In the same Integrated planning process.

They suggest that whilst organizations at some time tend to match
these stages of ISP and BP Integration it Is too simplistic to claim that
organizations wlll always follow the stages from Type 1 to Type 4 In a strict
evolutionary manner. They suggest combining an evolutionary and
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contingency perspective, arguing that "Multiple paths of evolution, bypassed
phases, and reverse evolution are made possible by the combined approach"
(p, 189) thus adding richness to the analysis. The model also argues for the
Importance of organisational and enVIronmental contingency factors that may
affect the degree of BP-ISP Integration. The Impacting contingency variables
are broken Into environmental factors (dynamism, heterogeneity and hostility
of the environment) and organisational factors (Information Intensity of
[iroducts/servlces, Information Intensity of the value chain, top management's
perception of IT Importance, IS competence).

In a similar vein to King and Teo (1997), Earl (1993) ldentlfies five
approaches to IS Planning: Business led, Method driven, Administrative,
Technological and Organisational. The business led approach suggested by
Earl can be equated with King and Tea's Type 1 Planning where BP drives the
IT Plan. Earl's Organisational Approach can be equated with King and Teo's
Type 4 Planning where ".,, [the] SISP (Strategic Information Systems Plan} Is
not a special or neat and tidy endeavour but Is based on IS decisions being
made through continuous Integration between the IS function and the
organization" (p. 10). Earl's Method Driven, Administrative and Technological
Apprcaches however cannot be directly related to King and Tea's strategic
categories, Earl's paper being more directed towards examining the method In
which IT Planning is implemented rather than solely the underlying strategic
approach. Falconer and Hodgett {19~8) present a more recent Au<;tra!lan
based study using Earl's framework- this study found the ma}r.rlty of
organisations had either a business driven approach or an Integrated
organisational approach to developing the IS Plan.
A Contextuallsed model of IT Planning
Rather than the survey based multiple case approach used by Earl
(1993) and King and Tea {1997), Knights and Murray (1992) argue for the
use of a single case study and suggest that management of IT can only be
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fully understood through an analysis of the relations of power and Identity
that supplement the politics of process. They suggest that:
Strategies are often accidental In their formation and neither a
direct renectlon of market forces (the ratlonallst approach) nor
simply a negotiated outcome of political struggles (the
processual approach). Rather, they are a corrplex product of
both these features but not In a planned and consciously
designed way that may be intended by practitioners seeking to
control IT, their market and their own careers. More often they
are disconti;ruous, fortuitous and produce unforeseen
consequences In their realization. (p. 214)

Knights and Murray suggest a highly contextual Investigation of IT
management Issues and propose that however 'coherent' and 'rational' the
Image of systems development might be, there will always tend to be
unforeseen circumstances that cause serious disruption to IT strategies.
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Comparing the two models
Knights and Murray (1992) and King and Tea (1997) provide
contrasting approaches to the exami1atlon of IS Planning. At a broad level it
can be argued that King and Tea examine IS planning from a structural
perspective in that they use an organisational structure - the co-operation
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between the

rr Department and business In general - as a means of defining

the stages of IS planning evolution. Whilst they consider organisational and
environmental contextual factors as potential impacts on the planning
process, such factors are considered at a high level and are not situationalln
focus.

Knights and Murray (1992), In marked contrast, examine IS Planning
and Implementation from a heavily contextuallzed basis Incorporating detailed
examination of politics and power relationships. Both methods can be
criticised. The study by King and Tea can be said to be too heavily rationalist
In Its focus In that lt suggests a rational logical development of IS Planning
un-lmpacted by internal political pressures and power plays. Similarly Knights
and Murray can be criticised for Its too strong focus on Internal situatlonal
factors and Its lack of recognition of the rational logical processes that are a
result of justifiable business structures and trends. As has been detalled in
earner chapters such an approach as that adopted by Knights and Murray can
tend to Ignore or relegate the Influence of wider environmental and
organisational structures as Reed (1997, p. 24) suggests:
Theoretical approaches that are sympathetic to the postmodernistic turn In social and organisational analysis particularly In regard to Its one-level, process-dominated social
ontology and Its Inherent analytical tendency to col\apse agency
and structure Into localized or micro-level social practices- offer
a very different explanatory agenda and dynamic than that
proffered by more structurally lncltned perspectives.... The
ontological status and explar1atory power of 'structure' - I.e., as
a concept referring to relatively enduring Institutionalized
relationships between social positions and practices located at
different levels of analysis that constrain actors 'capacities to
'make a difference' - Is completely lost In a myopic analytical
focus on situated social Interaction and the local conversational
routines through which lt Is reproduced.
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Both approaches tend to emphasise different ends of the macrojmicro
perspective, each providing little recognition of the Importance of the other.
Both macro-level and micro-level factors need to be considered.

The Development of IT Planning at the Organization

process modelling and TOM
In the late 1980s the organisation had attempted to develop models of
organisational processes, the IT Department at the time being given the task
of doing the modelling. The exercise had caused a degree of resentment as
the IS Manager at the time commented:
They [the IT department] spent a lot of time and a lot of money
- they bought very expensive work stations, started building
models - ontt for ITs benefit and people just got very plssed off
with this and it didn't work because the drivers were from IT,
not the business

This earlier exercise was not a success- the modelling of processes
was seen to be an IT exercise and was resented by other functional areas.
The necessary commitment to a process focus did not eventuate.

The organisation was moving towards being a quality organisation. It
had been Insisting that suppliers should have ISO quality certification and
thus the argument was that the organisation itself should also follow quality
principles. According to the IS Manager, the organisation was committed to
implementing TQM principles

~totally

committed, from the top - managing

director downwards". The characteristics of a quality organisation had been
defined as being those In which the following management principles apply:
1. Customer perceptions determine quality
2. Improve system performance
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3. Treat suppliers as partners
4. Decision making is based on Information and knowledge
5. Involve everyone In creative Improvement
6. Planning drives Improvement
7. Lead by example

The transition to becoming a quality organization was expected to take
between 5 and 10 years and the IS Manager at the time proposed a vision for
IT at the Organization which detailed how the IS department would support
this movement towards a total quality organization. For the IS Department its
major task was to support the fourth principle detailed above which was
providing suitable information requirements to support decision-making. The
vision document was directed towards how IS could support the Information
requirements of high-level business processes within the organisation. This
Information provision requirement meant that the IS thus needed to be able
to define business p:-ocesses prior to being able to define Information
requirements.

The movement towards TQM therefore provided a good excuse for the
IS department to re-open the prior Investigations Into processes on a more
justifiable footing. It was hoped that this second attempt would prove more
successful than the unpopular first attempt:
My role In this was to surreptitbus\y, behind the scenes get my
information systems planning done without ever being seen as
to threaten the process. So I was the biggest champion for
process modellng, process development and management by
information that you could have. I supported our Director·
Corporate Services Initiative to push the process modelling
through the organisation (IS Manager)
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The quality Initiatives provided a golden opportunity for the IS
Department to actively approach the var!ous Departments to model their
Internal business processes:
... by Introducing the concept of uthls ls for continuous
Improvement; lf you document your processes we [IS] will be
able to work out the Information requirements you need to
manage those processes"- I could see how getting that - from
an extremely selfish point of view- was exactly what IS wanted
-without them ever having to use the term "Information System
Plan" or Jetting anyone know that anything we did would benefit
IT at all. (IS Manager)
The TQM work on business processes and Information requirements was to
prove the basis for production of the Information Business Plan.
Applying King and Tea's evolutionarv model

The Information Business Plan was the first Information Plan for the
organisation. The plan basically treated the Information function as a
business, this concept growing out of the mode! whereby service departments
were to be treated as cost centres In their own right, thus giving them the
ability to charge other parts of the organisation for services. The Plan was the
first such plan for the organization and was completed under a very tight
schedule. The plan was largely formulated along the same lines as the other 3
internal business plans: money, assets and people.

At the time of production of the Information Business Plan the
Organization was using the IBM Systems Planning methodology as their
framework for planning, which, as detailed above depends on the premise
that BP drives ISP. King and Tea's (1997) model suggests that, at that tlme,
the approach adopted at the Organization would be seen as Type 2 Planning
(sequential integration).
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Prior to the development of this first Information Business Plan the IS
Manager at the time felt that Information Services was not achieving
adequate recognition. The underlying planning environment prior to a
commitment to the new Information Business Plan could be categorised as
Type 1 Planning In that IT loosely supported the business but not In a formal
manner. The planning function at the time seemed well set to move along the
evolutionary model towards a greater degree of Integration between ISP and

BP.

,, The IS Manager was very proactlve In his organisational role and
considered the then Managing Director as an ally, Without the Impact of
outside environmental pressures for downslztng the IS Manager and the
Managing Director may well have moved the organisation towards being in a
Type 4 Planning environment. Impacting this logical evolutionary path was
the outsourclng of the IT Department.

This move towards outsourclng was partly a result of a change In state
government. Governmental policies became more supportive towards
· outsourcing In that it was considered preferable to outsource even If the
business case showed little economic advantage. As detailed In earlier
chapters this policy supported the argument that information services should
be considered as non·core and the concept of Information as a business
should therefore be rejected.

The Usefulness of Evolutlonarv Models ofiT Planning

From the above analysis lt Is clear that the evolutionary model
presented by King and Tea (1997) appears to be over·slmplistlc In that \t
assumes a high level of rationality as the driver for planning and thus tends to
Ignore the Impact of unexpected external and Internal structures and
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mechanisms. For this case example, it can be seen that IS Planning has not
followed a logical evolutionary model founded around business and IS
Integration - it was drastically impacted by severe business changes enforced
by outside governmental and environmental pressures.

In terms of King and Tea's model the organisation never really got past
the Type 2form of Integration. Indeed, after outsourcing the organisation
appeared to be back at a pre IS Plan stage:
Because we are a new corporation there is no official plan In
place, what we do have though is some useful historical
documents which are to be referred to and the brief I am
putting together for the consultancy company will mention this.
(IS Planning Manager post outsourclng).

Yet the recommendation made within the initial Information Business
Plan were still valid as another employee stated at the tlme:
The Initiatives Identified by the first Information Business plan
are still there and still need to be addressed. We still need a
corporate information model, we still need better access to
information and whatever else we had listed. How we satisfy
those needs will now be quite different under the outsourcing
arrangements.

The role of IS Planning, however, completely changed after
outsourclng In that the organization had spilt Into two sections- managers
and "doers". Much of the planning process under this new arrangement was
related to performance monitoring of the outsourcing contracts. Information
provision was completely outsourced with Information planning being done
Internally.

It appears that despite all of the efforts put into IS planning there was
little to show for it. The treabnent of Information as a separate business was
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certainly unsuccessful and the Initial planning process did not envisage that
outsourcing w:>uld be an option In the future. The Initial planning approach
can be seen to be very mechanical and formal with the IS Department having

to fit l•.lto traditional planning frameworks used by the other business oreas.
The IS Manager post outsourclng discusses the organisation at the time:
The organization In those days saw IT as a necessary evtl.
They were focused on one of two things, engineering or
financial considerations and IT was something they had to have,
but they didn't reatlv want to spend any money on lt and all the
money they had spent, was too much -where was the return on
the Investment - that was the continual question. Therefore the
setting up a massive Information systems plan was probably at
that time simply Impossible.

IT was thus not considered to be a highly strategic part of the
operation and as Indicated above this view became even more evident with
the appolntme11t of the new MD. As described In the previous cl1apter In the
year before the IS Manager left the organisation the new MD "never came to
IT ever".
A mechanistic approach to olanning

The first Information business plan reflects a mechanistic approach to
information through Its attempt '•:O treat Information as a business In Its own
right. According to Kamm (1995) this placement of Information at the same
level as money, people and assets reflects an Instrumental rationality or
organizational drive for prediction and control. This perspective Is associated
with the following beliefs:
• Organizations exist for goal achievement and Information Is primarily
seen as a means to allow the organization to make choices as to how

to achieve specified goals
• Any such choices are constrained by human nature but the
lnstrumentafrat!onal!ty of organizations suggests that associated
human needs are pre'IJictable and that Information allows players to
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make rational choices based on self-Interest. Information is seen as a
tool In the power politics of the organization.
•

Information Is presented as "a tangible, almost physical entity whose
value can be quantified as eas\ly as that of other organizational
resources" (Kamm 199S, p. S18). This view of Information as a
physical commodity allows a rigorous view as to Its management. It
allows its "effects, costs and benefits to be measured and agreement
reached on optimal designs for Information systems".

Kamm (199S) argues that such a mechanistic approach to Information
comes to reflect an "essentially mechanistic lack of trust between members of
organizations". Such observation seems to fit well with the situation at the
organization In that the IS Department was looked on as Imposing on other
functional operations and there was evidence of little trust between the
departments. The development of shared values and consensus Is un\lkely
with such a mechanistic view of information. Information remains primarlly as
a means of control, not a reflection of a shared understanding. The treatment
of information Within the organization at the same level as money, people and
assets reflected this organizational Instrumental or formal rationality.

In hindsight this mechanical approach should not really have been
surprising given the heavy engineering focus of the entire organization. Most
of the senior management were engineers and much of the major
achievements of the organization related to engineering construction and
supervision. Such a formal process proved not to be sufficiently reactive to
the huge business changes underway at the time.
Conclusion

Avgerou (2001) argues for the crucial importance of examining
Information systems (IS) within the context within wlich they are embedded.
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He argues it ts Important that IS practitioners consider the social context In
which IS Development takes place and also the broader organisational
processes under which lt operates:
Most of the knowledge developed and taught In the IS field
promotes a normative professional practice, based on a limited
perception of context. Broader organizational processes are
usually outside the perceived terms of reference of IS practice.
Further research Is needed to develop appropriate analytical
knowledge to equip professionals with capabilities to pursue
contextual!st aniJiyses.

He suggests three principles to be followed In order to address the
contextual processes Involved In IS Implementation, firstly that technology
Innovation should be considered in relation to socio-organlzatlonal change;
secondly that analysis should consider the national and International context
together with the local organizational and thirdly that analysis should consider
both the technical/ratiOnal decisions and actions Involved in the Innovation
process along with the Important cultural, social and cognitive forces of such
a prc.::ess. The Importance of context has been demonstrated in the example
ab:JVe where sttuational factors are vitally Important In explaining the change
in IS planning.

For the case under study local high level structural Impositions
(governmental and business trends such as privatisation, outsourclng etc)
played a major role In the planning process. such change cannot be explained
through the simple evolutionary model proposed by King and Tee (1gg7). In
the case example the Initial conditions for a sensible staged approach to
planning were very good as the IS Manager and the Managing Director were
all!es and the IS Manager had a good business focus and understanding, yet
the logically expected movement towards a greater integration of BP and ISP
did not eventuate as the move to outsourcing resulted In the abandonment of
the Information Business Plan.
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Another Important Issue to come out of the study was the political
nature of the planning process. The argument that politics Is heavily Involved
In organisational IS planning and decision making seems an obvious point,
however, many research art1cles neglect the Importance of such a view (Earl,
1993). As indicated in the case study the IS Plan was used as a tool to
elevate the status of the IS Department within the organisation. This met wlth
substantial resistance and In part may have played a role In the final decision
to outsource the Department Even the titte of the plan "lnfonnatfon Business
Plarl' was used as a polltlcal statement In that such a title attempted to

elevate the Importance of IT to the organisation by placing it on the same
level as the other businesses money, assets and people. Clearly the attempt
did not work- the IT function was outsourced and the department decimated.
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It can be argued In general that, as the business and IT function grow

closer together, the likelihood of major environmental changes (such as
outsourclng) Impacting the planning process becomes more likely. This
observation suggests that highly contextualized examination of organisational
situations Will become more necessary In order to properly understand the
myriad structural effects within any given situation. As Stones (1996) argues
player theotywas an essential requirement to properly understand the

onto!c9ically complex social situation In which planning takes place. Slmllarly,
In terms of an underlying meta-theory, a structure and agency perspecb've as
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suggested by critical realism was also Important in understanding the
situation. The use of both elements Is essential, as Is consideration of their
Interaction over time. The strong governmental push for outsourclng (an
environmental structure) was resisted by the then managing director, this
agency interaction with the pre-existing governmental structure helped to
explain his subsequent replacement and rapid movement to completely
outsource IT services.
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Chapter 10

What's in a name? • 'BPR' versus 'Outsourclng' • a
critical realist perspective on emancipation.

Redescriblng ourselves Is the most Important thing we do (Rorty
1980, p. 358 • 359}
Poets_ like philosophers, need to tillnk of explaining to change,
ratiler tflan just reinterpreting or redescrlblng to edify, the world
(Bhaskar 1991, p. 72-73}
Introduction

This chapter uses the case example to examine whether a change In
the name of the organizational process from "BPR" to "outsourclng" can be
seen to be emancipatory. It provides a practical example to justl!V the use of
critical realism as a basis for examining emancipatory practice. such an
emphasis highlights the ontological issues Involved In that lt argues for an
appreciation of the role of the deep structures and mechanisms involved In
social situations. This chapter argues that such a view Is In contrast to that of
critical theory, which, with Its focus on epistemological Issues can downplay
the Important conditions foremanclpatory practice.

Following from a brief Introduction to both theories the chapter then
presents a vignette from the case study under Investigation to highlight some
of the Important differences between Habermas' critical theory and Bhaskar's
critical realism with respect to emancipation and emancipatory practice.
Critical realism and hermeneutic understanding

As detailed In the quotes at the start of the chapter, the critical realist

has major Issues with the post-modernist emphasis on re-description. As
Bhaskar (1991) presents In his critique of post-modernist argument (as
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exemplified by the post-modernist writings of Richard Rorly) hermeneutic
understandlngs are not seen to be enough, there also needs to be an
Important ontological and practical commitment as well. As Bhaskar (1991, p.
73) suggests ffthere Is more to nature than mere recognition".

Bhaskar (1991, p. 72) highlights this Issue In discussing the Importance
of an ontological commitment In examining freedom and emancipatory action:
.. the Identification of the source of an experienced Injustice In
social reality, necessary for changing .:~r remedying it, Involves
much more than re-description, even if it depends on that too
centrally. It is a matter of finding. and disentangling webs of
relations In sodal life, and engaging explanatory critiques of the
practices that sustain them.
He sees emancipation as Involving the removal or change of real knowable
specific constraints, rather than "merely" redescrlption.

Bhaskar presents the hermeneutic perspective, in contrast, as
presenting freedom as being heavily dependent on the abll\ty to discourse.
This freedom to redescrlbe oneself In new and ultimately acceptable ways
that "overcome themselves, their past and their fellow human being!;"
(Bhaskar, 1991, p.62) Is an Important part of the hermeneutlc argument. This
new abnormal discourse is seen to ulthnately free oneself from the shackles
of past perceptions (or normal discourse). Bhaskar (1991) sees such
argument as an example of what he terms the linguistic fallacy in that it
conflates the transitive knowledge focussed dimension, where discourse
happens, with the Intransitive dimension where particular actions consequent
on new description may or may not ensue.

Bhaskar (1991, p. 60) describes hermeneutlcs as "the generic term for
the activity of rendering Intelligible what Is at present unintelligible. It Is the
attempt to normalize discourse· that Is, paradlgmatlcally it Is discourse (from
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within some normal discourse) about abnormal rather than normal discourse".
Yet he suggests that hermeneutlcs should not be presented as solely
addressing abnormal discourse since In Its everyday practice it also has a
clear role In understanding normal discourse. The extemal realist approach of
critical realism requires this everyday understanding as Bhaskar {1991, p. 61)
suggests "hermeneutlcs, or the interpretive understanding of meaningful
objects, is always necessary In social life- and within lt, as well as about
it". Bhaskar sees that this Interpretation and reinterpretation should not be
presented as being deliberate and separate from social life- it Is a
fundamental part of living in society. Discourse plays an Important role In
Bhaskar's social framework In that meanings cannot be measured, only
understood:
The conceptual aspect of the subject matter of the social
sciences circumscribes the possibility of measurement...For
meanings cannot be measured, only understood. Hypotheses
about them must be expressed In language and confirmed In
dialogue. language here stands to the conceptual aspect of
social stience as geometry stands to physics. And precision In
meaning now assumes the place of accuracy In measurement as
the a posteriori of theory. (Bhaskar 1979, p. 59)
For Bhaskar, discourse has a vital role in understanding the world but it does
not create the world. It resides within the transitive knowledge-focussed
dimension and thus has the potential to affect the world but this Is not
necessarily guarantet-.~.
Habermas and the central role of language

Habermas' critical theory Is a complex and multifaceted theory that is
Impossible to explain In a short summary. Collln (1997} discusses the way
that Habermas constructs social reality and points out the central role that
language plays In such a model. He presents an example of Habermas'
hermeneutic argument In the following qu-otation from On the Logic of the
Social Sclences(Habermas 1988, p. 71-3):
If action Is linked with Intentions in such a way that lt can be
derr...-ed from the propositiOns that bring those Intentions to
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expression, then conversely the thesis Is also true that a subject
can carry out only those actions whose lntent\ons one can In
principle describe. The tlmlts of action are determined by the
range of possible descriptions. This In turn Is established by the
structure of language In which the self-understanding and
worldview of a social group Is articulated. Thus the boundaries
of action are drawn by the boundaries of language.

This weak form of constructlvlsm Is not totally beyond the acceptance
of the critical realist except to the extent that it gives a too centra/role to
language. The critical realist would see that language has an Important role
as a property of particular structures or as an enabling mechanism, but such
Influence Is just one of many. The similarity between critical realism and
critical theory lies In the Important role that both give to critique and
emancipation.

Perspectives on emancioation
Alvesson and Willmott (1992, p. 432) reflect their emphasis on critical
theory when they describe emancipation as
the process through which Individuals and groups become freed
from repressive social and Ideological conditions, In particular
those that place socially unnecessary restrictions upon the
development and articulation of human consciousness.
They see the purpose of critical theory as to enable "members of a
society tc alter their lives by fostering In them the sort of self-knowledge and
understanding of their social conditions which can serve as the basis for such
an alteration" (Fay, 1987, p. 23).

Alvesson and Wlllmott (1992) argue that "central to critical theory Is
the emancipatory potential of reason [-] to reflect critically on how the reality
of the social world, including the construction of the self, Is socially produced
and, therefore, Is open to transfonnation. The task of critical theory Is to
combine philosophy wlth social science to facllltate the development of
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change In an emancipatory direction". They point out this view suggests that
the process of emancipat1an Is a linear cycle of "suffering·critlcal reflectionemancipation" and question the negativity of this vl':lw and whether the
process Is so simple. The Individual's power to reason and consequent selfemancipation play a major role In Habermas' critical theory.

Jackson (1991) sees emancipation as seeking to achieve an Individual's
full potent1al. Flood and Jackson (1991, p. 49) see emancipation as an
Interest In freeing ulndivlduals from constraints Imposed by power relations
and In learning, through a process of genuine participatory democracy,
Involving discursive wlll·formation, to control their own destiny" (as quoted In
Valero·SIIva 1997, p. 75),

Hirschhelm and K1eln (1994) see emancipation as Involving both an
organisational element and a psychological element:
The former calls for the realization of the full creative and
productive potential of lndivldua~s; the latter refers tu the
establlshment of social
conditions, which encourage
effectiveness through organizational democracy, specifically
oveocomlng existing forms of authoritarianism and social control
If they perpetuate Inequities of the status quo In the work place'
(p. 84),
This introduction of an organisational element Is necessary as it recognises
the Important contextual element in any emancipatory practice- 'self·
emancipation Is only one part of the emancipatory process.

Habermas (1984) argues that people can follow two fundamental
postures In a social situation -achieving success or communication. Actions
directed towards achieving success (purposlve rational) can be either
Instrumental or strategic. Instrumental action treats participants as Inanimate
constraints who can be manipulated to serve the self-Interests of the main
actor. In contrast strategic action would treat participants as Intelligent
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Involved players with their own self·interests and alms· thus requiring a
strategic approach to properly achieve the main actors self·lnterest.

The second fundamental posture that actors may represent Is that of
communication· the primary desire Is to achieve a consensus and
understanding. Hirschhelm et al (1994) argues that a communicative
orientation is directed towards sense making • an emergent process that
Involves mutual understanding and shared appreciation of situations based on
common shared background assumptions and beliefs. Where such a common
base does not exist, discursive action may ensue. Discursive action may result
when participants have some doubts as to the clarity, truthfulness,
correctness or appropriateness of any communicated message. Instrumental
and strategic action fundamentally emphasise control, whereas
communicative and discursive action emphasise sense making and
argumentation. These perspectives on emancipation will be referred to In the

case example below.
Critical theorv and emancioation

The three commitments of critical systems theory are seen to be:
• Critical awareness
• MethodaiOQical Pluralism
• Emancipation
These three commitments were largely developed from the work of Flood
(1990), Jackson (1991) and Flood and Jackso~-(1991a).

Maru and Woodford (2001) argue that the emancipatory focus, which
Is seen to be a cornerstone of critical theory, has been diverted largely due to
a concentration on pluralism. They quote Jackson (1997, p. 359) who sees
the commitment to emancipation and Critical awareness as buttressing
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pluralism. The focus becomes not on emancipation but on pluralism. They call
for a greater commitment to the development of emt~nclpt~tory development
methodologies suggesting that Ulrich's critical systems heuristics Is the only
critical systems methodology tl1at offers real practical tools for achieving
emancipatory development.

They point out that critical systems theory reflects a practitioner focus

In that emphasis Is very much directed towards action. They quote Schecter
(1991, p. 213) who describes the commitment to critical awareness as a
never-ending attempt to uncover hidden assumptions and conceptual traps of
paradigms, methodologies, plans and practices together with the conditions
that give rise to them. The commitment to pluralism "Is a result of the critical
awareness that all systems approaches are partial and therefore have their
own limitations and legitimacies" (p. 63).

It Is the argument of this chapter that the epistemological focus

derivable from the underlying basis of critical systems treory may neglect the
ontological conditions for emancipation. If critical <:..lateness Is focused on the
conceptual traps and hidden assumptions of the plans for action, then one
may tend to downplay the ontological conditions necessary for action. Such
an emphasis on ontological conditions is Important since If the conditions are
not right for emancipatory practice then it may make sense to modify planned
action.
Critical realism and emancipation

For the critical realist emancipation Involves the transformation of preeXIsting social structures by self-determtllng agents. Smith (1998) defines
social structures as Involving "relations and patterns of behaviour which have
become so well established across time and space that they provide the
(largely unquestioned) conditions for human action and thought". (p. 27).
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For the critical reanst it Is not enough simply to Identify the Inequitable
structures {although this Is a vital component of emancipatory practice), there
also needs to be a practlcal commitment as well:
•. enlightening people (or facilitating their own selfenlightenment) as to the source of the Illusions and other
unwanted determlnatlons responsible for their p!lght Is not a
sufficient condition for their emancipation from them, and may
Indeed Increase dissonance and despair: for emancipation the
mechanisms actually generating the problems must be removed
or blocked {Sayer 1997, p, 475).

Critical reallsm sees social structures as referring to actual forms of
social organisations, as ~real entitles with their own powers, tendencies and
potentlalsn (Archer 1995, p. 106). such structures cannot be perceived and
thus cannot be ldentlfled except through examination of their effects. SOcial
systems depend on the relations between and within a plurality of structures,
such relations having their own Independent causal properties. The resulting
system founded on the various relations has emergent properties which may
affect agents acting within the system.

Critical reallsm Is termed depth reaffsm by Collier (1994} due to Its
recognition of deeply stratified layers of structure. Emancipation Is thus seen
to Involve deep structural change and Is revolutionary In Its Intent (le deep
and sudden, rather than necessarily violent). Critical realism suggests that
structures will not be changed through the cumulative effect of refonns In
accordance with those structures, the structures themselves must be
addressed. For the realist emancipation Is more than simply Improving
conditions within existing structural arrangements, emancipation Implies the
transformation of structures rather than "freedom enhancing ameliorations of
states of affairs" (Colller, 1994 as quoted In Archer et a\, 1998 p. 464).
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Bhaskar provides 1\ttle real guidance for progressing emancipatory
practice apart from elevating the role of explanatory critique. Collier (1994, p
171) explains the Important role of explanatory critique within the critical
real\st conception of emancipatory practice:
...the production of explanations of social institutions Is not only,
as a general rule, a precondition of criticising and changing
them; sometimes it Is criticising them and beginning the work of
their subversion.

An explanatory critique of unfair Institutional practices and the
associated unearthing of the false beliefs supporting such practices provide
the necessary pre-conditions for emancipatory practices. In this situation
social science can generate practical emancipatory projects by "showing there
to be (a) a need, (b) some obstacle preventing Its satisfaction, and (c) some
means of removing this obstacle" (Collier 1994 quoted In Archer et al1998, p.
455). It may also have a more direct effect In that the unearthing and
exposition of false beliefs can directly undermine the Imposing Institution.

Much of critical realist argument Is -concerned with explanatory critique
based around such retroductive questioning as "what must be the case In
order for Intentional action to be possible" (Bhaskar, 1991 p.l47). According

to Bhaskar (1986 p. 211) emancipatory action requires the following be met:
• The results of the emancipatory action must be achievable, realistic and
popular.
• The new transformed structure Itself must have knowable emergent laws.

The emancipatory action Itself must also meet the fo\lowlng
requirements:
• The emancipatory action needs to be a direct result of agency Intervention
(le critique)
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~that

Is, the emancipatory reasons for the action must

actually cause the action (otherwise it may be just co-Incidence rather
than emancipative practice).
• The explanatory critique must originate from within that part of society of
which lt Is a critique.

In short, Bhaskar (1986) sees emancipation as Involving the
transformation of constraining structures by self-determining agents who act
from within the Imposing structure to produce popular realistic change that
can again be structurally supported after the event.

It Is useful to consider a particular example from the case under study

and to examine whether Bhaskar's suggestions can provide new !ns!ghts Into
emancipatory practice.

'BPR' versus 'Outsourcjnq' • What's In a Name?

p.s detaUed In earlier chapters the organization was traditionally an
engineering organisation that had little time for the Information systems
department- IT was seen as a cost centre with a primarily non-core role. The
organisation had just developed Its first Information Business Plan with the
help of a supportive Managing Director. After the development of the
Information Business Plan the organisation began to

move towards

outsourclng non-core operations. This was a result of wider governmental
policies that encouraged smaller government and required a rnove towards
privatisation of governmental departments. In the mid-1990's the
Investigation Into this operation was termed Internally as a business process

re-engineering (BPR) project.
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Initially staff accepted this BPR tag but over time they came to reject
the term as they felt that \t did not renect what was actua\\y happening - they
felt that the study was basically an Investigation Into the feas\b111ty of
outsourclng, not BPR.
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The planning manager and other staff objected to the term BPR and
prompted a change In title to corporate re-positioning and then again at a
later date to outsourcfng. According to the IS Manager at the tlme, the term
BPR annoyed ~ff:
Well the staff simply refused to call it that, lets call a spade a
spade - 'bugger this we won't call it BPR any more', they said it's a false term. Let's not pretend. After a while it became
obvious what the agenda was and some of the directors wi"'
pushed BPR objected themselves to hiding outsourclng under
the term BPR.
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The naming issue seems to the outsider to be unimportant, however it
was critical to those Involved. By calling the process outsourclng rather than

corporate re-positioning or process re-design this recognized that people were
going to be seriously affected, As the IS Manager suggested the recognition
led to the establishment of career counselling and advice being given to those
likely to be outsourced:
I'd go to meetings and I'd have to try and push the party line
and I did for a while, but after a whlte I said O.K. let's be honest
because my staff had been saying 'This Is dishonest, we know
what's going to happen, let's be honest about it.' IT were
probably some of the first to be very honest with the staff to tell
them exactly what's going to happen. They started providing
career counselling, we had [consultants) come In .... to talk
about the transition and a lot of people decided they wanted to
go and we helped them In making sure they could tick all the
boxes for Pdmlng their severance pay and that sort of thing

It Is Interesting to look at how critical theory and critical realism might

support an examination of this short vignette.
A critical realist perspective on the change jn name

The forcing of management to refer to the

~rocess

as outsourctng

Initiated a process that ultimately led to career counselling and a better
severance process. can this be seen to be emancipatory? As detailed above
Bhaskar (1986, p. 211) argues that emancipatory action requires the
following be met:
• The results of the emancipatory action must be achievable, reallstic
and popular.
• The new transformed structure Itself must have "knowable emergent
laws~.

The emancipatory action Itself must also meet the following
requirements:
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• The emancipatory action needs to be a direct result of agency
Intervention (le critique) ~ that Is, the emancipatory reasons for the
action must actually cause the action (otherwise lt may be just coIncidence rather than emancipative practice),
• The explanatory critique must originate from within that pmt of society
of which it Is a critique,

.'\'
Looking at each requirement In turn:
• The results of the emancipatory action (le a change In

nam~:)

were
'
achievable, realistic and popular. Staff action could not havl~ changed
the movement to outsourclng but at least the recognition that lt was
an outsourc!ng project allowed a more equitable position for concerned
staff.

• The new transformed structure that was put In place after the name
change did have knowable emergent taws In that the new policies and
procedures were achievable within existing remuneration structures
and did not require unrealistic concessions on the part of management.
• The emancipatory action of Changing the name to outsourclng was a
direct result of agency Intervention (it was clearly not co-Incidental) management recognised that staff were not geltlng a fair deal and
Instituted new policies to assist staff over the difficult period.
• The explanatory critique originated from within a group who would
ultimately be affected by the outsourclng. It would not have been
emancipatory If an outside party originated the suggestion as the most
Important Issue was that lt came from within the organisation and
reflected their heart-felt concerns.
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A critical theorv perspective on the change in name

Would critical theory arrive at the same conclusion? Certainly the
example given is a strong reflection of the power of language. The original
naming of the process as BPR can be seen to reflect Instrumental action on
the part of management to force the change process through. BPR at the
time was very faddish and the tag would have been useful as a means to
justify the severe change that would necessarily follow. The change In name
to outsourclng represented a mellowing of this approach and can be seen to
reflect the acceptance by management that personnel concerned were
"lnteiUgent Involved players wlth their own self interests and alms" (see
above).

However, as to whether the actors Involved were seeking consensus
and understanding this Is questionable. In such a highly emotive and
distressing situation as that evident within an outsourcing process,
communicative action cannot be expected. The primary desire of
management was not to achieve consensus and understanding, their target
was to achieve the strategic action they required, the outsourclng of the
department. Given this strategic purpose there could be no basis for open
communicative action. For Habermas con .. nunicative actlon Is a necessary
pre-condition for emanc!pJtory practice- the process of changing the name
from BPR ID outsourclng would not be seen to be emancipatory for the critical
theorist.
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Conclusion

Bhaskar's theory Is concerned with explanation. It argues that
predictive use of theory Is not possible in the open systems evidenced by
soda\ situations, all one can hope for is explanation in response to
retroductive questioning and transcendental argument. On first view the
heavily theoretical approach of the critical realist does not seem to provide
much guidance towards effective emancipatory practice. However, there may
be benefit from Its explanatory focus since such explanation Includes the
Identification of enduring real structures which may exist across organizational
boundaries. This Implies that one can thus learn from the situation. We can
see that certain conditions are required for emancipatory act1on and thus
ensure that such conditions are met In future practice.
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Chapter 11 ·The SoSM Revisited· the Importance of
Social Structures

IntroductiQD.
This chapter proposes that critical rea\lsm can provide Insight Into
traditional systems approac~es such as SSM and TSI; it suggests that critical
real\sfl'l can be useful as an underlabourerto research and practice by
providing a useful base from which to develop consistent theory and practice.
Bhaskar (1979} also suggests that it can act as midwife in that lt can provide
new lnsights into traditional approaches. This chapter examinEs Checktand's

Soft Systems Methodology (SSM), a methodology founded on lnterpretivism,
and discusses whether critical realism can provide a useful un.derlabourlng
rote and provide new inslghts Into the approach.
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The ;:hapter recognises the fundamental role that the System of
System Methodologies (SoSM- see Figure 13) played In shaping and
categorising the various system approaches and revisits this framework from
a critical realist perspective. The SoSM is loosely founded on Habermas's
critical theory and was primarily used to Indicate the underlying assumptions
of the various system approaches. The chapter examines the SoSM from a
critical realist perspective and highlights the way that social structures play an
Important, largely unacknowledged role In the model by its prior
categorisation of organisations as unitary, plurallst and coercive. The chapter
further suggests that use of the SoSM as a framework for defining
methodological assumptions is difficult when the concerned methodologies
have significantly different meanings for one axis of the framework· "system"
complexity. It Is suggested that the purpose of the underlying system can
provide a more appropriate frame for def1nlng system approaches- such
purpose being defined as Interaction or transformation (Mathlassen and
Nielsen 2000).

An examination of SSM from a critical realist perspective then folklws
and it Is suggested that SSM would benefit from a greater acknowledgement
of the role of underlying social structures. The chapter proposes that
stakeholder analysis may provide a useful technique for incorporating such
recognition of social structures. It Is suggested that stakeholder analysis is
particularly Important where the primary function of the system Is aimed at
Interaction. This suggestion Is highlighted by placing SSM within a new
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framework based around a consideration of the system purpose (Interaction
or transformation).

SSM as based on jnterpret!vlsm

Tsoukas (1992) suggests that the underlying interpretlvlsm of SSM
results In a neglect of wider Impacting social structures and power
relationships:
... [the systems perspective] rightly stresses the Importance of
open debate among actors In order to explore different points of
view and arrive at a rational consensus. However, it barely
addresses the societal conditions under which debate among
actors Is (or ought to be) conducted. In particular, the omission
to deal with cases where "there Is conflict between Interest
groups, each of which Is able to mobilize different power
resources" (Jackson 1990, p. 663) results In ISP [Interpretive
Systems Perspective] being unable to ge11erate a ~genuine
consensus" amo11g actors, and thus faili;lg to realise Its true
pote11t1a1. (p. 640)

Systems approaches founded on both the interpretivist or functionalist
paradigm have been criticised for "favouring regulation and the status quo
rather tha11 advocati11g radical social change" (Tsoukas 1992 p. 639). Jackson
{1982) makes a similar claim as does Mlngers (200Da)- "SSM, In focusing
exclusively on the espoused beliefs and values of Individual people, thereby
lost co11nection to the wider social and political structure that shaped such
beliefs" (p, 743).
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TheSoSM

In the systems area, probably the best-known model for structuring
thinking with respect to systems methodotcgles Is Jackson and Keys Systems
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of System Methodologies (1g84) (SoSM). This framework suggested that a
mapping Of system complexity against the decision makers environment
allowed a useful means of categorising systems methodologies to provide an
Indication as to t~elr underlying assumptions concerning systems complexity
(simple or coml)!i::X) and participant situation (unitary, plurallst or coerdve).
Banathy (1988) and Keys (1988) both used the SoSM to argue that an
examination of problem contexts can suggest suitable methodological
approaches, According to Jackson (1990) this use of the SoSM was seen to be
a functionanst interpretation of the framework and such a use for the SoSM
was invalid as problem context and system's characteristics are In the eye of
the beholder.

The framework was developed as a practical tool to encourage
methodological plurallsm by suggesting a critical approach to the use of
systems methodologies. The framework encompasses such diverse systems
approaches as Beer's Viable System Model, Forrester's System Dynamic
Modelling, Ackolf's Interactive Planning and Checkland's Soft Systems
Methodology. The difficulty with using system comp/exltyas a means of
categorization Is th;;t the approaches differ as what In fact a system Is. For
example, Mlngers (2000a) points out Checkland's SSM regards the concept of
a "system'• as being purely an epistemological device having no ontological
foundation, According to Checkland systems thinking Is a "particular way of
describing the world" (Checkland, 1983, p. 671). A theory such as Forrester's
System Dynamic Modelling, however, provides a far greater solidity to the
concept Of "system". Forrester's concept of systems as real objects with
Important cyremetic interactions provides an ontological foundation for
systems and thus allows for a deeper explanatory analysis of systems and
their components.

Mingers (2000a) suggests that the lack of solidity Within SSM towards
the concept of a system Is one of the major shortcomings of SSM. ''With a
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single blow Checkland reduces the force of systems thinking" (p. 749} by Its
placement of SSM solely within the conceptual world. Chec.kland himself, In
discussing action research publishing, points out one of the difficulties
associated with such a placement- theoretical discussion can be presented as
being in the eye of the beholder, thus leading to a possible neglect of detailed
epistemological frameworks:
[they] omit[s] the need for a declared In advance Intellectual
framework of Ideas, a framework in terms of which what
constitutes knowledge about the situation researched will be
defined and expressed. This Is essential, since what constitutes
knowledge In human situations should not be taken as a given.
The research might lead to a framework being modified, or, In
an extreme case, abandoned; but without a declared-In-advance
epistemological framework it Is sometimes difficult to distinguish
researching from novel writlng .. .It is unfortunate that the
absence of an emphasis on this crucial requirement - crucial,
that Is, if the findings are to be openly arrived at, not based on
hidden hunches and Intuition -Is rather too characteristic of the
modest stream of literature on action research since the 1950s,
(Chec.kland and Holwell1998, p .23}
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Critical realism places a strong emphasis on. the unearthing of the deep
structures and mechanisms that make up the world. It Is Interesting to
examine the SoSM In general, and SSM In particular, from such a perspective.
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Figure 13: The System of System Methodologies with example approaches
(from Flood and Jackson, 1991, p. 42)

A Crjtical Realist Perspective On The SoSM

The SoSM maps the relationship between the problem context (unitary,
pluralist or coercive) and the problem type (simple, complex). The problem
context Is seen to be definable dependent on the relationship between the
main actors. Critical realism would view the consequence of such relationships
as social "structures".
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For the crttlca\ rea\\st the SoSM framework has a \lmired conception of
structure with the SoSM equating organisational context with organisational

structure (unitary, pluralist or coercive), A critical real!st perspective would
suggest that the organisational context reflects a complex Interplay of
multiple Interacting ;tructures and mechanisms (both Internal to the
organization and external to the organization) that affect the agency action of

IS development and deployment in various ways. Every organisational
situation necessar\\y Involves a plura\\ty of structures ·a structure being seen
as an Internal network of social relations. For the critical realist a coercive
situation may Indicate the presence of a dominating Inequitable structure that
needs to be addressed. The emancipatory focus of critical realism would
suggest that this Inequitable structure would need to be made explicit as the
first step In its dismantlement.

Given the categorisation evident within the SOSM1 it can be concluded
that in general the systems approaches considered are each placed firmly
within a unitary, pluralist or coercive structural situation. Structure Is
therefore not considered to be a variable and thus does not play a pivotal role
within the varbus approaches. This Is In conmct with a critical rea\\st
perspective which sees social structures as all important.
SSM and Social Structures
SSM Is a practical methodology- Its focus being on achieving
systemically desirable and culturally feasible change. This focus on
accommodation has opened the meth:ldology to the criticism that it Is
ultimately overly conservative and does not encourage radical change
(Tsoukas, 1992). Rose {2000, p. 78) highlights the Importance of
Interpretation within Check\and's SSM:
The epistemological, or learning premise of his work Involves
the conscious movement between unstructured perceptions of
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the world and perceptions structured by systems principles, In
order to foster debate.

He argues that Checkland's SSM does not provide a specific model on
organisational change nor does it provide a mechanism for explaining the
reproduction of social structure between people:
Though Checkland clearly adheres to the notion of a s'lcially
constructed world, the mechanisms of that social constmction
are less clearly specified. The closest his writings come to these
understandlngs are In his commentary on Vlckers. (p. 77)
Such a focus Is a function of the epistemological focus of SSM and
interpretlvism In general. Such a view Is In contrast to an ontological realist
position which strongly emphasises the nature and Interactive properties of
the social objects being enquired Into,

In line with Vickers (1955), Checkland and Holwell (1998, p. 48) argue
that the soft systems movement sees organizations as "social entitles which
seek to manage relationships". This S'.J·called triba!vlf!W sees organizations as
relationship managing entitles, yet the SSM In practice does not particularly
emphasise the importance of such relationships concentrating more on the
ultimate shared perspective. Within the method, an early recognition is given
through the development of a rich picture and root definition to reflect such
relationships, but, once these Interactions has been ldentlfled and
accommodated there Is little further reference to the rich picture and
Identified structures.
The neglect of an Interactive comoonent within SSM
Mathiassen and Nielsen (2000) argue traditional use of SSM within the
IS field has tended to neglect the Interactive or relational aspect of
information systems. They claim that SSM has tended to focus more on the
transformative purpose behind Information systems as exemplified In the root
definition which requires the Inclusion of a transformation. They suggest that
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SSM would gain a wider application IF it concentrated on the Interaction
aspect of IS as well as the traditional systemic concept of transformation. As
a part of this change In focus they s.~ggest that depending on the system
purpose the root definition may Include a definition of the Interaction process
rather than the transformation process.

In line with Mathiassen and Nielsen (2000), Rose (2000, p. 102) argues
that the two primary met<~phors reflected wlthln Checkland's SSM are
transformation and Interaction. He suggests that traditionally transformation
has been the primary fc1cus of SSM and action research in general. For the
action researcher the primary aim of research intervention Is seen to be
transformation with the emphasis on systematically desirable and culturally
feasible change. In my vil;w, this concentration on action and process has
tended to result In a neglect of underlying structures such as power
relationships and externa\ Impacting structures.

Rose (2000) argues that later versions of SSM have concentrated more
on the Idea of the organization as a human activity system With the primary
focus on relationship malntenanca This move towards an Interaction
metaphor may be seen as an attempt to address criticisms of SSM that lt does
not adequately reflect pre-exiSting structural relationships. Within the SSM
rich pictures have always provided a mechanism for recognising such
relationships, yet the structures IdentiFied through these rich pictures are not
used to any great extent In the later format modelling process. The rich
picture Is primarily used to understand the system and to define the root
activity of the system -this reflects a move back to process thinking and the
transformative metaphor rather than towards social structures and
Interaction.
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The nealect of structures within SSM
From a critical realist perspective the concentration Within SSM on
transformation and process misses much of the stay. As Reed (1997) argues,
approaches that concentrate solely on processuallssues and situated social
action can tend to Ignore Important wider Impacting structural impositions
which can "constrain actors' capacities to make a difference" (p. 25).
Approaches which 'work with "flat" or "horizontal" social ontologles In which
the processual character of social reality totally occupies the analytical and
explanatory space available' (p. 24) face the danger of Ignoring Important
:t.Juctural constraints.
Stakeholder analysis
The Incorporation of techniques sucll as stakeholder analysis within
SSM seems a sensible means to address this neglect of social structures. As
an example of this approach Vldgen {1997) proposes an extension of
Mult!v!ew 2 to Include stakeholder analysis. He proposes that firstly a rich
picture be developed to reflect the com!)lex and messy situation under
lnvr:stlgatlon. Once completed the rich picture Is then used along with a
stakeholder map to Identify the concerned stakeholders. Once the concerned
stakeholders are Identified it Is then possible to consider how the new system
might Impact each of their situations. The Identification of such possible
stakeholder effects allows for their Inclusion In the ultimate new system.
Stakeholder analysis provides an opportunity to more clearly reflect the
pluralism Vldgen sees as evident In all systems development situations· he
feels that a plurallst perspective Is Invariably the norm In systems projects
and rejects the "simple" category reflected within the SoSM.

It Is Interesting to note the Close relationship between the definition of

stakeholders and the critical reallst conception of social structures. Vldgen
(1997) quotes Mitroff and Unstone {1993, p. 141) who see stakeholders as
"any Individual, group, organization or Institution that can affect as well as be
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affected by an Individual's, group's, organization's or Institution's policy or

policlt::.". Similarly, the Stanford Research Institute of 19631s quoted as
defining stakeholders as "those groups without whose support the
organization would cease to exist". Vldgen suggests the organization be seen
as a web of stakeholder relationships rather than a single entity. This
perception Is similar to the critical realist perception of structure as an Internal
network of soda! relations.

Adopting a simplistic support to this argument derives Rgure 14 which

suggests that when examining Interactive systems social structure Is

particularly Important In this case the use of a technique such as stakeholder
analysis can be most useful. When examining transformatlve systems

structural analysis Is perhaps less Important and SSM could be used In the
traditional manner.
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COERCIVE

Conclusion
Historically it can be argued that one of the most powerful components
of SSM Is its Interpretive stance. As Holwell (2000) suggests "Check! and's
work is remgnlsed for adding Interpretive thinking to the fields of systems,
problem-solving and IS; so much so, that his argument and language have
become part of the general discourse" (p. 778). Holwell argues that
Checkland's (1981) emphasis on lhe problem situation rather than the
problem itself ~rovlded a fresh way of looking at organisational problemsolving and allowed a deeper recognition of the problem context.

Yet, this chapter suggests that along with the benefits provided by the
underlying lnterpretlvist perspective of SSM, there are also weaknesses. As
detailed In Chapter 5 interpretlvlsm has Its shortcomings, not the least of
which Is its concentration on Individual perceptions and Its neglect of wider
Impacting social structures. This chapter suggests that SSM can grow further
through a clearer recognition of social structures and their impact on problem
situations. Checkland readily admits that the SSM resides within what he
terms as the conceptual domain; this emphasis on systems thinking being one
of Its major strengths. However, from a critical reaUst perspective, such a
singular emphasis also has some disadvantages. It Is suggested that a major
disadvantage Is the neglect of social structures.

The Inclusion of stakeholder analysts within a soft systems
Investigation Is suggested as one way of addressing this Issue, particularly In
the examination of interaction systems which depend more heavl\y on existing
and potenttalt-{ Important social structures. As detailed in Figure 141f the
primary focus of the system Is Interaction then a more detailed Investigation
of stakeholders and thek' concerns Is essential; for a transformative system a
traditional use of SSM with Its strong focus on process and transformation
may be sufficient. Whilst the usefulness of such a model needs to be
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examined ln practlce the suggestion that SSM Incorporate a greater
recognition of social structures seems sensible.
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Chapter 12

A review of tile thesis progress

This thesis reflects a strong emphasis on theoretical Issues. This Is
partly a consequence of the commitment to adopting
a phl\osophy such as
,,
critical realism. Critical realism proposes that philp~phy plays an important
and Integral role In the research process. Such a sta;:ce requires a strong
understanding of the underlying philosophical position. An explanatory target
also suggests that philosophical argument must play an Important role In the
critical realist method since it often requires transcending, or speculating,
perhaps non-observable mechanisms and structures to expla\1 perceived
happenings. Thus as Wad (2001, p. 2) argues:
If we take explanation to be the core purpose of science, critical
realism seems to emphasise thinking insteod of experiencing,
and especially the process of abstraction from the domains of
the actual and the empirical world to the transfactual
mechanisms of the real world.

Another major reason for the strong focus on theory Is that it reflects
my own journey In that, having little background In the social sciences arena,
1 spent a long time on understanding the basics of social philosophy. In
particular the Initial chapters of this thesis are an attempt to "create a space
In which my identity can feel safe" (Knights 1992}. They reflect my initial
overwhelming confusion regardirg Interpretive approaches and my ultimate
conclusion that an Interpretive account Is not enough:

As detailed In Chapter 5, Interpretive frameworks such as that

proposed by GaiUers (1991) give little weight to the nature of the underlying
objects of research. I found such emphasis confusing as it did not allow a
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clear dlrectlon for selection of a research approach. Crltlcat realism In
providing a pre-deflnitlon of the basic nature of the underlying social objects
on which the research Is based helped ID alleviate this Issue.

1 had chosen lnterpretivlsm as the underlying focus for the thesis

primarily due to the background of my supervisor and my own Interpretive
experience at a masters level (Dobson 1992). As Orllkowskl and Baroudt
(1991) point out
Research approaches adq,ted by all researchers... are
Influenced to a greater or lesser extent by the various
institutional contexts within which they are trained and
work...They are heavlly Influenced by the doctoral program
attended, the agendas of powerful and respected mentors, the
lirlng, promotion and tenure criteria of employing Institutions,
the funding policies of agencies, the rules of access negotiated
with research sites, and the publishing guidelines of academic
journals.

I was not comfortable with this a prlorl stance towards the adoption of
a research approach as I felt that the research object should have more
Influence on the decision. The only way I could move on was to, firstly,
appreciate the philosophical basis of the various approaches and then,
secondly, go back to considering what I felt would best explain the situation
under study. In hindsight, this selectton method exempllfied my underlying
realist leaning in that tt assumed that ontology should drive methodology. It
also suggests that research requires an authentic use of theory (Prasad,
1997). This emphasis can be seen In the way that the thesis Is presented,
Only after completing my initial grounding In social philosophy did I feel
comfortable addressing some of the practical aspects of the use of critical
realism. These practlcallnslghts are presented In the later chapters.
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The major contributions of the thesjs

The major contribution of the thesis Is to highlight the Importance of
philosophical awareness In progressing research. It argues strongly against
the use of a priori theory and provides a practical example of how philosophy
can provide the opportunity to "be your own guide" and to "work out
consciously and critically one's own conception of the world" (Gramscl 1971).
The thesis demonstrates how philosophy can support research In a useful and
practical manner. It also documents how such philosophical grounding can
allow the researcher to find their o~n path and by so doing refuse "to accept
passively and sup\nely from outside the moulding of one's personal\ty"
(Gramscl pp. 323·324).

More particularly it responds to the call for a greater philosophical
awareness within the IS field (see Chapter 3 above) by presenting critical
realism, a relatively new social philosophy that elevate:; the role of philosophy
In research. The thesis highlights the practical Implications of such a stance In
a number of ways by:
Elevating the Importance of the research object
The thesis demonstrates that the adoption of lnterpret\vism as an
underlying philosophy requires important philosophical presUiTiptlons
that limit the likely research outcomes. As Archer (1995, p. 17) points
out "What soctal reality Is held to be also Is that which we seek to
explain". The social reality assumed Identifies what there Is to be
explained and rules out explanations In terms of entitles or properties
which are deemed non-existent. Interpretlvlsm and associated
ethnographic approaches have a predominate focus on the micro
aspects of social situations, thus restricting the poss!bil\t!es of firstly
Identifying and secondly analysing macro level social structures.
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Usefully explaining the organizational s\tuatlon
The thesis demonstrates how the adoption of critical realism provides a
better ability to recognize and Include structure as an Important
component In social analysis. Critical realism Is shown to provide a
basis for understanding how the outsourclng decision was made in that
it allows for the recognition of the Important external social structures
that so fundamentally Impacted the outsourclng decision.

Demonstrating the critical realist model of explanation
It provides a good example of the critical realist model of explanation

which Involves three basic steps (Outhwalte 1987, p. 58) "the
postulation of a possible [structure or] mechanism, the attempt to
collect evidence for or against Its existence and the ellmlnation of
possible alternatives". As Outhwaite goes on to suggest the realist
suggests that we have a good explanation when (I) the postulated
mechanism Is capable of explaining the phenomenon (li) we have good
reason to belleve In Its existence (ill) we cannot tl1ink of any equally
good alternatives.

As deta!led !n Chapter 7 and 8 one possible explanation of the move to
outsourclng Is the proposal that knowledge dissemination from
concerned technology suppliers and consultancy firms could have
convinced the organization to adopt such Innovative practice as
outsourclng. This proposal is rejected primarily due to the fact that
there was little evidence of such Influence. It is proposed that
outsourclng Is different from many other innovative practices In that
outsourclng Is such a stressful and cai-eer-cti.3n9ilia process that it
seems unlikely that agents directly impacted by the move would
support the move. It Is therefore proposed that there must be an
Internal or external structure In place forcing the move to outsourclng.
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Once this structure was proposed, the mechanism by which the
structure Impacted the organisation needed to be Identified. This
mechanism became clearer on intervie.vlng the past CEO of the
organization who highlighted the critical role of the government In the
hiring and flring of CEOs. This thus Identified the associated
mechanism by which the governmental structure made Its effects felt
within the organisation and was well supported by the organizational
evidence of the departure of the CEO Immediately prior to outsourcing.

Demonstrating the negative impl!c:ations of social constructivj;;m
The thesis argues against social constructlvlst approaches that present
managers as operating In a passive, lemming·llke manner in their
adoption of management fads and fashions. Thmugh the adoption of
critical realism it calls

for,, deeper understanding of the managerial

decision-making environment and a greater awareness of the
pressures under which managers operate. For the case under review,
rather than adopting a social constructlvist argument which tended to
see managers as passively accepting such Innovative practice as
outsourcing, critical realism suggests that managers have an
understandable and pro-active role to play In responding to and
amending the real structures and mechanisms that constrain their
decision-making.

rrov(o'log Q@ctkal examples of crlt!ca! realism as support!na research
More generally the thesis provides some examples of the practical
outcomes of a critical realist aP.proach:
•

..•

It uses critical realism as a basis for crltlqulng a widely used

framework for selecting IS research approaches (See Chapter 5
for a critique of Galllers 1991)
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• It provides new mslght Into the foundations underlying the
Important SoSM framework and highlights the Implied
if'

importance of structure within the frame (S'.<e Chapter 11)

• lt critiques SSM from a critical realist stance and emphasizes the
need for a greater recognition of the Important role of social
structures within the methodology
• It uses critical realism as a basis for examining innovation
diffusion and by so doing pr-ovides a useful alternative to Rogers
(1995) knowledge-focussed diffusion theory.
• It demonstrates that for the case study under review the IS
planning approach adopted did not follow the evolutionary
models suggested by some (for example, King and Teo 1997). It
supports the realist argument for greater commitment to
contextuallzed examination In developing such models.

Disadvantages of a critical realist approach
As discussed In earlier chapters, critical realism, through the
retroduct\ve focus of Its' questioning, Is better suited to some research targets
than others. The understanding of causation Is a particular target for most
reallst studies and, given the complexity of social life, a particularly difficult
aim. As deta\led In earlier chapters, for the coercive situation documented in
the case example it was perhaps easier to argue for this causation by an
external imposing structure since the structure was so dominating In the case
example. The adoption of critical reallsm In a more obviously pluralist
situation may well prove more difficult.

Another major disadvantage of using critical realism Is Its lack of
practical exemplars. This Is highlighted In the recently announced annual
confere11ce of the International Association for Critical Realism (IACR) which
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focuses on Realism, research and practice, The proposed conference papers
clearly demonstrate that there are very few examples or guidelines for
developing critical realist practice. Given the fact that the use of critical
realism Is presented as being conditional on successful practice, this Issue Is
of great Importance if critical realism Is to become more widely used. The
difficulties In applying critical realism are eminently displayed In the lack of
such exemplars. The philosophical focus within critical realism Is both an
advantage and a disadvantage In critical realist studies as such focus does
provide good grounding but requires an In-depth pre-knowledge that many
researchers may be reluctant to pursue.

As Stones {19g6) also suggests the lack of suitable methodologies to

reflect the ontologically bold arguments evident w\thil critical realism Is also
an issue. Critlcal realism Is said to ontologlcal1y bold and ep\stemologica\ly
cautious {Outhwalte 1987) and thus, as argued In earlier chapters, there
needs to be a less cautious approach to methodology use. Studies need to be
Initiated that provide answers to such questions as:

• What particular features should a critiCal reallstst.udy
encompass?

• What changes, If any, are needed In data collection for a critical
\)

reallst study? As deta\led In chapter 1, my feelings concerning
data collection for critical realist examination Is that lt needs to
specifically target the opinions of the powerful, as quite often
they are the only people who fully understand the Impacting
structures In place. This, of course, goes against ethnographic
examination which specifically aims at the less powerful. There
needs to be a careful balance between such differing alms.
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• How can the techniques and experiences gained through
quatttative and Interpretive type approaches be Incorporated
Into rea\lst examination?

As detailed in earner chapters l can see that critical reatlsm would be a
particularly useful underlabourer In the examination of ERP systems (see
Chapter 2). ERP systems have an important structuring effect on
organizations and I feel that Critical reatlsm, whilst not having a specific
representation of technology Within the model, can usefully allow a
representation of this structuring role. Similarly I also argue in Chapter 5 for
the use of critical reallsm to examine the role of mentorlng relationships in
organizations. It Is my view that the Importance of mentoring relationships,
particularly In private Industry, Is under-represented In the research literature.
Critical realism would provide a useful basis for lnvestlgatlng such
relationships,
Critical realism as avoiding many of the dualisms of current social

tl!gga

Despite the disadvantages of such an approach, I personally feel that
there ts considerable scope for Its' use In Investigating the social situations
Implicit In IS Implementation and use. As detailed In the Introductory chapter
there are many reasons for the adoption of critical realism In IS research.
Perhaps one of the major advantages In such an approach Is that lt provides
the opportunity to avoid many of the dual isms evident in the past as Bhaskar
points In a recent interview:
The Possibility of Naturallsm [Bhaksar 1g79] argued against the
duallsms and splits that dominated the then contemporary
human sciences - and which to a large extent, despite critical
reallsm and related currents of thought, continue to do so now.
What were these duallsms? They were duallsms between
positivism and hermeneutlcs; between collectlvism and
Individualism; structure and agency; reason and cause; mind
and body; fact and vatue. In each case, critical naturalism
argued for a third sublatlng position which could reconcile these
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stark polarities and oppositions, and which could situate the two
extremes as special cases of the more general sublating
position. Thus, against positivism and hermeneutics, it argued
for a critical naturalism based on a realist philosophy of science.
Against collectivism and individualism alike, \t argued for
relationlsm - that is, the conception of society as essentially
relational In character, as not consisting either of collectivitles of
Individuals or Individuals, but as concerned with the relations
between Individuals. Then In opposition to the dk:hotoll"ry' of
structure and agency, it argued for what I called the
transformational model of social activity, which Is not to Identify
structure or agency, but to trace their distinctive features and
mutual Interdependency, In a way that Margaret Archer and
others have shown is distinct from, although related to, that
position that Glddens has put forward under the theory of
structuratton. (Norr!s, 1g99)

Given the Importance of Bhaskar's writings to the critical realist
movement I feel!t Is thus appropriate that he should have the final say In this
thesis.
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